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Love,”

on

* Christian.

Fellowship,”

on

“Love to C'hrist the motive-power of religious life” and work.” The ** Letter to the
Churchds ” called attention to the need for
more
efficient Lay Preachers and a greater
number of them. The sermons were upon
the divine origin of religion in human experience, and the

indications of the

fulfill-

ment of the prophecy that to Christ ¢ the
gathering of the peoples” should be. Conspicuous in their excellence were the ** Letter” of the Rev. W. Chapman on Lay
Preachers, and the sermon of the Classical
Tutor of the college, Rev. W. R. Stevenson,
M. A, on the progress of the gospel and
the worthiness of Christ to unite the nations
to himself in love and adoration.
The Publie Meetings showed among our
young ministers a growing facility and effectiveness in platform speaking. The Home
Missionary meeting was full of life and

‘power, and the tone of the addresses indicated increasing earnestness in the work of
home
evangelization.
The
Temperance
meeting was of a most lively and spirited
sort, our Teetotal friends ave never chilled

and

damped

cold water

in feeling
thrown

by any amount of

upon

them, they sport

and play in it as their native element. The
Sunday School Conference afforded an opportunity for discussion of the important
questions our new education act forces upon.
the notice of religious teachers, and the op-

1578.

portunity was well employed.

Our Sunday

school tefichers show that they are alive to

The

Love

of God.

| the needs of the time, and fully determined,

by God's grace, to meet

Se

The

For-

Like a cradle rocking, rocking,

eign Missionary meeting was a little divert-

Silent, peaceful, to and fro—
Like a mother’s sweet locks dropping
On the little face below
Hangs the green earth, swinging, turning,
Jarless; noiseless, safe and slow;
Falls the light of God’s face, bending

ed from its legitimate purpose by the presence and speech of the great Tourist Con-

Down and watching us below.
And as feeble babes that suffer,
Toss and cry, and will not rest,
Are the ones the tender mother
.
Holds the closest, loves the best,
So, when we are weak and wretched,
_
By our sing weighed down, distressed,
Holds us closest, loves us best.

O great Heart of God! whose loving
Caan not hindered be nor crossed ;
Will not weary, will not even
In our death itself be lost—

Love divine! of such great loving
Only mothers know the cost—
Cost of love, which, all love passing,

Gave a Son to save the lost.
— Scribner's.
tli

At

—

English Correspondence.
——
> ——

Dersy, ENGLAND, July 3, 1873.
The Annual Association of the New Con-

nexion of General

Baptists was held

last

week at Burnley in Lancashire. The neighborhood of Burnley has great historic imer-

est to English General

Baptists.

ductor, Mr. Thomas Cook, who took us
“Round the World” whence he has but

just returned. But who could find fault if,
for an hour and a quarter, a good General
Baptist brother who had girdled the globe
in his travels, discoursed at a Foreign Mis‘sionary meeting of America, of the Pacific
Railroad, of the Great Salt Lake, of San
Francisco, of Japan,

Then it is that God’s great patience

The ven-

. . erable founder of the*!New Connexion, Dan
Taylor, lived a few miles from Burnley, and

often preached in the towns round about as

of China, of India, of

Palestine, of Greece, of Italy and Rome?
Dr. Burns follewed, but as he had given the
story"of his American Tour on a previous
evening, and had preached in Burnley on
the Sunday, he felt he had had a fair * inning” and only took us round the heads of
his intended speech instead of taking us
through it. We regretted the necessity for
such a curtailment of his address, for there
is no more powerful advocate of the Orissa
Mission among us than Dr. Burns whom
vou have doubly honored with diplomas.
Two features of the missionary meeting
were very encouraging.

There

is a young

brother from the Chilwell College just

ac-

cepted as a missionary, and he, his wife,
and Mr. Thomas Bailey and his wife, will
leave England for Orissa at the close of the
summer ; in addition to this, the Treasurer
reported a balance in hand of about £200,
and a legacy falling due to the society, in

the course of the year, of the handsome

and in open

association.

devoted

to Donations

and

Subscriptions,

blessing, he respectfully submits to the wish

ury, and do what little they can with that,
making no efforts to increase it by funds
accumulated in the field. No, brethren, we

of the connection, whose best interests it is

all gather all we can

the pastorate of a church with whom he
has worked with much joy and increasing

his life-aim to promote.
The new President will enter upon his duties in Septem,

ber next, and the former Classical Tutor will
be associated with

him, while

the Rev. S.

Cox will take the -Secretarial, Six new
students were admitted to the College by
the annual committee at Burnley; three of
the old students leave, one for mission work

in India and two for churches at home.
The association of 1874 is to be at Loughborough, in the very heart of the midland
district.
THOMAS GOADBY.

Missionary

Correspondence.
RE
Ch

MIDNAPORE, INDIA, May 28, 1873.
By this mail I am sending you our 'Annual Report. The year it covers has been
remarkable for several things of which I
take this opportunityto speak.
1. The first death (in the field) of a missionary brother, since the Mission was or-

ganized in 1836.

The graves of three mis-

sionary sisters are here, all associated with
tlie early days of the Mission. Bro. Smith's
that has’ occurred in our
}
‘
But in this death the
Lord's hand was laid very heavily upon us.
When a shepherd falls the sheep suffer, and
so it has been. Balasore has in former
vears been occupied by two missionary
families.
For two years Bro.
alone, and now he lias gone.

were in my power to make

Smith was
I wish it

our friends in

America feel how significant a fact this missionary’s death is. Look at the district of

Balasore.

It has an

area

miles, and a populatiow

of 2066
of

square

770,232

souls.

In the heart of this territory, having on an
average 373 souls to a square mile, is the
civil station of Balasore. There for several years our two pioneer missionaries lived
and labored. The name of nearly every
missionary brother is more or less closely
associated with Balasore. It was there
that the school for rescued Khund children

was established. In its bazars the’ Gospel
has been preached for these many years.
The native church there is the oldest in' the
Mission. Beside the Mission compound, in
the old burying ground, are the graves of
the saints. There sleep Rama of precious
memory, Fakir Das the worthy deacon,
Bhekari, “for

others,

many

years a preachgr,

and

There Bro. Cooley left the mortal

remains of a dear child. And now, close
by the chapel rests our beloved brother
Smith, who fell at his post last

November.

Is it the tacit understanding at home that
such a station as this, the thriving business
center of such a population, our first church,
the strategic point for commanding and
conquering
a whole. district for our High
Captain, that Balasore is to be left without
a missionary ? One would have thought
that when the intelligence of Bro. Smith's
death reached the churches, or their representatives, the members of the F. M. Board,

a council would be called at once to make
provision to supply the vacant post. But
so-far from this we have yet to hear that the
Board wishes to send a man to Balasore.
A meeting was called, but alas! it was to

here,

and

do

all the

good we can with it. For .my forty-nine
Santal-village schools, not one cent comes
from across the sea, but they are sustained

by a Grant-in-Aid from the Goyerniuent and
private
Suntal
Home
home,

subscriptions. Some boys in the
training school and four girls in the
are! supported by kind friends at
but besides their help we are obliged

to look elsewhere for funds to carry on

the

work. Lord bless such men as Adam Brown,
Esq.,of Wolfeborough,N. H., who supports
ten boys here, and E. W. Page, Esq.,of New
York city, who has two boys and three girls
in our school,
Could not others do
something ? Quite a number
of good
friends support each a lad in the Santal
training school and we Tove to talk to these
boys about their kind benefactors. Let
others
go and do likewise.

~ ButT've said enough.

«

Will our friends

read the Report, and pray for the Mission
and do more to help it? Then our next, Report will be a more cheering one.
J.L.P.
ee

The General Baptist
The

one

sary of
was held
23, and
occasion

hundred and

Asso.

fourth

anniver-

the General Baptist Association
at Burnley in Lancashire, on June
following days, this being the first
on which it was held at that place.

About two hundred delegates were present,
representing one hundred and fifty-three
churches,
and a membership
of 21,000.

The meetings commenced
on Monday
evening with a devotional meeting, at
which Mr. Barnett delivered an address on
“Brotherly Love; its model and beauty.”
On Tuesday morning another devotional
meeting

was

held,

at

which

Rev.

J.

Lawton spoke on “The influence of Fellowship in the Lord.” At ten o'clock, Rev.
Sam’l Cox, President of the Association, de-

livered bis inaugural address, which occupied an hour and a half. His theme was

“The Inductive Method

in Theology.”

A

Vice president aud assistant Secretary were
then chosen;

and

Rev.

C.

Kirtland

was

introduced as a deputation on behalf of
Baptist Irish Missions; and Rev. J. Martin
from the General Baptist Assembly. In
the evening the Home Missionary Meeting
was held, at which we learn

some excellent

addresses were delivered. On’ Wednesday
morning the devotional service was conducted by Rev. Ji. B, Tetley, who delivered an address on ‘Love to Christ—the
motive power.” The annual Sunday school
Conference

occupied

two

hours

of

the

forenoon, a paper being read by Mr. J. S.
Gill on ‘Sunday school Work,” and an
interesting discussion following
‘it. Rev,
W. R. Stevenson then preached the first as-

sociation sermon from Gen. 49:10. In the
evening the Foreign Missionary Meeting
was held.
Two missionaries and their
wives are expected to go out to Orissa in
the fall; but more meu are needed. The
second association sermon was preached on
Thursday forenoon by Rev. W. Lees, from

Gal.

1:15, 16.

The business

Theological College

came

of Chilwell
in

order.

has been

next

Presi-

the year

sum of £3000 from a stranger, and another
from an old friend of £1000. We are sorry
that the Rev. W. Bailey is now in England
in ill-health, and that the Rev. G. Taylor
will not be able to return to Orissa ; but we.
doubt not that as the Lord hat sent us
money he will also send us men. A small
sum has been voted to sustain an evangelist
in Ttaly in connection with Mr, Wall's labors, and it is hoped that as General Baptists we may do something in the land of
the Pope without injuring our effortsin the
land of Juggernaut.

1779 Mr. Taylor hired a house to preach in

Of the business transacted at the associa-

in the market-place of Burnley, even then
“a town of some note in Lancashire,” and
obtained a license for the house from the
Bishop of Chester's court.
Tlie attendance of ministers and delegates
at the association.
was good notwithstanding

tion the most important had reference to the
College at Chilwell. The President, Dr.

His resignation was presented to the

during the year and received to the fellowship of our four Mission churches. In no
previous year in the history of the Mission
have so many been added by baptism. For
how many, many years the total member-

the distance of Burnley from the midland
and southern districts, and the proceedings

committee at Burnley, and accepted with an
expression of kindly esteem and of thank-

ship of the only two ¢hurches, Balasore and
Jellasore, did not reach even this number

were marked by great harmony and consid-

fulness forthe faithful and devoted service

erable enthusiasm.

he had rendered to the College during his
Presidency of sixteen years’ duration. The

85. Many friends at home regard conversions as the only sign of growth. In this
respect perhaps the Mission churches have
not been. behind those in America. The
ERRATA: In Star of July 28, page 234, arti.
first statistical returns I made as clerk of cle on “Popery and Ch. of England,” column 4,
the Bengal and Orissa Association (Orissa line 6, for ‘“‘accursedly wicked,” read “assuredly
wicked.” Line
29, for ‘Ecclesiastical objecQuarterly Meeting, then), was in 1866.
tions,” read ‘Ecclesiastical Obligations.”
There were three churches with an aggregate membership of 112. Seven years have
Doing Good.
passed by, and we have now four churches
with an aggregate membership of 363. Let
us thank God and take courage! I beThere is a book called ‘A Hundred Ways

-well as in Burnley itself.

Birchcliffe, where

was established over a hundred years since
the mother-church of the General Baptists
of this district, is only a little more than a
dozep miles from Burnley, and in the wind-

ing valley that Hes between or on the slopes
of the hills are six or seven well-conditioned

and prosperous General
ties.

Baptist communi-

In the town of Burnley two flourish-

ing societies exist, the second springing

from the first, and the first otving its origin
to the visits of Dan Taylor.

.

them.

ed in committee

The entire unanimity and heartiness of the ‘that no small share of the sum expended for
vote made the way clear for your corve- Mission schools is now raised in India. Do
spondent’s acceptance of the office; and not think that your missionaries take simply
deeply
as he regrets having to relinquish what comes to them from the Home Treas-

In

The President was the

Rev. 8. Cox, of Nottingham, a gentleman
well-known in religious literatureby his ad-

Underwood, had

intimated some time since

his intention to resign his office, which advancing age began to make burdensome to

him.

Classical Tutor, Rev. W. R. Stevenson,

M.

vote that Bro.

Bacheler,

who

was

under

appointment to return to Midnapore, could
not have the privilege of finding and taking
a new man for the place made vacant by

Bro. Smith’s death.
ears like

a

That vote fell’ on our

death-knell.

God

forgive

us!

but we felt smitten in the face and sore.
And to this hour that cruel vote stands unrepealed. Brethren, hear the cry of perishing millions, see your soldier's new-made

grave, regard a widow's

tears, and send

help at once to Balasore.

A., also resigned in order

_ Epistle to the Corinthiane, and of a long
list of *‘ misread passages” of the Old and
New Testament.
His inaugural address
was a masterly setting forth of some of the
principal doctrines of our faith in the scien‘tific method of the time. Mr. Cox main-

thought best. A sub-committee was appointed to suggest future arrangements.
The Robert Pegg scholarships, now connected with Chilwell College, make it necesgary that additional attention should be paid
to the daily * grind” of the students in

tained that man is so constituted that he

Classics, Mathematics and Natural Philoso-

lieve still better things are in store for us,

must theorize and even theologize; that
theology should be as scientific in its method
as science itself; that science was but a

phy.

if we work on without faltering.
~The readers of this Annual Report-will
perceive that, notwithstanding our small
number of laborers, there has been real progress in the way of taking up new ground.
In the department of schools there is an illustration of this. Both among Hindus and
Santals more has: been done this year to
teach the children and youth than ever be-

“provisional reading of the facts of nature
and changed with. the changing time, leading now one shibboleth and now another—

to leave the com-

The

first

and

most

eligible

man

among us to occupy the post of President
is undoubtedly Rev. John Clifford of Lon-

don, who has graduated

in the London

Univeuvsity in arts, in science and in laws.
His appointment to the office was univerBut his engagements in Lonas of late, convulsion, continuity, evolution ; sally desired.

that theology was but a provisional reading
of the facts of religion and changed its

forms and terms as rapidly as science its
self; that nature did not change nor its re-

lations to man, so neither did God change
nor his relations {0 man, with the varying
interpretations of science and theology;
that our ideas of God, of Christ, of religious

truth transcending human

reason rere yet
\

don

he

considered

bound

him to remain,

and he could not consent, much as he might
take pleasure in the work, to serve the College as President. The sub-committee’ received his refusal with regret and turnedto
your correspondent, asking him to accept
the nomivation-§0' theoffice. The earnest
desire of the sub-committee prevailed with
him ; he was ultimately proposed and elect-

Dr. Und :rwood, who

dent of the College
years, resigned his

for the last sixteen
office that he might

resume pastoral work, and Rev.
Thomas
Goadby, of Derby, was unanimously elected
to succeed Dr. Underwood, and though he

has much to hold him at Derby, he regarded
the call of his brethren as an indication of
his “duty,

and

accepted

the

office.

The

Institution is represented as in a good condition. The Cirenlar Letter had for its
theme, *‘Lay preachers,” and the. writ-

er, Rev. W. Chapman, urged the churches
"2. This Report carries the cheering news to look out: men for this work and train
that eighty-five persons have been baptized and encourage them. The letter from the

- mirable expositions of the Book of Ecclesiastes, of the minor Prophets, portions of the

mittee free to fill up the vacancy as they

Rev.

Freewill Baptists was read and a
ordered. The report of the Secretary
a total of 162

of whom

churches in

139 had made

bership of more

than

the

reply
gave

Association,

returns of a mem21,000,

the

baptisms

could find out such a variety.

Now

man
who

there

are many hundred ways of doing good, and

if you can not find out, I could give you a
receipt or two. If you have money, feed the
poor and do good. If you have none, feed
the sparrow

in

the winter,

and

there

is

something done. If yon can preach, be
diligent in your ministry; but they who

In my own section of the field, quite

teach babies do good as well as you. Thaére

a number of new schools have been opened
amongst the Santals, and I hope ‘to open
others still as soon 0s I ean raise the funds
for paying the teachers. Each of the out

is a sweet smell in little violets, and I have

stations also reports true progress.

leaky cup out of which the traveler
—Syurgeon’s Almanac, -

fore.

4.

Our friends will see

from
F
v COS

the pages

—

A LITTLE WAR

—

OF RAILROADS.

heard ehoice songs from birds I could not
see. If you can not place a fountain by
the roads‘de, yon may be able to mend

the

drinks,

.

The Eastern railroad of Massachusetts,
which also passes into Portsmouth, N. H.,
and runs its cars thence to Portland by the
Portsmouth, Saco & Portland
road, has
for a year or two made close connections
with the

Me. Central at Portland, by which

line it runs its cars through to Bangor,so getting a good deal of the through travel from
the east, as well as the most of the through
freight
business. The Boston & Maine
road, which now runs a well equipped and
independent line from Boston to Portland,
has for some time

desired to

also

connect

with the Me. Central at Portland, offering the same rates of compensation that
the Eastern road has been accustomed to
pay. But the Fastern now has the virtual
control of the Me. Central, and not only
refuses to allow any such connection, but
will not even exchange tickets and freight
bills

with

the

Boston
& Maine

read,

so

that the latter can only ticket its passengers

to Portland,

do

matter

how

much

further east they wish

to go.

The

great

inconvenience

an

of such

arrangement

is

at once seen. Passengers on the line of
the B. & M. road this side of Boston,
going beyond Portland, must not only
change cars at the latter city, but must
also be put to the trouble of getting new
tickets. Last week the Boston & Maine
road made a formal demand upon the Me.
Central that it be allowed to connect with
its rails at Portland, to send its (the B. and
M.) cars east hy that line and to exchange
passengers and tickets with it on the same
erms that it (the Me. C.) affords to the

Eastern road. «This the Me. C. utterly refused to do, and the B. & M. is proceeding to make the connection, which the Me.
C. officers are ordered to resist at all hazards. The resultis not yet apparent, but
itis evident that the B. & M. road has the

right of the contest.

Whatever

may have

been its management in the past it has at

least been a safe road, and for the pust few

years has been irresistibly gaining in public confidence.
It is largely patronized
because it is a safely conducted, comfortable, and beautifully located road, so

far

as

natural scenery is concerned, and it only
echoes a public demand when it asks this
right from the Me. Central. As a convenience to the traveling and business pub-

Bo

TURKEY,

i

The Nonconformast, an English Journsl, thws
speaks of the work of the American missionaries.
in Turkey during the life-time of the present gen-~
erution : ‘ Entering upon their chosen undertak-

ing wheilla single false step might have been fa~

tal to their hopes, they planted

themselves

at

Stamboul and devoted the lives of some of their
ablest men to laying the foundation of a missien

whose ramifications: extend over the whole em—

pire.’ They translated the Scriptures,they wrote

books, they composed tracts, they edited news-.
papers, reviews and magazines, they establishéd

Sunday schools, they poured forth a flood of
truth from their printing presses, they sold, they
gave, they expounded the Word, they traived,
at a flourishing seminary at Bebek, numbers of’
young men in sound scholarship

for the work

of .

the ministry and other departments of service. .

. + Up tothe present time, they have estab-lished

in

Turkey'222

common:

founded 78 churches, have

schools,

educated

have

and licens- .

ed 110 pastors and teachers, have opefiéd 200 .
preaching stations, have founded four theological

colleges, have set up 12 girls’ schools,and around
these various institutions have gathered “a Protestant population of over 20,000 souls.
They
have circulated, in the various languages of the
empire, 400,000 copies of the sacred Scriptures

besides 500,000 other religious and useful books, .
.

and a host of college and school books.

The moral results
are beginning to
the sultan, . .

of such

.

stupendous labors .

draw the favorable attention of ,
und their intelléctual influence

begins to assert itsélt at Constantinople.

On the

lofty shores of the Bosphorus, precisely on the
spot where the Persians passed into Europe un~
der Darius, waves high the star-spangled banner
over Robert college, a great institution for the

higher education

of Turks,

Armenians,

Jews,

and Protestants alike, founded by the prineely
liberality of a single New York merchant whose
name it bears, and accommodating 250 students,
who are all taught the English language.
A
similar college, at Beirut, where Arabic—thes
language of 1,000,000,000 of mankind—is the com
mon tongue of the institution, is occupied in
spreading sound medical science and Christian
knowledge over the whole of Syria; and the college of Aintab is carrying on the goed work of
civilization in the Turkish language over the
vast extent of Karlamania and Armenia in the
interior.”

8

we

g

|
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PERSIA.

The visit of Nassar-ed-Din, the Shah of Persia, to the English and other European courts,
invests with new interest to the Christian, the
spiritual condition of his subjects. The Jews
and Christians under his sway number three or
four hundred thousand—the Sunnites or wor~

shipers of the sun

two

millions—the Sheite Mo-

hammedans, seven and a half millions. The Parsees, fire worshiping followers of Zoroaster,
have greatly dwindled in Persia during the past
lic, we hope the connection will be made,
two centuries; they have moved eastward te
and we hardly see how the courts of Maine Bombay and its neighborhood and now compose
but an insignificant portion of the Persian popcan decide agaiust it.
°| ulation.
THE CARL VOGT CASE.
The Shah, though the most tolerant of recent
This case has received a good deal of Persian monarchs, wields absolute power,so that
public attention.
The facts are these: the life and goods of every Persian are entirely
Vogt, being a Prussian subject, is charged at his mercy. He makes the laws, commands
with committing murder, arson and rob- the army, and dispenses justice. He is the semi-deified patriarch and father of his people, his
bery in Belgium, whence he escaped to the person is more sacred than that of the sultan—
United States.
Our government has no the blood of the prophet runs in his veins and
extradition treaty with Belgium, but has | his words are an inspiration of the great Maho-one with Prussia. Prussia has a law by met spirit. He is said to be the most learned of
which she tries a citizen for an offense com- living Persians; energetic in character, and possessed of unugual mental capacity, yet his manmitted outside her territory.
She now asks
ners are described as singularly mikd and gentle,
that the United States deliver Vogt for tri- and Europeans who have seen him in the midst
alin Prussia.
Judge Blatchford decided of his gorgeous court describe his bearing as
that he should be returned upon the ‘exe- graceful, dignified and tranquil. In his private
cution of the proper papers of extradition. life, he is abstemious and simple, and noted for
Before issuing these the State department his sobriety and self-control. Itis hoped that
his visit to Christian lands may be overruled in

asked the opinion of the Attorney-General
upon the claim made by Prussia. It has just

some

way for the futherance of Christian

sions in his own

mis~.

dominions.

been rendered,and is to the effect that Vogt

shall not be delivered up to Prussia for
trial. The result will doubtless be the

‘conclusion

of an extradition

treaty with

Belgium,
AFFAIRS IN SPAIN,
At the close of the week affairs look a
little mixed in the Spanish republic.
At
Cartagena there has been a revolt in the
navy,

which

arose

from

an

outbreak

in

that city. Seven men-of-war, four of them
being among the best in the navy, are in
the hands of the insurgents, who hold complete possession of Cartagena, its forts and
harbor. It is reported that a regiment sent
against the rebels deserted to them, and at

SOUTHERN

are in a state of complete demoralization.
The motion to censure the government for
declaring the navy insurgents to be pirates
was rejected in the Cortes; in consequence
of which action the minority will withdraw,
Several Carlist victories have been won,
and the city of Igualada has been sacked
and burned.
The Carlists demand
of
France to be recognized as belligerents,
affirms

ty.

its

neutrali-

of baptisms has been limited not by the with
drawal of converting grace, but by the inability
of the missionaries to visit the villages and examine and baptize converts.
The year ending.
with April 1, witnessed 950 baptisms, and there
are hundreds scattered over the country, who:
have for months stood firm in their confession of
Christ against reproach and persecution, yet un~
baptized, simply because the missionaries were

unable to reach them, and
by

their

circumstances

at Washington have undertaken a

scheme,

in conjunction with the Western Union
Telegraph Company, to secure uniformity
of time throughout the country, which
seems to be demanded to regulate the running of trains, banking and mercantile institutions, &c. The plan will be to place
large clocks in gll the principal cities, which

shall be connected by wires with a central
clock in New York,this latter to be connected
with the national observatory at Washington. Even between Washington and San
Francisco electric transmissions can be
made instantaneously, so that practically
a complete uniformity of time may be obtained. It will be' a great convenience,
and when the scheme is perfected can hardly fail of good results.
We want an intelligent race of Christians,
not an affected race of boastérs

of culture,

mental fops, who pretend to know a great

deal and know nothing. .
-

they were
from

prevented

coming

into

the

stations.”
INDIA—ASSAM.

The Report says: *“ On every

ment in Assam is advancing.

hand the move-

The

hills around

Sibsagor are full of inquirers, and Gowahati,,
which has so long stood fraitless, begins to viewith Gowalpara as a center for Cosaree and Ga--

roo disciples.

Sotobi, a young man of the Cosa-

ree tribe, after hearing one of the native preach-.
ers, begged of him a Bible that he might read the:
wonderful story of Christ for himself. He eon~
tinued to read and pray, and at last went to the:
station at Goyabati saying that he found in the
Holy Book that those who believe in Christ must:

be baptized. - To

A GREAT SCHEME,
The officers of the national observatory

INDIA—TELOOGOOS.

The late Annual Report of the Buptist Miss...
Union says: “ God continues to smile on the
mission to the Teloogoos as in former years.
Converts continue to multiply, and the number

Vittoria seven thousand government troops

during the year being 1160, and the net increase, 300. Four ministers have died,viz.,
Revs. J. Sutcliffe, W. Salter,. J. Cookson,
ard R. Ingham,
‘but that government

of Cooking Eggs,” and a very clever
or woman cook, he or she must be

Mission Field.

Events of the Week.

test his sincerity, Mrs.

Scott,

who was the only missionary then at the statiom,
said to him, ‘You know that if you become a
Christian, your brothers and your. wife will cast
you off; you will lose your land, your cows, and:
your buffaloes, and your
village
people will

point the finger of scorn at you; what will you.
do then? His reply was ¢ God will be with me.
I can give up my wife, and house, and lands, if |
necessary, bug I can’t give up my Saviour.” Mrs.

Scott,to test him still farther told him he must go
héme and tell his wife and his brothers of his
conversion and of his intention to be baptized as
soon ag Mr. Comfert, the missionary, returned to |

the station.

He went; his brother. called hima

crazy fool, and told him not to come near him’
again; his wife iuclined to follow him. Promptly \

dt the/ end of a week he: returned Lo the station \_
and was baptized,
Not long afterwards, in the
‘month of Jan., Mr. Comfert baptized (wenty-six

candidates, and, with six others

previously bap-

tized, constituted a church of 32 members

te

whom he administered the Lord’s Supper.

BAPTIST MISS. UNION.
This Board has now fifteen missions under its
care, 9 of which are in Asia,:5 in Europe, and 1
in Africa, comprising

than 52,5612.

a membership’of not less

Of this number about 26,000 belong

to their missions in. Africa, 80,212 to Europe and
1,200 to Africa.
°
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The .synagogues were the Yewish meet}| ing-homses which sprang into being without
| express command, in obedience to the law
of nature which calle the devout together
for worship. The services consisted of reading and expounding the .law, exhortations,

JESUS.

17—25.

reader

stood, but

when

accustomed,

on

the

Sabbath,

to

park

Floss
RaA — ——————
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“Homeward.

rl

Most American travelers reach

from New

York,
Those

and

Was this remark putt of their language,

or a sentiment of Matthew?

Is it true that God

has given Jowar to men to forgive sins? Where
«an all find pardon?
When can any one find it?
Are you a forgiven simmer?
NOTES

AND

HINTS.

preaching fails because the preacher shows
no practical love for his flock. The Sabbath

Liverpool

leave soon for the

whose circumstances per-

school teacher needs to copy the spirit and
principle of instructing exhibited by the
great Teacher.
24. The healing power of Christ extended
his fame throughout Syria, that ig, from the

17. The events described by John from
the first chitpter to the forty-third verse of
the fourth chapter, must have occurred be: Mediterranean to the Euphrates, from Ara4ween the temptation and the time spoken bia to Mount Taurus, and as a consequence
of in this verse. In proof of this compare they brought to him the sick from every
the twelfth yerse in the chapter where the quarter. - None were brought whom he did
lesson is found with the twenty-fourth verse not heal. The lunatic, the palsied, those
of the third of John. John omits, as a rule, possessed of devils, the worst types of phys‘what the biographers of Jesus narrate, and ical maladies were healed by him.
tells what they have passed by. Had he
The *¢ possessed of devils” were not those
introduced this passage into his record, it afflicted with mania, or melancholy, but
would have appeared in the fourth chapter were those who were under the influence
after the forty-third and before the forty- of evil spirits. Such persons were often,
seventrverses. Christ left Nazareth and perhaps always, diseased in body or mind,
came to Capernanm for reasons described or both, and were subject to the excitein Luke 4:14—30.
“ From that time” de- ments of foreign spirits, spirits to whom

"notes from the beginning of his residence in

Capernaum.
Previous to this Jesus had
-peeasionally proclaimed
the word and
taught the truth of God;but now he devotes
his life exclusively to the interests of the
kingdom of heaven. He took up the theme
«of John the Baptist, ‘‘ repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.” The approach
« of that kingdom made repentance necessary
as a preparation for it. By *‘ the kingdom
of heaven” is meant the spiritual reign of
Chaist, whether on earth or in heaven. The
Messiah was about to introduce to men his
~principles of life, and his promises of redemption and of salvation. Men were to
‘ be offered of God pardon, sonship and an

questions

could

be addressed, from

"whom

answers be received, by whom sad works
be wrought. These demoniacs recognized
the character of Jesus, and acknowledged
his power over them. We can not attribute to disease the qualities given in the
New Testament to those possessed of devils.

The attactions of the various

points were

well weighed, the time and expense carefully compared, and we do net regret that
the above was determined upon.

The next’ day after passing Stromboli
we reached Naples, about noon. As we
entered the bay, Mount Vesuvius was nearly before
ms,
smoking like a chimney,

and the smoke, floating
lay

away on the wind,

on the horizon likea cloud.

In

a

few

moments we entered the harbor. The city
extending back over the hill, lies crescentshaped around the bay.
Leaving the most of our baggage to be
forwarded to Basle,

we Jupded

with

a few

pieces of hand baggage, which was readily
passed by the custom house officers. Their
chief meal at the Globe Hotel is in the
morning, so taking a lunch, we started

sight-seeing.

We

secured

-

Gp

Grumblers.

——

TIE BEST ROUTE.~—NAPLES,

be, continent.”

pieces of statu-

the finest we had ever seen.

BY REV: J. M, W, FARNHAM.

found. His presence in the synagogues of mit wander around at will, and see all the
Galilee was not for silent worship, but interesuing sights, Most go acressthe ¢onfor the explanation of the Old Testament, tinent by one and return Ly another of the
and the announcement of the good news of numerous routes. But how shall one on his
his kingdom.
Ile taught, and preached, way round the world make the most of his
taught the meaning of the Old Testament, trip across the continent ?
' As we stood upon the shores of Palestine,
especially the prophecies concerning his
advent, and taught, also, other truths relat- Constantinople, Smyrna, Greece and Berlin attracted us to thé right; Malta, Martheir futher? Who was the first disciple that ing to the welfare and peacc of men ; preachAfter maChrist Sitlea! Why did Christ. select men of ed the fact of a kingdom not of this world, seilles and Gibraltar to the left.
isn for his apostles? Why was not
towly occ
ture - consideration we decided on a zigzag
the
beginning
of
it,
the
duty
and
privilege
Zebedee
led?
This
22. How. did they respond?
What sacrifices
of all men to become citizens of it, its cer course through the center of Europe.
did they make in phiey ing Christ? Why did they |.
would
permit
us
to
see
Naples
with
its
lovefollow him? What did they expect Christ to do?: tain success and its endless power of life.
28. What tour did Jesus take? What did he
His preaching was most convincing, for ly bay, Vesuvius and the buried cities at its
do? What did he teach? What
preac h? The
he
illustrated his precious truth by works base, Rome, Florence, Bologna and Tumeaning of * the gospel of the kingdom”?
How
could he perform thesé acts of healing?
more
valuable to men than words. His rin, pass through Mount Cenis tunnel, cross
94. What is further said of him?
The probable
holy deeds gave emphasis to his speech, Switzerland and Germany, and go down the
boundaries of Syria? What
is meant by *
denied our
sessed
of devils ”¥ Why did Jesus perform the
and made his truth irresistible. He did not Rhine. Whatever else we
selves
we
must
see
this
beautiful
river. The
cures? What deeper disorders can he heal?
25. Who follow i} him? Whatis meant by *“ De- divorce theory and practice, but preached
direct
course
then
is
through
Holland
to
capolis”? ‘Where was it? What good ever came
the one, and exemplified what he preached
to the greater
bof
of ateSwltiudes
What must
Loudon. But by a slight deflection we may
by
love
for
men
declared
in
**
healing
all
we do to
our privi
es valuable tous? |
"The meaningof “ glorifie d God 7? Mention differ- | manner of sickness, and" all manner of 'dis- go from Cologne through Belgium to Parent Wayouts
of glorifying God? ‘Why did they glorieases among the people.”
Much good is and thence to London.
fy God?

is adorned with many

ary, and the horses and carriages seemed

50535

17. What is here said of Jesus?
What time is
paca nt? Who had re; wched the same? 3:2. What
is at hand”?
heaven
of
1
¢
by
meant
is
Whom did he see?
“18. Where did {oi walk?
How large is this sea? What other names has
How were Peter and Andrew engaged?
it?
What is it
19. What did Christ say to them?
to follow Christ? What to be a fisher of men?
Who besides the apostles should do this work?
20. ‘How did they heed this call? What does
their example teach?
21. Whom else did Christ see? The name of

ui

30, 1873.

ing oe the aed olka or Sitti
aniong the shrubbery and flowers.
Th

Comuicatifhs.

ex-

pounding, sat. Here were the religious
Jews of Galilee wont to assemble for worship, and here Jesus had, from his youh,
been

QUESTIONS,

The

oJ ULY

3

{

prayer.

THE

en

a guide,

out

who

called for a carriage, and took us through
the grotto to Putioli where St. Paul landed
on his way to Rome.
Here is one end of
the road, and in Rome they show the other,—the very road or narrow paved path,
over which they declare that Paul walked,
and it may be true. Our way lay through
a tunnel about half a mile in length, cut

:

Thank

wv,

We find them everywhere; in the crowded car, in the marts. of business, in the

family circle, anywhere,
spot

is exempt

from

everywhere;
these

restless,

satisfied, complaining spirits.

Every

pastor knows

Fo them

thém

well,

Daguerreotyped on his mind. is a vivid
picture of some Bro. A. or Bro. B. who
represents this. class.
Often these complainers are of the sanctimonious sort; an
air of saintliness pervades their whole
aspect. To hear them talk, one would almost expect to see the gates of Heaven
opening for their reception.
Indeed,
Heaven seems to permeate
their very

being,

except

they feel it duty
theic brethren;

as is frequently

the case,

to rebuke the faults of
then the descent
from

Heaven to earth is rapid.
This class would make excellent soldiers
on
a scouting party.
Active,
wary,
strategic, no real ov fancied indiscretion of
pastor or layman escapes their vigilance.
Does the sermon

exceed

the allotted

God,

thirty

oh,

at our feet,

Our

departed

He was

extempore efforts the pastor's forte?

they

wend
.
I
PILGRIM. |

brother,

:

native state.

Elbridge

work was

Inearly

all

G.

in

in his

spirit and retiring manners kept him from
that prominence whieh officious men would
not known only as he

was

worth

drawn

coming

by

with

revival
from.

he bore

interest,

trials conone

them

field

with

relations, and in just eight weeks from
day of his marriage, his
By an exchange

expedient to remove
was

in 1822.

tinued & member until is death; ©
Not long after his conversion

moved

by the Holy Ghost to

the Word and

point

sioners

©
he

felt

expound

to the Lamb

of God

that taketh away

the sin of the

world.

As a preacher he was

able; and

his presentations of Bible truth were clear,

and often too powerful and forcible to be
effect,

Of

** The joy of the Lord

was

bis strength.”

sustain.
He was strongly attached tothe church
of his choice. and spent the best of his days
‘as a faithful ambassador. for €hrist. He
bad the care of several churches,
and labored
untiringly to build up befieverd fw the faith
and hope of the gospel,
He was elected delegdté to ome of the
Gen. Conferences, and while engaged in
deliberations with that body, as well as

of

be-

meekness.

left a lone widow.

reli

VE weNh p Ak
and
clear and Scriptural, He
conneceted himself with the
ehureh, of which he con-

him it could be said most emphaticilly,—

Ie knew what it was to drink™from the
cup of aflliction, having followed all of his
little family to the grave, Alter passing
years of loneliness he changed his family

They

ex

he was, clear, scriptural
In several churches his

a removal:

are heard lamenting that Bro.
does not
spend more time in the preparation of his
discourses. They are sure, had they the
leisure of their pastor, nothing to do but
prepare two sermons a week, attend the
prayer meetings, and make the necessary
parochial calls, they could preach wonderful sermons.

He

Even in old age and down to death, did
he prove the power of grace toruphold and

blessed

labor to another,

1812,

circumstanees

unavoidable

and if he knew anything of the
nected with

1) 14 ) bV

misunderstood or to be without

wus

out

Pratt.

—saet {1

His conviction’
his conversion
soon afterward
Freewill Baptist

His quiet

In fact, his true

Thomas

i

1878. He was bofn in’ MiddleInbary, Mass.
May 6th, 1794, and moved to Rushford

life he consecrated

save for a few brief intervals,

others, or the
of his position.

-

his wan of God died at his residence in
Rushford, Alleghany Co... N. Y., June 8th,

himselfto the Lord and to Christian serv.
ice, and was ordained in 1844. He occupied . several important fields of labor,
always gave his hands and heart to the
work, and was never without a charge

have sought.

reely ye have receivM. H.T.

Rev.

LA

born in Gilmanton, N. H., in 1818,

and his ministerial

n church, it looks
y of the bottomless

scatter the

Knowles, was a son of Rev, John Knowles,
and a brother of Rev. John D. Knowles.

labors were

this.”

and

—il

young people will never

to

i Christ
ed, freely give.”

Rev. Hibridge G. Knowles.

As a preacher
and acceptable.

subgit

God tg

sunshine of joy and hope as
their way to the city of God.

minutes? Instantly they take the alarm.
**What can our pastor mean ? surely, the
(Query, What did the young people do in
the days of our fathers, when sermons were
from one to two hours in length ?)
Does the minister seek to infuse a spirit
of benevolence among his people ?
“We fear, we fear Bro.—— is going too
fast. People will be driven from church
if there is so much begging.” Are the
sermons written ? This class think oxtempore
preaching ‘more
beneficial. = Are

thank

who See light behind the darkest cloud,
who extract honey from every flower, who

no’ drop.pearls

dis-

the worldis very much out of joint. Nothing goes smoothly, nothing is just right.
But of religious grumblers would we

speak.

I= out, but for a Ch
rk and smells 8

toneh,
aw

_—

vumber, for any Shee olent object, even
for: Foreign Missions ;—have shut up their
shell for self reeuperation. Does the spirit
burden ‘becomes less as we meet their’ of Christ approve any such embargo on
cheering smile and feel the warm clasp of his ehurch ? 1648 no new invention for the
the band.
There is healing inatheie very devil and the miser to prohibit anything to

in: pili? The very sight of such doeth
good like a medicine. "Are we depressed?
Instinctively our hearts lighten, and the

happy

bride

the
was

;
of property

to Dover,

he

found it

where

he

pleasantly located ; but a severe attack

of pneumonia terminated fatally on the
sixth day. The gospel he had preached
to others was his support in sigkness, and
more thawonce did he affirm his great comfidence ia priyer, and the sweet assurance
Is the minister a diligent student.? Does’ that his trust in Christ bad not been mishe spend a part of each day digging in the placed. And thus it is while faithful watchmines of thought, quarrying precious gems men are promoted, the church is bereaved
to enrich the people of his love ? They fear and friends are left to toil on in lonelihe is so much ofa bookworm that his ness and sorrow ; but whatever the Lord
parish will be neglected. Is he an inde- does is right, and his grace will enable us
[. D. STEWART.
fatigable pastor, spending much
time in to acquiesee.
visiting and learning the wants of his people? They are sure a man who goes =o |
Rev. Er B. Rolf.

everywhere else, was
condemnation

against

outspoken in his

sin in all

its forms,

and strongly in favor of all the’ moral reforms that he saw beneficial to society.
A short time before his last sickness he
said to the writer, thatif any one had told

him, when in the prime of life and enjoying
so much of the presence of God, that in old
age be should enjoy so much mere, and
have such a rich and clear experience, he
could hardiy have believed it. He trusted the
faithfulness of his covenant-keepimg God,

and for about two years proved the power

of God ** to save to the uttermost.”
His love and zeal in the work of the
Lord
never abated. His catholie spirit
led hin to labor ,K %ith all denominations, and thus show that the people of
The Scriptures recognize this to be a most through the mountain, forming an outlet for
God, whatever name they bore, were his
grievous infliction. It may have been in- the travel going west of Naples. It is
broad enough for carriages to pass and
people. He labored until the weary wheels
duced, in every instance, by the conduet of
leave room for a side-walk,—or rather foot
stood still, then ‘his body with his
the individual.
|
| charge laid down.”
25. In consequence of the exercise of mi- passengers, for thereis no side-walk or pro- often from house to Louse, can have very |
tection for those who walk.
He was at church the Sabbath before his
raculous power, and of the benefits derived
little time to devote to his sermons.
Rev. E. B. Rolf died of typhoid
pueuThe rock through which it is cut is soft
from it, Jesus was attended, when he went
Then the prayer-mestings are seldom monia,at his residence in Bristol, Ind., Nov. | departure, and after the morning sermon,
exhorted with all the power and strength
from place to place, by crowds of people, tufa, and the work must have been accom- just right. Unless there is constant ex- 16, 1872, in the 61st year of his age.
He
plished
with
much
more
difficulty
than
one
of
aman in the prime of life; and in the
some of whom he had healed, others of
citement, unless the interest is kept at was bornin Vermont, and when a youth
inheritance of purity and peace, and thus to whom sought healing for themselves ortheir would naturally think. ‘The interior is dim- fever heat, complaints are heard of the sad removed with his parents to western N. Y. evening, took an active part jn the social
friends, the most of whom were simply cu- ly lighted and through it is constantly decrease of spiritual life.
enter on a new career of blessedness.
and settled in the town of Sodus, At the age meeting. These were his last: public ef18. The Sea of Galilee, called also Sea of rious followers of the wonderful man before poured a stream of donkeys,foot passengers
Usually to these grumblers, the light- of 19 years he embraced religon and was forts. The following week he was coun"The little round light at ning and the thunder are z2ll in all. ““The paptized:by Rev. Samuel Wire; and ‘joined fined to~Mi8 room, and it’ became “evident
Tiberias, Lake of Gennesaret, and Sea of whose face disease fled away. They did not and carriages.
the farther end constantly expanding as still small voice,” in which God's spirit is the Sodus church, sand was licensed; the that hea was near his end. When asked
Chinnereth, is from twelve Lo fourteen miles follow him without reaping some reward.
‘Jong, and six or seven wide, On the shore Even the curious attendants on the worship you appr oach is a curious and interest- so ‘often heard, falls unheeded on their same day by the church to improve his gift how he felt in view of .approaching dissolutiom, he said,—* Life's work is all
of this sea Jesus was walking when he saw in his sanctuaries, derive benefits from meet- ing’ sight.
in publie.
ear.
d
As
we
returned
we
ascended
the
hill
‘two men, who were brothers, engaged in ing Christ there, all unconsciously to themIn his 21st year he was married to Miss done.” He then repeated several times,
" “Well, brother, we have had a goed
near
the
end
of
‘the
tunnel
to
visit
Virgil's
fishing.
Their names were ** Simon, called
selves. The word Decapolis: means ten
meeting to-night;” said a pastor to one of Emeline Pratt, with whom be lived a num- —* Jesus, I am ready; Jesus, I am, ready.
Peter,” that is, a rock, also called Cephas, cities, and is the name of a region included grave.
this class, at the close of an unusually en- her of yeurs, when she died, leaving 3 sons Into thy hands, O Lord, I commit my
Leaving the thoroughfare, crowded with
and 2 daughters. April 10, 1862, be was soul!” and ceased to live. He was folwhich means the same; Matt. 16:18; and in the country of the half tribe of Manascouraging service.
assengers
and
vehicles,
we
got
the
key
lowed to the grave by a large ecomcourse
P:
‘Andrew, who had been a disciple of John seh. The most of these cities were east of
“Y-e-s,” was the reply, ‘b-u-t-,”" witha again maurried to Mrs. Esther P. Brown,
and doleful shake of the head, ‘so different of Bristol, Ind., where he continued to re- of friends - and acquaintances. THe funerghe Baptist. Andrew and John were the the Jordan, and were principally settled by{: pnd a guide from a blacksmith shop,
;
Be
RE Pre
¥ Piast the ascent of a steep hill. The
al sermon was preached in the Baptist
=arliest disciples of Jesus aceording to John Gentiles.
from our former meetings; why. brother, side until called away by death.
narrow
path
winds
among
fruit
trees,
In the year 1843 he was licensed to church, by the pastor, Rev. A. V. Eddy.
1:40.
:
To this mixed multitude of Jews and
I have seen these front seats filled with
patches
of
mustard
and
peas,
just
now
in
preach
the Gospel, by the Holland Pur- from Matt. 24:44,
19. The Saviour said to them, ¢ follow
Gentiles Jesus showed his power, love and
anxious inquirers,”
T. B. CARLTON.
me, and I will make you fishers of men.” wisdom. His works were performed, not bloom, filling the air with fragrance.
“But,” returne? the pastor, ‘“we must chase Annual Conference, and July 12,1844,
The hill is covered with vines and fruit
This does not record the first acquaintance only to relieve wretchédness of the body,
be thankful for tlie day of small things: be was publicly set, apart to the work of
trees,
and
commands one! of the finest
“1 Can’t Do without Him.”
the Gospel Ministry. Twenty-three years of
but to heal the maladies of the sou].
He
of Christ with these men.
They had seen,
surely it is encouraging to see our youth,
gave to this people proofs of his goodness views in this: lovely region. Before us is members of our own families, seeking the his ministerial life were spent in the Wayne
conversed with him, followed him, given
A few years ago [ went some distance to
Q. M., and 21 years with the Galen and
“him their confidence, John 2:11, and bap- and his greatness, won their hearts, and the city ‘and bay of Naples, with its ship- Saviour.”
“Y-e-s, but I am always fearfal of these Savannah chureh; for “some two years see a dear Christian friend who was quite
tized in bis namo; but while Christ tarried mellowed the soil for the reception of truth ping and islands, and Vesuvius, the smoke
in Nazareth or Capernaum, they devoted able to make them heirs of salvation. .Cer- curling up and. floating away in the dis- young people; there so much danger they after settling in Ind., he had no particular ill. After spending a. few days with her,
tance. Atithg foot: of Vesuvius is the ru- will not persevere.”
charge. Preaching occasionally, in- 1865, imparting what comfort I could, as: I' was
:
« themselves to their ordinary business. This tainly that was a favored
d, that
was
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I think, he organized a church in Portier, about to take my leayp, never expecting to
‘last call was to a werk for life, happily multitude
“They
surely
never
will,
unless
they
were blessings,
“termed * fishing for men.’
rare and costly. “Think of what they saw ! some places, ninety feet below the surface, commence,” and the weary pastor turned Goss Co,, Mich., and became its pastor, see her again in this world, I said to her,
ich relation he sustained until removed “ Jesus will be, with you” Looking me
20. On hearing again the voice of Jesus, Think of what they heard! To them Christ now covered: with a thriving town. Sor- away chilled and disheartened.
Those
in the face very earnestiy,
she replied, ‘I
immediately they left their business and preached sermons, one of which, to excite rento lies nestled among the hills upon few words from one who should have been /by death.
As a preacher he, was evangelical and can’t do without, him,” __
property to obey him. So should the disei- our thankfulness and to instruct our souls, the east side of the bay. Every spot has his helper, exhausied bim more than all the
Jesus is of more Importance taevery sou
! stropg)! v attached to the doctrines. and
‘ple ever respond to the voice of .the Lord. is recorded in sueceeding chapters. They its: memories of events and men from labors of the day.
and
daughter of Adam than all things else.
usages
of
his
denomination.
His
talents
Bis we hear the Master speak, obedience heard not only this but “many more.” Were Zneas down. ‘The beauty ofthe place bas
Oh, kind, encouraging words! They odst
ond be prompt, at the sacrifice of every- they not blessed ? We are blessed, if not as alwaysmadeit a great resort for pleasure- nothing; but they dre far more précious as a minister were above the ayerage, and We can do without healsh snd friends and
until the last few years of his. minisiry, he earthly comforts, but we can’t do without
thing, * straightway.” It is the way to they, as well as they.” Weknow whom this seekers. Here Augustus gave his unrivaled than rubies.
mmake obedience easy and certain. Their strange being is. 'We' understand his mis- feasts and Nero planned the ‘mutder of his
Sympathy, kindness, Jove. This world | knew how to sympathize with those who la- Jesus, We need him with us in: all the tri. We ‘shall
imstant response to Christ was the result of sion; His disciples have given us an out- mother. Here Brutus retired upon a little is ‘wery beautiful; but take these three bor, hard and receive small pay. The als of our earthly pilg
their faith in him as the promised Messiah. line of his truth. . We can come 'by faith, jsland after killing Cesar. In the mouth of gems from it, the Tartarian shades were church in Porter have met a heavy loss, as need him in that solemn hour ‘whan heart
Obedience needs faith for a foundation. To into conseious nearness to him, and can the harbor is Capri, where Tiberius Cassar not more gloomy .
also the Q. M., which may God sanctify and desh fail, And when we, shall stand
live under the light of his gospel.. If we lived, when his life was no longer safe in
‘go forth with Jesus on this career, of which
+I wish Bro.—— was in Heaven,” cid a to our good and lead us to trust. more in before him = in the jedgment, of the great
day, if Christ then ba against us, whe ean
#hey bad glowing but erroneous concep- treasuré up our privileges, we shall not en- Rome; Here he indulged in all the excesses good mother in Israel. ‘‘He is nothing him and less in finite instrumentalities.
tions, and to participate in the work of re- vy even the multitudes that followed Christ. of voluptuousness and: sensuality he was but a trouble {0 us here.”
The last few years of his life be was. sub be for us ? In his favor is life; and his lovcapable of. Here are now the remains of his
storing the kingdom of Israel, these fisherThe question might arise, how one who ject to lung difficulties, which at times laid ing-kindness isi better |than life.—Christian :
yes,and,
Treasury.
palaces
and
temples
heathen
. .xmen ** left all and followed Christ.”
baths,
The Atmosphere of Schools.
is only a trouble to the militant eburch, aim aside from labor and. indicated to him
i — ku
térday coming into the harbor, we passed the could find an entrance to. that land whose that his stay on earth was short. His last
:22. James and John, like Peter and An‘The Prayer Meeting.
wrew, were called of Jesus to turn from |’ When Christians assemble on the Sab- precipice, seven hundred feet high, from inhabitants are characterized by = perfeot sermon (save one) was preached at our Q.
—
——
their fishing to fishing for men. James is bath to lead immortal souls from hell-ward which + the vietims of his: passions were peaee and contentment. But our vision is M, last Sept., from these words, ‘‘ Why
The
prayer
meeting
is'aot for the head,
supposed to be the elder brother because paths to. Christ, they are about earnest hurled into the sea.
limited.
We see only the surface; and stand ye here all the day idle? 2” It was one
work. Levity is shocking; and when, to
TIispired by all ‘this beauty Cicero and though words.and actions are usually an of his best efforts, He bade us farewell.as but for the heart,—it is ‘a family gathering
mentioned first.
Here Paul landed ‘and index of the heart, they may not always be. he expected in a few days to visit N, Y., of the disciples, where emch. one comes
"These two brothers obey the call of the the gravity of the work, ‘we add that the Virgil ‘wrote.
* Master with the same promptness as Andrew word they use is God's, the presence they walked over the same pavement we tread Perchance down deep below that crust of to. spend a few .months in his, old*field of bringing some leafor bud of “experience,”
and Peter, and leave ** straightway” nets, invoke is God’s, the work they do is God's, to-day, and here but a few yards ‘from grumbling is a vital spark, a genuine love labor, and. then‘ return, butit proved. bis to ciieer and comfort othets ; and the pas‘beats, fish, and Zehedee their father, to go the blessing they seek is God's, it will be where we stand are buried the mortal re- for the Master.
It may be this class to’ last effort in the Q. M., and it, will be.long tor is present as one of the family, a” brothplain that reverence. is the fitting frame of mains of that prince of Latin poets, Virgil. whom Beécher refers when he speaks of remembered by these that heard him. The er in the Lord, and the less of eermonizing
“with Jesus, where they knew not, for what
sitistinct object they could not tell, trusting mind; and that frame. of mind is to be His grave is a little over the brow of the some, constitutionully unfitted for a spirit- first nine days of his last sickness he was or exhorting in the prayer meeting, the
only that he was the Messiah who would shown bysappropriate manner.
I presnme bill, in a quiet nopk;as beautiful a spot as ual life here, but whose spiritual natures delirious, depriving his friends of conver- better; and in proportion as heart speaks
» somehow redeem and restore Israel to her | there arg\ chucches in which persons are could be selected for a poet's last resting- will be developed ina future state, He sation. with him, but the doctrines "he to heart its jovs and sorrows, its victories
former zlory. The abandonment of prop- made to feel, by the entire service, that place.
addy, that such will but just secure an preached to others in life sustained him in and trials, will the hour of prayerlie freighted with permanent strength and joy to the
« wrty was not attended in their case with solemn affairs are in hand; that God is
As we stood by his grave it brought up entrance into the Heavenly rest. They dying.
~ womplete sacrifice; for Zebedee their lather, there of a truth, Why should not Subbath pleasant memories of school-boy days, will have at first but a Starting point.
His funeral services were conducted by church. If it is advisable to have a religmemained in chargeof it. The diseiples of school reverence produce the like impres- when his matchless poems were our text.
It would seem, truly, that such charac- Rev. Samuel Ketcham and the writer. In ous lecture during the week, then appoint
“Christ were young men. He chose the sion? Why should the unspdken impression books.
behalf of .his lonely widow and fatherless an evening for this purpose, but do not kilk
ters could not receive, very large rewards;
. ‘young to ‘be his apostles, young men full of of a boy ooking around his school be, ‘I
The spot where Virgil rests is marked for though none may merit Heaven, we children, we ask the sympathies and pray- the prayer meeling by trying to marry the
« hope and energy and strength, who would fruess it’s not of much importance”?
by a columbarium over a white slab. The are distinctly taught that - the reward will ers of God's people, and may God raise up two.—dpboll E. Kiltredge.
- survive long alter the crucifixion, throw enIn some schools there is an atmosphere structure is of masonry, ** shattered by time be according to the work. And that these some one worthy to wear his fallen mantle
-thusiasm into their work, have an experi- of .ostentation,
Too much is for show. and overgrown with myrtle.” Upon the complainers do make the wheels of Zion's and take his place in the Q. M.
"The policy of drawing a public revenue
«ence made up. under his own eye, and a If anybody's hand does anything good, not slab is the well known inscription :—
from the private vices of drinking and of
JAMES ASHLEY,
chariot drag heavily, none can doubt.
« wharacter moldedby. his truth.
only the other hand, but every - other hand
gaming is purblind as it is pernicious; for
me gennit, Calabri rapuere tenet nunc Indeed, the mischief they accomplish is al28. Jesus ** went about all Galilee.” Gal- in the school, knows all about it. The lit- “ Mantua
temperate men drink the most, because
Parthenope. Cecini pascua, rura, duces.”
Embargo on Churches.
most incalculable, They may.not mean it;
‘le contained over four hundred towns and tle prodigies are trotted “out, and put
they drink the longest; and a gamester
some
of
them,
we
doubt
not,
would
be
Leaving this pleasant spot we. retraced
villages. Tt was @ populous’ part of Pales- through their paces. The lesson is readily
contributes much less to the revenue than
shocked,
to
be
told
of
the
harm
they
Embargo
is
a
prohibition
of
ships
to
leave
+ gine,
of n fertile soil, and of inte)- interrupted that brother Freelance may our steps down the hill and rode back'to
are doing. Yet many a church is suffer- a port. By way of accommodation, we the industrious, because he is much sooner
Rigent and brave
inhabitants, Through the hear how the school sings its strong piece the town, passing the public park, which
ing
by the presence of these restless, dis- ,use the avord to represont the prohibition ruined, When Mandeville maintained that
«ities and v
yesof this district Jesus went —brother Freelance being a great friend to presented a gay and (lively appearance.
satisfied,
faull-finding members.
3
on some Freewill Baptist churches, who private vices were public benefits, he did
ou ar of ‘Herod, welcomed by the Sabbath schools in general with no con- A band was playing, and the wealth and
Thank God for the bright, hopeful spirits. have resolved, as longas they have a debt, not calculate the widely . destructive influ
©
, teaching, healing, scat- nection wich any one in particular, —Select- fashion of the city were gathered (there,
sitting fn their elegant carriages, saunter- They cheer us like the songs of the birds that not one dollar shall go out from their ences of bad example.
®
Wherever his Fresane came. ed.
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wheels and thousands of threads were twirl-

Selections,

motion

Teast in Trial.
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where there was a chest which was kept
,shut.; Anxious to understand the prineiple

andl

¥

of the machine, he ftsked permission

We thank Thee; Lord, for weary diys,
When desert springs were dry,
Thy love could sutisfy.

Dive Wlion! envi She devant sub,
:
Oe

:

L
me
Rotated wis we walked with One,
hat One the Son of God,
gr

[)

‘We thank ‘Thee for that rest in Him
The weary only know,
The perfect, wondrous sympathy,
We needs must learn below.

he sweet companionship of One

Dead

‘Who once the desert trod;
The glorious fellowship with One
Upon the throne of God.

Men

ave

trees.

Zolder years;
glorious face,

But Mary saw His tears.
The touch that heals the broken heart
May not be felt above ;
Tis angels know His blessed face,

fountains of the great deep”; a melting that

‘When in the glory and the rest
We Jogfolly adore,
Remem
the desert way

We yet shall praise Him more;

Remembering how amidst our toil,
Our couflicv and our sin,
:
He brought the water for our thirst,
It cost
His blood to win,

rying

in

our

consciousness

the

selt-re-

proach, “TI have not lived so near Jesus as 1
ought.
1 have followed
afar off. I have not been

him like Peter,
true to my cov-

enant. with him, My love for him has
been cool, my zeal
languid, my witness
talse, my interestin his ¢ause scarce above
indifference”— all this'in our hearts, with-

bodies

grow, beginning

with

development, and which will doubtless con-

head in

welcome

and

benediction;

chapel, he happened ‘to meet

#But

man,

but

it

must

that we need until we

not

be

as

have

ex-

hausted that which belongs to us—namely,

the developments of the
power that
to the very radied] idea of the Church
us; that God communicates. with
heart, not mediatorially by earthly
tion, but by direct soul-piercing ;

inheres
among
every
meditathat he

thinks into wen, and their though

are the

rebound of his.

‘When you shall

have

that

in the church, if vou still complain of lean-

ness and barrenuess, then bring in liturgies, though I think mixing the liturgy and
congregationalism is the mixing of foreign

elements that don’t go well together.

It is

the patch onthe old garment; one or the
other tears; it doesn’t make any difference
which ; it is a bole.
The ideal, then, of thie prayer meeting,
is a family meeting, where all can tell what
God hath done for them. You can help to
do it by discriminating leadership, b¥ question, and various methods of calling

atten-

tion to things that might otherwise have escaped
the atteution of the brethren.
n'the first place this tends to produce
that unknown quality of which so much is
saidin the New Testament—f{ellowship—a

sort of joyful inspiration at the sense of a
fellow by your side—that kind of relation
one

to another

which

pérsons

have

who

" meet together on a Thanksgiving or Christmas, when the household comes together.
Everybody is glad. Well, gather a church
together; and

bring

them

into

such

rela:

tions that all feel that yearning for and that
gladness and exuliation in each other. Ah!
and you never can do this

set people apart

in pens,

as

long

sét

as,

you

them

up

straight, and make it a sin te: look at one
another; nobedy speaks above a whisper.

You can not produce that feeling of fellowship so. But
if there'isa joyful and soeial
element, you wil! produce the feeiing of fellowship. ~ After a little while this kills uncharitableness.
There are gifts that lie in the church, and
the men ‘themselves don't know it. The
idea is mostly that if men speak in meeting
they must speak expositorily or hortatorial

ly.

Bath are heresies in prayer.

The

lat-

ter is especially the dele noi) in prayer meetings.
Ttist
deyil that ought to be exor-

cised in’ the"

ing. Men

say, *‘I have

nothing to say,” thinnking they must speak
like the minister : that he must dispuss a
point or unfold a doctrinal truth, Now if

you get rid of that, there arc a great many

men
that have a great deal to say.
As for instance, *‘the value of patience” is
ap, and I say; *Mahogany, what! has’ been
ur ex seriende in regard to it? . You bave
ad a family of four

drunkards,

boys,

didn't they?"

slowly, i8 broken in his

They

all

died

He: rises

language,

very

‘and

he

says, ® Yes; they'inherited it through our
ancestors.”
‘‘Did:you find it;very easy to
bear with it?” ‘No! ho! When my first

boy

came bome it

seemed to me I could

pu

my house down ovbr his head, for in hour
or two I was all afire;” and so he goes en
and tells about it all, and bares his sorrow

to your gaze.

Therehe has been twenty

years burying thas boys, holding on to
them, while they bring wretchedness upon

ing

looked up toward the top, I have seen only
a bare,

dead,

braunchless,

leafless

precious

seed,

shall

rising above the greenness like the mast
of a ship.
And chat is a picture of mary lives, In
all that concerns the body or the mind,—
in all the lower branches of the life-tree,—

not move him, except

there is great prosperity. They are prosperous iit the lower or worldly sphere. They
put out great boughs, and spread themselves out wide, and send their life-blood
ulsing out through great business estabishments and
enterprises, or through

ness...

anger

and

he

can

When they open their
. mouth, throw’ in a
question.
In’ that ‘way ‘1 have frequently

done what I could not in any other. The
mothers and, sisters that are doing the arent

spreading

warm

branches, and eat of the fruit of

precious to be lost,

It

man;

“for

Some time ago he was here, and saw
what

he: does

‘I

should

there,’ said the

Summer Religion.

Like the

tree, green

dead at top, their
their earthly

and living below, but

souls stand out above all

luxurianee,

solicitude,

and

the

fullness

ghastly, bare and

dead.

most,

to draw

and

lay

out its

powersto

the ut-

a country. church than

has grown

We are sighing for

the loss of just such material: and yet, qn
a mere quiddity we ace leaving it out of
our prayer mee!ings; so we have our:beanpoles of propriety. but not a morning glory
biossting around them for the glory of
od.

Hidden Wisdom of God.

The mind of a pious workms
Thierney was much occupied wit
of God, which appeared to him full “di
sorutable mysteries. The two ques
“How P” and “Why?” were constant
his thoughts—whether he considered
own like, or the dispensations of Provitlence
in the government of the world,
| |
One. day, in visiting a ribbon manufac* tory, his attention was attracted by an ex~ traordinary piece of machinery.
Countless

the

incoming

contrast to the slower and

methods of the country.

moype

)

They attract to the

plaze of prayer numbers who have not been
inclined to attend, and the freshness of lan-

guage and manner makes impressions which
are abiding. We have known of several
cases where two or three temporary residents have brought .revivals to. churches
where they found a brief home,

vacation

in the

influence

Spirit, but-wender sometimes
unwilling
to recognize its

re-

of the

well as.

yielded spiritual

mental

rest.

and

their

object

were

refreshment

If this

vices;

and, in two or three

cases;

who did not attend Sabbath worship.

as

pastors,

Such

Christians dishonor the Master, starve their
own souls, and are a reproach in the com-

munities where they visit. .
The
absence of the summer emigrants may
rove a blessing to those who are left beind. It is far otherwise in general. The
churches languish. The meetings are lifeless. Those at home are absent no less
than those who have gone to the country.
The paralysis is complete, and none hope
for a change till the returning tide brings
the wanderers home. But a different spirit
might prevail. ' If the silent would bécome
speakers, and the inactive arouse

to

effort,

and those who have been in the rear would
come to the front, a new life might animate
the church. A vast amonut of talent is latent from lack of opportunity to develop its
working force.
This ought to be called
into play, and find a sphere for healthy
employment, when the demand is urgent.

Melted

of the

Holy

that 1 am so
* still small

in

The Heart Regulator has been recommended

all

ready

for

the

Agent,

FRANK

E. INGALLS,

rice, $1 per Bottle.
erally.

For

hold of me

. Practical Christians; surely that has some

ing about the past. We have Pharisees, and
Pilates and Herods of our age to overcome,
We have all the difficulties, temptations,
do

battle

against. But just here we would consider
the question of Theory vs. Practice in
b
money matters; how little the people of the
church give; what vast results they expect.
Now it 1s impracticable to expect large harvests from their sowing. Our church
people are entirely too sensitive on this matter
of money, telling us thut we talk of the
power of prayer and faith, and yet are al
ways wanting money. Just so; is there
any wrong here?

Don’t

we

work

in the

not. remember

They ave the choice ones in the church—the

and food to keep ofr bodies alive.

It is an

impracticable religion that expects prospergalt of the earth, They feel more like ity in the churches—to educate ministers
praying and weeping; than they do like
to establish missions, and yet get along
singing aud piaying on instruments of and
without money; and men’
ought
to be
music. —Christian Secretary.
ashamed of themselves to expect results
i without means,

Bee

To feel the want

having il.

~

of

reason

is

next

Concord, N, H.

gale by Druggiste

gen; r

ly

Popular New Music Books

<

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria-bly cure the following complaints :—

~ For the. Coming Musical Season.
THE

STANDARD.

EMERSON

&

an ahns

Dyspepsia,

School Song Books.

L.O. EMERSON.

50

ORGAN

STRAUSS.
JOHANN STRAUSS.
All the best Strauss Music.

2.50

AT HIOME.
For Reed Organs.
200 most attractive pieces.

2.50

CLARKE’S

For Reed

DOLLAR

INSTRUCTORS

|

were

gathered there. ' I noticed one heap of col-

This work is well adapted to Sabbath Schools, esfeat
now, as the lessons have been changed
from
e old Testament to the New. It is favorably received, has had an extensive sale, its instructions
and illustrations are simple-and plain, and adapied
to an easy solution of the questions. A discount is
made to. Sabbath Schools and others. Orders are
solicited.
&
3

prev

|

Elegant

$1.50

.Sow sparingly, reap

spar-

ingly, that is good Gospel truth. If we do
Religion docs!

to | our work, God will do his.

faction as furnishing an. elevated literature
for the Family and Sunday School. . 29tf

Messrs. D. Loraror & Co., Boston, publish Books of Travel and Adventure, Popular Science, Practical and Instructive Stories
in the most attractive literary and artistic
guises, Standard and Religious Works by
the best authors, and send their illustrated
catalogues free on application.
20tf
Messrs. D. LotaroP & Co. keep at their
Bible Warehouse and Bookstore, 38 and 40
Cornhill, Boston, the largest assortment of
Bibles, American and imported, to be found

also of choice

Books

for

Public and Private Libraries, for the Sunday
School, for Presentation Schoo! Prizes, &c.,

and fill orders for American and Foreign
books promptly at the lowest, prices. 29tf

MINERALS WANTED.
IBERAL

PRICES

PAID

FOR

GOOD

paper, Fossil-Flax and Earth Flax.
Address by mail, giving specimens and price per
H.D.
JARVES,
ton.
2 10

1812

Devonshire

‘Address,

St, Boston,

Mass.

type
and

on

cents;

of the General Conference, can

4 cents each for two

by order

Or-

5
J

a5

Series.
8:
oD
5

a8
J

:
bay

Series.

’

:

125

125
128
1.205

Series.

Starlight Stories,

J

Brother and Sister,

Br i-Y

Miscellaneous.

15Ca
150.

Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
}
Glencoe

Parsonage.

100

Early Choxce,
Strawberry Hill,

178
150

Perfect Man,

POO

Overcoming,

L. R. BURLINGAME,
DOVER,

CHRISTIAN

Egy

O90
BG
125.

pt,

EYE

oa
by mail, free of postage

on receipt of the price.

Parties designing to get new Sabbath Scheel L
braries, or to replenish old ones, can send us the
orders which will bé immediately filled with our owm
publications,or will be filled with the books of ether’
publisizers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools.
prices.

{

Doerv, N. J...

Prices of Freewill Baptist

BAPTISM,

the former. 4 cts., on the

Intter 2 cents

AN :IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or, the Wiblical account of Man’s. Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of his Qrign and
Anti
quity.
Joseph P. THOMPSON,
D. D,, LLD,
one vol.,
Rmo,
ce, $1. Will ba sent prepaid by
post, on receip’ of price, by. R BURLING AME

~ Engine for Sale!

Single and by the dozen ;' atso
’

do
do.
do

do
#2mo.
do

do

Butler’s Theology,

man-

ner, will be gold upon reasonable terms to a cashpaying customer.
The Engine itself has an extra finish and is but
little worn. The boiler is damaged by rust and will
need repairing or making over. The whole thing
will be sold so cheap that any one wishing such an
Engine can afford to have it repaired.
4
Address,
LR
BURLINGAME,
Dover, N, HK,

ADVENTISM.
I have just haa published, in pamphlet form,
exposition of Matt. 24, showing that the chapter

an
has

of the world, which I will

send, post paid, to any one on receipt of ten cents.
A. DEERING,
Pittsfield, N. H.
31t18
5,

on thé same

1.00
9.60

%
1.92

dozen, 10.56
single, . .
dozen, 8.18

1.96
08
96

single,

1.10

126

12.563
O83
9.14

28

«

1.88

O04
86

18.62
1.46
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L.R. BURLINGAME.

Let every pastor and church-mem

reference to the end

Midian,
Young,

4

Child Life,
Any of which will be sent

H.

ber. have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cfs.; 1" paper covers

Co., in the most substantial

Triumph over
When we were
Sybine way,
Rescued from

5%,
B58

in Libraries.at wholesale
N.

This little book has been revised by the author, ha
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and present
a very comely appearance. It should be in every

on

128,

Willie Maitland.
‘Who is my Neighbor ?

Claudia,

trinal basis, its chutch polity, and some of its chief
benevolent institutions. They are fitting things to
put into the hands of those who would. learn, by
means of a few'words, what are the peculiarities of
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose. Frice—-$4 per 1000;
50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen. Send orders to

no

Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy's Heaven.

be had

or more copies.
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Volumes.

struct and improve while they fascinate the
reader.”
The original $500.00 Prize Stories (8 vols.
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Postage

all Druggists and
Medicines.

TO PASTORS

.
& CO.

per single book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents; per. |
doz., $3.84. Price per single book, when bound in
30

by

"At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Stroee;
2
Providence, R. I,

as well as many of our best Hymns. It is ecompaet
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and
is well adapted to use in social meetings, Price

covers,

of our; eduntry, completely

PREPARED BY

WORK

It has a large number of selected

pasteboard

Sold
Pi

Dr.

SOMETHING NEW!

thick

1n man,

For sale by LOTHROPS & PINKHAM, wholesale: -

procuring advertisements for our paper (name mentioned) in the above cities, and authorized to con-

stereotype plates, made from new

sufficient for the-

and retail druggists, Franklin Square. Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail promptly and
faithfully executed...

a8. M. PETTENGILL & CO. 10 State
Street, Boston, 37 Park Row, New York, and 701
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are our Agents for

much

are

eradicated by vidi of the Quaker Bitters,
The Aged find in the
Quaker Bitters just.the artiele they stand in need of in their declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined,
ta
No One can remain long unwell (unless afflicted."
with an ncurable disease,) after taking a few bottles:
of ‘the Quaker Bitters,

Commentary
tit Gospels

and

bottles

Bilious, Remittant ahd Tatermittant Forty so

|

Dr. BUTLER'S

revised

a few

cured or much relieved.
.
Difficult Breath
Pain in the Lungs, Side and

1.00

has been

difficulty;

Chest almost inv:
cured by taking a few bot-tles of the Quaker Bitters.
a
Female Difficulties, 80 prevalent among Ameri-can ladies, yield readily to
this invaluable medicine, .
the Quaker Bitters,

EMERSON’S CHANTS and RESPONSE.

THE

Blotches, and all impurities

most obstinate case.
Piles; one bottle has cured the most difficult case:
when all other remedies failed.
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &c.,.
eased immediately.
Rheumatism, Swelled Joints. and all Scrofular
Afilictions removed or greatly relieved by this inval-unable medicine.
Bronchitis, Catarrh. Convulsions, and Hysteries

Organs, Piano and Violin.

tract for advertising at our lowest rates.
Yours truly,
21tf
8. M. PETTENGILL

and

blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise,

least

Very beautiful School Song Book.
OF

Complaint,

gured readily by following the directions on the
ottle.
i
For Hiduey, Bladder and Urinary derangements
it has no equal; one bottle will convince the most
skeptical.
orms expelled from the system without the

35

The Newest and Freshest of Sabbath

GEMS
¥

Liver

=

Eruptions, Pimples,
of the

THE RIVER OF LIFE. PERKINS &
BENTLEY ssxsssarsonsssaatesaesspesssasess

:

Burn,

cured at once.

Unexcelled as a Collection of Church Music.

CHEERFUL VOICES.

Heart

Loss oF Rppetite cured by taking a few bottles.
Tiassitude, Low Spirits, ‘and Sinking Sensation

$1.50

Great piles

‘melting,

meaning.
We need not fall back on theo- 329
and The New $500,00 Prize Series
ries lest we stereotype the way of religion. |: 18 vols. $16.75), publisued by D. LoTHROP
1t is useless lamenting over the past, or fightCo., Boston, have given universal satis-

use of means? Isn't money one of God's
theg, let my tongue cleave to the roof of agents? . Did he not create the basis of
mymouth : if I prefer not Jerusalem above money in gold and silver in the mines? To
mY chief joy.” Oh, that there were thou- believe in prayer and faith, and then to ask
sahds of such mourners in Zion! They are for money, is no more a reproach than to
thie ones to travail for souls, who realize believe in prayer and faith, and yet to exthe awful condition of the unconverted. pect a pure atmosphere in our dwellings,
do

by-

many physicians, and is allowed by All —_ ny
its value’ to ‘be just what we claim it—a Cure for
Heart Disease.
i
;
For circulars of testimonials, &c., address the sole

The Sacred Melodies

Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes: ¢‘They meet
the want of the day for books which in-

Christians.

wrongs, meannesses and evils to

v1

HEART REGULATOR

Over.

I stood in the foundry- yard.
of iron,

Sixteen

—

Practical

§

DR. GRAVES’

—

captive

df-the ‘wicked that' forsake thy
law.” On, like Jeremiahy ‘he! is ready to
exclaim, *¢ If ve will not lay it to heart, my
soul shall weep in secret places for your
pride.” Such as hang their harps on the
willows are ready to say: * If I forget
thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forIf I

Y

kept in view by emigrants to the country,
DR. STREETER?’S VOICE BUILDING.
such results would be frequent. But many
1.50
put.their religion aside with their city habits. We have known superintendents who
Sold everywhére. Sent, post-paid; for retail price.
never visited a Sabbath-school in the coun‘Oliver Ditson & Co.; Boston.
try ; active workers in social meetings, who | 5044
were habitually absent from the weekly ser-

ty

I believe

Spdom, vexes his righteous soul with what
he sees and hears among the wicked. Like
the Psalmist be can say, *“/Riversof waters
run down (mine eyes, because they keep
not, thy law. I beheld, the transgressors
and was
grieved, because they kecp not

get her cunning.

By Julia McNair Wright.

The most thrilling and powerful book ever writtem
on this subject.
n
a
i
.
Jacts, and eontains Story i itd (v8hp
ublic. Send for Cire
and Terms to Jomes
rothers & Co. 719 Sansom St., Phila.
1821

CANBE CURED,

deliberate

broken; bent, split, shattered.
his being. ©
[would like to know if others, umns,
I went into the foundry. They were
But above both body and mind is man's voice.”
who
pray
for
the
Spirit's
guidance,
often
spiritual nature. It is the erown of manhood. - doubt and hesitate ta, obey the call which “tapping” the furnace, and the molten metal flowed out in one stream of fire, sending
It is the partiof our being whichis nearest
‘ Go here,” or ‘* Go there.”
up a sputter of sparks whiter than the stars.
to heaven, which makes us akinto God, says,
At times I seemn-called to do something
and which contains the germs of our future which I should have thought ‘entirely out A row ot men, in whose swarthy faces fell
eternal growth toward bliss or woe. It is of my path; and then I remember these the strange glare of the fire, stood a little
way from the thrnace to catch the iron in
on this part of the life-tree that faith, hope,
words, ** My ways are not as your ways, ladles and carry it offto run in the molds.
love, humility, patience, and all the Chrisnor my thoughts ‘as your thoughts, saith
I knew those broken columns would some
tian grices grow. It is at the top the Mas- the Lord.”
§
day be cast into the furnace, softened, meltter looks for fruit,
At times [ am about to say, ‘‘ Ilere am I, ed,
to run out in a stream of fire, and be
And what matters it then that a mau has | Lord, send me,” wheu another power—even
the most wondrous growth and develop- Satan's, I believe—whispers words in my molded again in tall shapely pillars. In
ment in the lower branches of his life, if heart which make me hesitate. 1 pause .no other way could they be of use. They
he is ‘dead above?
What matters it that and review my life; 1 am reminded that must, be melte! over.
That very diternoon I saw a mother all
body and mind are clothed in luxuriance, my light does not shine brightly at home,
bent and broken by affliction. She had
Jf the soulis starved and bare ?
where
are
hearts
not
bound
to
Jesus
who
arted with an only child.
Just the Sab. Men should look to their spiritual na- need to ‘see its rays. I decide that I must
before had the earth been broken for
ture. They, should seek first of all, soul- live
my religion better in the family circle, thatth child’s
grave. I pitied that mother.
wth. No life is beautiful or complete beforé undertaking new work in paths
How
keenly
her Saviour felt for her. And
in God's sight which is ‘leafless, fruitless, where
daily duties do not lead me; and, yet, perhaps, the
only way to reach some
and dead or dying at the top. But the alas ! thus
I
ponder,
until
the
opportunity
with foliage and fruit- is no longer offered, and then { mourn that elements in that mother’s character, and
.life that is crowne
The
age here, shall be crowned with unfading 1 have grieved the Spirit, and sigh for its change them, was through affliction.
character was not worthless ; far from it.
glory in heaven.—S. §. Times.
return,
It only needed melting over. . Oh, the pain
At other times, nothing doubting, 1 obey of
that furnace of suffering, its smart, its
the summons, and having done the worl
Harps on the Willows.
agony! Bat in just this way is character
as for the Saviour, I have left the results sometines made over, its qualities shaped
with him; and ¢¢ after many days,” in vaPeople sometimes apply this, expression rious unexpected ways, I have been per- into the strong, stately pillars sustaining the
to themselves when they aré in a cold and mitted to hear *‘ good Hilinge of great joy.” interests ofthe Redeemer’s kingdom.
May grace be given to all who stand in
formal religious state. Those who hung
I have learned that what 1 have done for
their harps on the willows were deeply af- Jesus’ sake has yielded a rich blessing, and the furnace, and above the roar of its fires
fected by religious considerations.
such results have filled my heart with may they hear a voice saying, “I have
They said, *“ By the 1ivers of Babylon, thankfulness, increased my faith, helped chosen thee in the furnace of afffiction.”
there we sat down, yea, we wept, when we me in my daily life, and brought me, I
remembered Zion, We hanged our harps trust, nearer to my God.—American MesThe $1000 Prize Series.
on the willows in the midst. thereof. For senger.

Horror’ hath taken

ONFESSIONAL.

DR.

of a

few earnest city Christians, The city habits of intense life and activity are in strong

“ Lied by the Spirit.”

It is well to educate the mind, to train its
power for the highest possible uses. Every
one is responsible for the development and
use of allthe faculties God baslodged in

ories for the sing an | abominations
He, like Lot
him.
sees around
he

Ly

1

ENTITLED

them on the altar for God.

there they that carried us away

8,

gi

Now it is well to develop one’s physical

natare,

GC

PALMER. . sss onsess ae ixasss inayat

The Christian Era utters these timely
words :
No greater blessing. can happen to many

heart of Christ.
And when the emotion rises, don't be
ashamed of it, don’t hide your wet face,
don’t suppress the sign of emotion, lest you
stifle the feeling itself; give its ery free expression, and the fountain will deepen,
and the issue be even more abundant.—
Rev. A. L. Stone.

their toil and care.
But when you turn your eyes up to the
higher. parts of their being, you see nothing
but bare branches, with no leaves nor fruit.

word.’
work; of life must not hide the ig! t of their ‘thy
because
experience under a bushel,

T know it,” said the oid

like to see

con-

not

on

to "converse
rls,

you, noble sir, enter the ehapel.

as well as lectuving, and

mothers to ask for prayers, and when once
on their feet you can get some yery good
silver and gold fish out of their months.

The

come

JO

ng in
ap From
to 0 la
bottles will
cure eases given up by physicians.
e only cers
min care for sciatica, Large bottles, $1.50;
small bottles, 75 cts. Sold by all Druggists. 1yeowil

WILLDO IT.
GIVEIT A TRIAL,
nothing to do with the church or prayer;
and he sank every day deeper-in wicked- AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.

sist. you. You can not go hopefully on any
whole communities, or cities, or states, or errand of salyation unless you go tenderly.
nations. ‘They have u marvelous growth Love and longing don’t use cold words.
Pray for this precious grace, or rather
and development, but it is low down, close
to the earth. They make great show of for this haptism of all the graces.
Bring before your mind all the scenes that
prosperity before the world. Men come
and rest in the
shadow of their great stir penitential sorrow, tender joy, love's

required of us a song. How shall we sing
the Lord's song in a strange Jand P? It’ 1s
.
pray- | not; the stupid professor whe, weeps when

vou have revivals the stiffest churches allow

too

to

neck, and weep upon him,

he remembers Zion, ox who hangs .up his
harp and refuses to sing, when he is tauntlost
Church.
the
voting. I feel us though
od by God's enemies. The one who weeps
Just one-half of its best power in the exelu- ‘and does not feel like’ singing, but hangs
sion’ of ‘the sisterhood. "But in revivalssreand
vivals know 114 law; and consequently when’ up bis harp, is the Christian: who sighswhich
ing in Meeting,

little,

how=can I ever forget that you have saved
oy son ? He wraveled so long in the ways
a long time he would have,
of s in that for

tempt. You can say any thing to a man
without offense, which you say through
tears. If you fling your arms around his

bim. ‘Theré is the grand epoch of patience

WTO
out by one man.
I‘I'believesin woman's speaking and

doubtless

again with rejoicing, bringing his sheaves
with him.”
Tell aman
he is in danger
of loosing his soul, and tell him as though
it were a fact which you bore philosophically, and not ‘as: though it were a grief
that was breaking your heart, and you will

trunk,

BHCRETS

any of the

peasants in the field, hie loved
with! them in a fiiendly way.

hear

tinue to grow forever in the future world,
him say, “Go in peace, thy sins ure forThen there is a higher life still, the life given thee”; sing
that song, ‘Love I
of the soul. And no character is complete much; I'm much forgiven!” and yet keep
Still learning from all need below
without its soul-growth. Thisis the part the tears back? 1f you were revolving
Depths of the heart of God,
of our being on which the curse of the fall in your heart, *‘O, what compassion my
chiefly rests. The spiritual nature has been Saviour has shown me! Every shadow beAn Ideal Prayer Meeting.
blasted by sin. Not until the new blood of tween my soul and his face has departed,
redemption flows irto the soul is there life I am in near and constant communjop
Mr. Beecher thinks that in most churches, there.. But, provision has bean made in with him once more!” would not your eyes
the prayer meeting is regarded as a (dis- grace for the quickening of these dead overflow ?
i
branches. Every soul united by faith to
graceful necessity :
:
Such deep sensibility suits well the ofChrist lives. ‘And wherever there is spirWe can not
" The ideal prayer meeting is the voice of itual life there is also spiritual growth.
fering of earnest prayer.
with
blessings
great
for
God
the church, telling ‘what it has learned of
with
wrestle
But there are many men whose lower
God in its daily conflict. Now it does not natures are marked by a luxuriant growth, a heart cool and calm, whose pulses are
unquickened, whose tenderness is slumseem
ible to me, in the first place, that whose higher, spiritual’ nature is starvec
in a hierarchical church there can be any, and left to die. Ihave seen trees which Lbefing.
Especially is this tenderness of heart our
prayer meeting, because there can be no cast
a wide shade. Their lower branches
for winhpg
church where the voice of God is heard reached far out and were covered with indispensable preparation
You know what the promise is:—
through one man.
I do not object to a Iit- leaves, and gave to the tree the appearance { souls.
urgy
say more than banners on-a house, if of great prosperity. But when I bave “He that goeth forth and weepeth, heara

a

tumble-down 'church-building, where the
duke, as aften as he came that way used to
go in and pray. If, on coming out of the

And now, in perfect Place we go
Along the way He trod,

something

was

r

out, bretking down nto ‘tenderness and
weeping! 1f any of us are passing through young man, scornfully, to himself, and he
helplessness of infancy,
and developing such an experience, does it” not become us glided in after you. ‘But when he saw you
into strong and vigorous manhood,
i
pray so devoutly, he was so deeply impressto go weeping night and day ?
So men’s minds grow. All the germs of
This Weopiny suite suits even the joy of ed that he also began’ to pray; and from
the mental faculties, of thought and will, restoration,
o one has ever had any that moment he hecame a new man, I
and feeling are folded up in the infant.
It very great joy who has never known what thank you for it, And that is why I said
is the work of a true education to draw it is.to weep ‘wears of joy.”
Could you you can never do me a greater favor than you
out and train these faculties, whieh are ca- come to Jesus and receive a fall and (resh have done me already.”
From the German.
pable of almost limitless, expansion and forgiveness ; feel his hand. laid upon your |'
So men’s

His way-worn saints His love.

itp

FERS Comin, Gonnasiod Contes

——

In a town in Bavariithere

AGENTS WANTED FOR

fo SOULE

OP

LINIM E Rheumatism,
NT Nen- |

Power of Example,

One day he met an old man with whom
shall dissolve all our Hardndss and. coldness
he fell into conyersation on various things;
into tears,
'
a liking to the man, he asked
This overflowing sensibility, this tender and, taking
and weeping state, suits well every rela- “him, in parting, ‘whether he could do anything for him.”
«1
tion and duty of our Christian life,
The peasant replied, ‘Noble sir, you ‘can
Certainly, it fits our return to Christ as
those who have wandered away from him not do anything better; for me than you
in paths of worldliness and forgetfulness, have Ri
“How so?" answered he. *I do not
"Fhink of coming back to him to hear him
say, “I have somewhat against thee”; car- know that I have done anything for you.”

“The comparison

to grow, it ceases to live.

hus

and

character,

other

of

It seems to me that we want more 'Chris<
tian sensibility, ‘more tenderness, more
teeling ; a breaking up of the fountains of
our heart, like the breaking up of *‘the

at the Top:

like

is

another price. ©

n ally a tree but ever growing into nobler
and more beautiful proportions. Though
it live three thousand years, every year has
its own circle of growth. When it ceases

‘We know him as we could not know

,

sce

holds in many regards ; among others, with
respect to
growth,
No tree starts
tall,
full-branched, fruit-covered, but is first onNa seed, then a shoot, “then a sapling, and

The joy, no desolation here
Can reach, or cloud, or dim
The present Lord, the living God,
‘ And we alone with Him,
Through jlegvims
‘We there shall sée

which

\Ve have too many, theories, wd want more
practice.
doh

abiding conviction,

and

there is a deep

the interior,
a
' "4The master has the key,” was the reply:
The words were like w flash of light.
Here was the answer to all ‘the. perplexed
thoughts. = Yes; the Master has the key.
He governs and directs all. It is enoudh.
What need I know more? “lle hath also
established them for ever and ever: he hath
made a decree whieh shall net pass.” (Ps.
118; 6).
;
i

And first we knew whut depth of need

1,

to

\

———

Surface religion doesn’t ‘amount to much
and isn’t worth much.
It comps: and goes |
like the lights and shades of an Apyil day. But

center,

with ' the

connected

was

hn

B IS H

not consist in wishing or hoping. but doing.

in Religion.

Emotion

ing in all directions; he could understand
nothing of its movements.
He was informed, however, that all this
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done in the best manner, at this Office.
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THE MORNING STAR, JULY
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WEDNESDAY,

what her condition will be seven days
hence. It now looks as though it might be
better. Still it may be much worse, It is
at best a sad spectacle. The nation is
wasting all her - opportunities. The good

rere

30, .1873.
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“| that the world needs at her hands is with-

T. DAY, Editor.
TT GEORGE

held.

‘Gh. ¥. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
el
—
#a-All communications designed for publication
"whould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
{yusiness, remittances of money, &c., should be addvessed tothe Publisher. ,

Cuba implores her for freedom, and,

aside from a few faint promises,is answered
a curse. . There may be a safe way
with
the present disturbed condition. If
of
out
there

is,

for

the

sake of

the

satisfaction

which we take in contemplating Spain's
old record, we hope to witness and rejoice
over it.

and Downs in Spain.
“We now naturally look for the report of

The Work of Good Templars.
a new Ministry every Monday morning in
Lr
the
during
there
The changes
Spain.
We never could understand why the
last few months have been perfectly be- Order of Good Templars should veil itself
The nation has passed in that in secrecy,
wildeting.
But there are several things
time through the several governmental about it that we can understand, the chief
formsof monarchy, anarchy, and democ- of which is that it has been instrumental
racy, and now it seems bent on reversing in doing a good work for temperance.
the process, for itis as near the second And this suggests the question again, of
condition as one could ever wish to see what possible use can signs and pass-words
it.
be in pushing such a work? It would
We can hardly contemplate the situation seem to be so. dignified a service that it
That the country could well afford to staud in the light,
there without a pang.
which has heretofore stood so high among discarding all such adventitious aids.
the distinguished nations of the earth, exBut we are chiefly interested now in the
celling both in the arts of peace and of report of the Order lately made at the inrank in literary
war, taking creditable
and artistic pursuits, encouraging religious

ternational session in London. From that
it appears that it is the largest secret
- and educational institutions, furnishing a pledged temperance organization in the
of good government, producing world, having a membership of about 525,model
explorers who have opened up the most
000. It is an American institution, the
dmportant portions of the earth, as chivalfirst lodge having been instituted
on
rous as'it was brave and as brave as true
about twenty years ago in New York state,
.znen ever were,—that a nation which has
«made all this a part of her historic record

during which time it has spread Sid

continents and into Australia and Ne
should now be found quarreling over a
Zealand.
crowa like hungry wolves over a carcass,
Perhaps the genuinely temperance basis
-18 sad in the extreme.
on which it rests may account for its
But the very fact of the quarrel proves growth
and work during this time. It
“the existence of some of the old nobility in advocates total abstinence from all intoxiSpain. Bad rulers and the hosts of politi- cating liquors as a beverage; favors no
cal banditti would have it all their own license in any form; calls for the absolute
way were there no patriots to resist them. prohibition of the manufacture, importaTt is this resistance that mainly. makes the tion or sale of any such liquors for bev_ straggle, and it stands for a hopeful sign. erages; seeks to create a healthy public
Look at the record that it has made within sentiment in favor of its work; labors with
a0 very long time. Fifty thousand slaves individuals as well as with communities,
.in Porto Rico have been freed by legisla- and seeks always to make the lguor-traf-

tive enaggment.

thousand fic a species of out-lawry

Four hundred

slaves in Cuba are much nearer the condi‘tion of free men than they were six months
ago. A king bas been sent home to Italy,
and the Prusident of a Republic elected in
.Carlist insurrections have

his stead.

been

Spain was yet a Monarchy
in a hopeless minority,
their aims,

and they were
have compassed
the

and

least,

in part'at

while

freedom

for

plead

it is

Having but little sympathy with the
element of secrecy in ils organization, we
do have great sympathy with its practical
aims, and are glad over the work. that it
seems to be doing. The efficacy and need
of an organized movement against this
great eyil can not be denied. It is gradually extending its destroying influence,
getting in many cases the sanction of law,
controlling courts and wielding a power
that may well cause alarm on the part of
the friends of sobriety aud order. It has

quelled, and a decent feeling of security
on the part of citizens has been maintained
* through it all.” Those glorious Republiand
Figueras, Margall
cans,—Castelar,
others, — who

wherever

met.

new

condition of affairs finds them true to the
« pledges which they made in the old. So
Jong as these men live,there may be a good
:
degree of hope.

already invaded the realm of politics, and
has so maneuvered
that a good many

officers of the law, sworn

to use

all their

influence in suppressing the traffic, simTo be sure, these men séem to be parply wink at the great prevalence of the
_ “uially set aside in the latest ticket that has crime. After slavery, this, along with the
been made up there. This newest Minis- falseness that seems to be invading public
ty, for instance, has only the name of life, is the great evil that threatens the
Salmeren on its roll to give it confidence nation’s safety.
:
in the public mind. But even this is one
The organization then has a place, and

better than the preceding

Ministry could

we are glad to see it doing its work so well.
Ifit can really win a step in advance by
the aid of its grips and passwords perhaps
we ought not to offer serious complaints
against them. But the work that it has
already achieved is as nothing compared
with that which it now proposes for itself,
—namely, the wuiter destruction of the
drink-traffic.
Considering the hold that
the traffic has upon society, the numerical
strength of those engaged in it, and the
money and energy that they bring to bear
to defeat all measures that would oppose
it, it certainly requires much pluck and a
good deal of faith in the organization that
would entertain hopes of its destruction.
Bat the Order has no feeble opinions
concerning the methods of accomplishing

‘show. Although the others are unknown
men, and are called to hold positions just
* vacated by well-known Republicans, still
themame of Salmeron as President of the
council suggests a good deal in favor of

- the men

who

would elect him.

He has

stood firm in the breach through which the
smemiésof Spain seemed beat on pushing
her to destruction, neither crying out with
fear in the -dark mor relaxing his steadiness of purpese wher the light seemed to
be dawning. It must be supposed that he
still seeks counsel of the other men whose
names have béen so henerably associated
“with bis, and that theugh they may be in
parfial retirement, they are still planning
for the safety of the State.
But let ds-mot seem to be tee hopeful of the its’. work.
near future.

We eould

easily

believe

These may be ‘gathered from
thé" following statements taken from the

that

Secretary’s report:

the Tolly of these last -few years is about
* to trinmph ‘there, and Spain to become the
* -mere football of mad pelitical gamesters.

It has done a good

reformatory

work,

but that is only one part of its mission, — a
greater work, practically including all the

'UThe stability of historic times seems to be
ood of the other, is the destruction of the
Wavost wholly wanting, save with enly a rink traffic. It is vain
to rest alone on
few. The cause of education receives but the basis of moral suasion. Preach,
pray
for

opinion, and

Spain a

use the

large part of her old renown. The frequent change of ministries is not the worst
feature of the case. Assassins are spring~ing up like mushrooms. Bombs are hurled
about promiscuously, one

even

being

and keep at work, as

though

potent

the

modern

still stronger evidence that they are

day—the Press, the

stuff that true workers are made of. For
we fear with trembling that '93 will be as
sadly cursed by drunkenness as this
ent summer is.

Current

and the

ploded at the door of the Cortes while the

ulations, has its methods

of

. The Carlists,—those who claim the throne
. for Don Carlos, an adventurous freebooter,

any supposition that - they
perance, but fail to vote

amount

of

ous place and then with

treasure,

revolvers

and

knives attacked the passengers and com"pleted their scheme of robbery. But they
seemed bent on terrifying rather than
———ACCIDENT TO A VETERAN “STATESMAN.
Hon. John P. Hale fell in his parlor in this killing, and fortunately only the engineer
city, July 22, and fractured his hip. He had was killed outright. And the thieves also
been for some time in feeble health, and missed their booty, for it had gone through
there is no doubt just cause of alarm that safely on'a previous train. Finding them-

the accident may terminate

fatally.

Al-

though Mr. Hale has been in comparative
retirement since his return from the Spanish
court, yet his public service was of a nature

that has given him an abiding place in the
memory and affections of his countrymen.

He is now in his sixty-eighth year.

Three

years after his graduation from Bowdoin
College in 1827,he was admitted to the New

Hampshire Bar, and almost immediately
took a prominent place in politics. In 1832,
he was member of the State legislature, and

from 1834 to 1842 district attorney for the
State. Then he was three years a member
of Congress, again in the State legislature,
one term of which he was speaker, and dur-

ing that time was elected to the U. 8. Sens
ate. Excepting an interval of two years he
continued a member of the Senate for sixteen years, when,in 1865, he entered upon a
four years’ service as U. 8. Minister to
Spain.

The time of Mr. Hale's public

life,

and particularly the portion of it spent in
Congress, will suggest to many the stormy
career that it brought to him, His grand opposition in 1845 to the annexation of Texas
as a slave State, and his brave fight in behalf of an oppressed race, when it obliged
him to sacrifice position, and friendships,
and almost everything but a good name,
will now be recalled by thousands. But in
losing a little he gained much, for there is
hardly a philanthropist or patriot in the
country bit whose heart beats quicker at
mention of his name. Their prayers will
ascend with ours that his failing years may

not close too suddenly.

——SEGREGATION OF
colored people scem to
their own accord what
utterly refused to do at

?

THE BLACKS.
The
be quietly doing of
they haye heretofore
the request of vari-

ous parties of whites.

We

refer to their

occupying portions of country entirely
apart from the whites. It is said that within
a year more than 30,000 negroes have left the
upland counties of Georgia, where the soil
is comparatively poor and unproductive,
for the lowlands of the Mississippi, and that
the rate of this migration is constantly increasing. On the other hand the whites
are leaving the sections to which the uegroes come and fleeing to the hills. Large

cotton

and sugar plantations

are

being

abandoned by their former owners, many
of whom are dividing their estates and. selling them to the negroes. So far has the
movement gone that there is something like
an organized effort in its behdlf. Several
serious motions have been made to form a
new State of west Tennessee and the northern counties of Mississippi, giving over
the remainder to be entirely occupied by
negroes. The evils of such an undertaking
hardly need to be pointed out. ‘There is already sufficient antagonism between the
whites

and

the

blacks,

especially

in

the

Seuth. Every movement Jooking-to its
further promotion should be discouraged
instead of favored. An] one Buk see that
a movement of this kin
ald greatly increase the sectional and race feeling that
has lately given such sad exhibitions in the
South. And if that principle were adopted
in relation to the colored people, why should
it not also be in

relation

to

the

Irish,

or

Germans, or any other class of people whom
Yankees might objeet to living among? In
that ease what would become of that union
of synspathy aid ‘effort that have such an
influence in giving success to the Republi-

plunder they could and left. Persistent efforts are being made to capture the' villains,

The

scene of the outrage was near Adair, Towa.

man

steamer City

of

the

In-

Washington

at Halifax,

which

temporary suspension
from command.
But

resulted

in

the

dence in the same direction, and more

con-

clusive, is borne in a lecture by Rev. John
Gray, of London, an intelligent gentleman,
who was a passenger on the steamer und
carefully noted the conduct of the officers.
From his testimony it seems that the Cap-

ought to

awake

sufficient

interest

the

part of the public to bring carrying companies to the sense of their duties in the case. .
——THE GREAT WORK IN Hawam.
Any
one who reads Charles Nordhoff’s article
on the Sandwich Islands in Harper's Magazine for August, must be impressed anew
by the great wonder of the work that has
been accomplished there. It was in 1820
that the first missionaries were sent to
those islands to redeem the people from
the gross superstition and heathenism in
which they dwelt. Thirty-three years afterwards the missionaries were recalled,
the islands being pronounced Christianized,
and to-day the inhabitants are probably the
most generally educated of any people in
the world. hey have an excellent system
of sohools, at which attendance is com-

pulsory,

and the

result is that

there

is

scarcely a man, woinan or child in the
whole
kingdom but ean both read and
write. All the town and many country
localities possess substantial stone or framed

churches; and the islands support a missionary society which .in turn sends the
Gospel by native missionaries to others
who are destitute of it. All this was accomplished by a slight effort on the part of
the American churches, it having taken

less

than one million dollars ar.d only abeut thirty
years of effort to accomplish it. It may
be an old story, this account

of the

derful work there, but it is one
well bear repeating.

won-

that will

Denominational News and Notes
Bates College.
ForwArD!

the

is the word

Free Baptist

of the Lord to

man that brings any other message must
not be acknowledged as a true prophet
of the Lord. Let the past be the past. In
it are

the

things

behind, to

The future is ours.

be forgotten.

In it are the things be-

fore, wnto which we are to reach, the mark

toward

which

we

are

to press.

Let the

can idea? It is an unfortunate movement,as

dead bury their dead.

weregardit, and, whetherit proceeds spon-

follow Christ in the bright opening of his
provideneces. . Let old plans, yours or mine,

taneously or not, should be
dered.

effectively

hin-

We of this age will

reader,if not right ones, be dashed to pieces.

Let new; plans grow out of providegces and

ballot—

talk

tem-

for it, — that they

We

nection with Old Testament. history.

The

together, every one bringing his gift as the
Lord has prospered her or him, ard not only
Bates College, but all our interests will be
saved, and the denomination be fifty per
cent. stronger when we rise up than when

work is at present mainly eonfined to the
land of Moab, and reports of progress are
quite satisfactory. Lieut. Steever, who is
in commawd of the Expedition, explains
that he is about to make a forma) statement ‘we sat down.
:
of the work aecomplished, and in eonnecMr. Bates has spoken frankly on matters

tion therewith gives a general outline of the relating to the College.

I thank him for

:

#

d
wy

/

%
Lf

“J

most

promising.

interested

are intelli-

gently active in the holy cause,

:

not think

the Lord Jesus will be
engage

his

forever.

and

once

But if the Education Society shall decline to
time

longer

of course

$25,000,

Home Mission Chit-Chat.
- The last session of the Grand River Q. M.
was beld in the city of Lansing, and though
held in the busy season of the year, was
well attended. The best of union prevail
dd, aud the meeting was one of profit. The
Rev. F. W. Straight preached an excellent
sermon, and though he is advanced
in
years,

we

did

not notice

but

his

sermon

was as able and interesting as when we
listened.to him years ago.
He is as: ever
deeply engaged in building up churches;
and in doing it so that they shall be permanent. His long experience in the work is
of great worth to the laborers at the present
time. Bro, Straight does not propose to be
“laid on the shelf,”

until

for him.
An interesting social

his

Master

meeting

calls

was

small,

tian work, remember

be completed, and the
permanent existence of
settled

College,

and

If your’

while

yet you

would gladly have some part in this Chris-

hope that by the first of January, 1874, the
subscription will
question of the

laid up in Heaven.

church is weak

sure, and I shall

as

I regard

success

ple, and the money you, devote in this way

more,

ing on in the sum of fifty thousdnd

held

on Sabbath afternoon, after which the Lord's

itis

to

such

helpers

as you that the Lord looks with special regard. The mite you sacrifice and give, if
cheerfully given,
he may so bless and
multiply, that it shall be found, in the end,

that you gave ‘*more than they all.”
Let
us not forget that Jesus has not changed
since he looked on while they cast into the
treasury.

A great deal may be expected from our
young ladies—the dear girls in our congregations. Their warin-hearted earnestness,
when once enlisted in a good cause, will
make them invaluable coadjutors.
And
thé congregation must be poor that has not
one or two girls who would n
no fur-

ther argument than the bare presentation of
our object to engage their efficient aid.
Try it in your

congregation, and you will

see how cheerfully almost every girl will
find a way to economize or to earn at least
two cents a week for the sake of sending to
heathen girls the blessings she enjoys.
The Star of June 25 contains a simple

constitution for auxiliaries,

And

‘an asso-

ciation of youth, remittiag annually not
less than five dollars to the treasury of the

Woman's

Board

properly

of

constitute

Missions,

may

a *‘Mission

very

Circle.”

Every such circle should be designated: by
an appropriate name,as The Cheerful Workers,~ The Mite Gatherers—and should have
a secretary and treasurer to whom due acknowledgment can be returned by the Sec.
Iu is desired that every anxiliary or circle
should report to the Home Secretary, Mrs.

supper was administered. In the evening
Rev. I. B. Smith preached an interesting
sermon.
The collection for Missions was
large, given cheerfully, amounting to some

zation and numbers, stating what

over $130.00.

however small, it may be expected to send

We

have

Lyman Jordan,

ever found

it to

be true thatthe Q. M. or church that

gave

liberally for Missions would be blessed, and
the brethren rejoice in the fullness of the

gospel,

Jarge and promising field to cultivate, and
the ministers are doing what they can to aid
in a fruitful harvest.
v
The church in the city of Jackson, Mich.,
is at work vigorously in the erection of
their new house of worship. It is being
built of brick, 40 by 70 feet, with vestry on
the first floor, the audience room on the
second floor, with two towers, modern style
of architecture and

improvements.

When

completed it will be one of the most beauti-

ful houses we have.

amount,

to the treasurer, Miss Laura Demeritt,Doyer, N. H., before the 10 of Sept. next. It is

nomination, and the friends

in

every: part

building a church in’ this important city ?
Let us build a first class church in this city,
and pay for it, and then build one in Detroit
and pay for that, and. so patiently and per-

severingly work ou until we shall have a
state.

city and

village in

the

:

Rev. C. B. Smith, a graduate of Hillsdale
College, has accepted a call to the church in
Pike, N. Y.

A. H. CHasg,

Cor. Sec.

The Woman's Board of Missions.
A WORD

Foreign

The following has just been received at
this office, and I send it for publication,
hoping that eighteen more will come for‘

“Bro. LiBBY :— I notice that ‘a friend of
missions’ in Maine has agreed to give $25
per month for four months to Fore
Missions if 19 more will Joinsiia. This I rean

iy

op,

3,

-

nit

check

for

$25.00 for July, to be followed by three
more of same amount if the other eighteen,

men or women, are found.
I am looking
after some two or three who will I think do
the same thing.
“Yours Truly, , ,

As stated above, this Is too good an offer
to be lost. If
to the Foreign
sand dollars
would relieve

accepted and taken it insures
Mission Society two shouextra in four months. This
the Society very much and

help to carry forward

the work mow

en-

tered upon.
Are there ' not eighteen others who will
accept this offer, and do service to Christ

and souls just now ? What

is done sheuld

be done at once, or in a few weeks.

-

:

C. O. Lisy, Cor. See.

Dover, July 25, 1878.

IN ITS BEHALF,

The editorial article, entitled *‘A triumph
and a Danger,” in the Star of June 16,
should be universally read, and seriously
pondered. We may indeed rejoice in view
of the prevailing high tide of interest in our

Missions.

a brother in Maine:

liberally. Is there a Freewill Baptist in the
state that will not give somethingto aid in

in every

the Executive Board may know to what extent it may assume responsibilities in the
extended mission work now contemplated.
A. C. Haves, Cor. Sec. W. B. M.

ward and accept the offer recently made by

The few sacrificing

of the state should help them by their money, prayers, and words of encouragement.
We have scarcely a church in a city in the
state, and but a few in villages, and this effort to build in Jackson must not prove a
failure; help must be given promptly and

chureh

Lewiston, Me., its organi-

very desirable that this matter should reThe brethren of this Q. M, have a ceive immediate attention, in order that

may pray God to remove the curse, but results of the past season’s work. He says thus speaking. The editor of the Star has
inconsistently with their prayer aid it by that preliminary to the speeial work of ex- spoken as frankly, 1 thank him for his Foreign Mission work ; it is well, also, that
indifference or ‘absolute antagonism when cavating and exploring, the Expedition has brave and noble utterances. His article has we be thus reminded that feeling, however
they come to the exercise of Sills or @stablished suitable trigonemetrical stations, the old ring to it, like the Star speaking for deep and
strong, will not float a missionary
privileges guaranteed to them by the
laws and actually triangulated ‘four hundred
liberty
and
equal
rights
forty
years
ago.
to
foreign
shores, nor the breath of speech,
of their country. Depend
upon it, we can
And now, as the editor calls me out in his however eloquent, waft him support when
not do too much, from this hour onward, to square miles, besides having almost comstrengthen that pulpit or press, that speak- _pleted the detail of the same, including the recent article, and as in a private note he once he is there. Still, as incentive and in‘er or writer, which manfully seeks to shape hill shading the elevation above the Dead wishes me to *‘ be free” to speak, I will an- spiration to action, general and methodivxwhole the situation is not se bad as it legislation to destroy the liquor traffic. and Mediterranean Seas. The hight of all awer,to the call, and speak, I trust, as frunk- cal,these are mighty helpers, without which
~ wight be, The late battles with the Carl Our highest aim should be to revolutionize important points and elevations within the" ly as Mr. Bates and himself have spoken.
o few strong arms might toil Jong and
opinion, by attacking error, intrenched
~ ists have resulted disastrously for them, though
But I have no desire to trespass upon the strenuously
it may be in corrupt parties or triangulation "have been determined, and
in vain. It is, therefore, of mo
giving “the government great advantage time-serving Presses or pulpits, and to call meteorological observations regularly taken columns of the Star, or to have articles on small importance that we make this auspi+. throughout. the whole coumtry.
There forth the" God-fearing, the sobriety-loving, and noted. This alone is deemed an inval- other important subjects set aside for arti- cious hour-a season of practical and general
from the uable aequisition to geographic knowledge. cles on the College—so I will take time,
seems also
to be a reaction in the Cortes, and those seeking redemption
activity, that our ‘good emotions muy not
grand
¢ in favor of moderation and quietness, as slavery of appetite, each and all,to a
combined movement against their corhmon Every days work has revealed-iuins un- and speak in the following order: First, I evaporate, but crystalize into, principle,
. naybe seen in the election of Salmeron Hoe,and the foe of all righteous civil govern- known and unmentioned by any traveler, will ask the editor to publish the charter of which shall
henceforth appear in the energy
« ver Margall, who, while he is a valiant ment.
The Bedouin tells of rains of cities a few the College. Then, as my sermon
[8
the and method of our missionary efforts,
i Republican, 4s at the same time. of that
Any Order could not hope to talk better days’ journey to the south and vast, which it late Commencement has not been reported
My dear sisters, will you suffer another
.. fierce order that is poorly calculated to than this. And there is evidently some- is impossible at this season to visit. In the in the Star, I will forward for publication a
word of exhortation? For do we not all
» soothe a vexed opposition. Transient as thing besides the spirit of talk that ani- department of Archeology and Biblical re- leaf or two from it as bearing upon the subneed a mutual arousing, to move heart-en«this tone of moderation may be,it yet speaks mates the members.
If couldn’t have search tlie Expedition has not been less suc- ject especially uncer consideration; and I listing, sacrificing endeavor
to help in fulwell for those whose trinmph it vepre- gained a membérship of a half million, in- cessful. Professor Paine has prepared a know I shall be pardoned for so doing.
filling the desire of our Lord, that his salva‘sents.
Sel
cluding so large a preportion of distin- voluminous report identifying Nebo and Then there shall follow three or four short tion may reach
the ends of the earth? Have
Finally, Spain is in a disturfed state. guished and reliable citizens, and in so Pisgah, and the locality of these places articles in as many weeks. I hope others, we yet a clear perception of our personal
“That hardly needed to be said. ‘There are short a time, if it rested on any feeble ba- seems thus to be definitely determined. also, will take up their pens, and have a responsibility to obey the command
last
‘bloody hands clutching at her vitals, The sis. Its record is already such that no This work is carried on mainly by the be- word to say at such a time as this, when so his lips, *‘Go ye into all the world andon
scounsels of those who honestly seek her member need to blush in contemplating it. nevolence of others, and those who have much is at stake. If not too long, it seems
preach the gospel to every creature” ? ‘If
are at variance. There is a gen- If now the Order will show the good made contributions will be glad to hear: of |" to me that a reasonable space in the Star ye love. me ye will keep my command“avelfare
eral lack of stability among all classes, sense, after working faithfully twenty its success. The formal report of progress can not, for a month or two, be better occu- ments.”. Let us deeply question ourselves,
“One could not possibly guess this week years to come for this ‘‘destruction of the will be eagerly looked for.
pied than by articles relating to Bates Co). not in, lightness but with howed
heads
district. Even the chances of foreign en. tanglemerts are not as remote as one
+» ould wish, for the French President has
already refused a formal demand to return
a prisoner who had escaped from Spain to
:. France.
;
And yet, ‘we should say that on the

is

tion as those already

is treasure

brethren are doing a great work, in building a house that will be a credit to the de-

Israel to-day, and any

of Missions,

More and more will be enlisted 1h propor-

honored and pleased if you at once

the

on

on

in the work ? While you are thus sowing
for me to raise $50,000 in Boston.” But I
seed for a glorious future harvest, you will
understand him so well that I am confident
be stimulating others by your good exam-

subscribe

almost any day
such officers, it

Board

you

rid of any will be required-—but the work of meeting
are grave the condition of Mr. Bates's pledge will be
claim so _carried forward in any event,—and may
the acci- God, to whom all the glory shall be, make
as that of the result in the end truly glorious.
the great
0.B.C.
and

them

Several such

‘My dear sisters, if you have not already
organized an auxiliary in your church, do

be hard work

to

since: “It is going

whole voyage, and that the sub-pfficers act-

chances are that we may
fall under the care of just

their way?

Mr, Wood said to me a day or

have come.

Bates

tide of travel continues in motion,

and

yopfig la-

more unanimous effort to speed

principal, our work will be done, and the
time for Mr. Wood to enter upon his will

tain hardly presented himself during the
ed like men who were glad to b¢
authoritative inspection. Thesd
charges. Of course they do nqgt
much attention as they would Af
dent had resulted as disastrougly
the recent Atlantic. But while

millions

dies who are ready to go forth, be ng the
precious n:essage, Shall we not make a

he will be successful. With Mr. Bates bethe Captain
fore him in the sum of owe hundred thoufarther
evi. sand dollars, and our denomina
tion follow-

of
still

seas,

is raising up among us, devoted

twenty-five thousand dollars ean be raised
by the first of October next. Then, if the
Education Society shall take the work of
raising $25,000 on its hands, being respon-

was. two

wrecked through the sheer faithlessness of
the Captain. That appeared in the investigation

Our sisters across the

millions of them, have never heard of Jesus.
The doors of their long closed homes are
now thrown open to receive, from the lips
of women only, Christian instruction. God.

sible for the interest until they raise the

~——THE LATE CASE OF OFFICIAL NEGLECT.
According to the best information,

and contrite hearts. Do our consicencedas
mand better proof of our love
A

College, 1

devoted ladies
hoping for so much. But 1 will say what I are already ip the
field, shall we ‘not cheer
think can be done. If all those persons them with our sympathy
and substantial
who are friendly to the College will prove aid? The cheerful promp
tness with which
that they are friendly by a gift to it, be it the ladies in many
of our churches have orever so small,—a dollar only, or a dime— ganized societi
es, auxiliary to the Woman's

selves baffled they hastily gathered what
but thus far there is no clew to them.

the

The watthword at Commencement (I did
not give it) was—the condition of Mr.
Bates's subscription must be met in thirty
days. But I see this cam not be dome. I
wish it could have been. So I bow
to the inevitable, praying God to spare
the lives of those from whom the College is

threw the cars from the track in a danger-

Topics.

“So far as I represent

and let the College stand or fall on its merits,

ministers—old men and young men—our
women and all, from the west and from the
east, sit down, as it were, and take counsel

action—but to

may

train carried a large

-

have nothing to conceal. I want those who
give to it to know just what they are doing.
Let the whole question be fully undegstood;

tine Exploring Expedition as ealeulated to
reveal a good many interesting facts in con-

should not be invited to join the ranks with

- —are raising .insarrections in almost every

lege.

times alluded to the operations of the Pales-

thoroughly teach principles in polities as
they appertain to the cause. Candidates

“}ast elected Ministry was holding a debate.

PIECE OF VILLAINY.

should

where the Templars of old had the sword,
the shield and the lance. In one sense the
Order should be made a political institutiou—not = to conduct the machinery of
politics, for that, under: govermental reg-

ex-

pres-

UNEQUALED

Perhaps we might qualify the adjective, but
so deliberate and dastardly a piece of villainy as that perpetrated on the Rock Island
railroad Monday night of last week seems
to be almost without an equal. Some desperadoes, thinking that a certain express

have several

of this advanced

Bible

of the

——AN

necessities—ont, of things that seem the
wisest to be done. - Let our laymen and our

Templar

weapons

the redemp-

tion from rum drew nigh, they will furnish

and vote against the traffic, and you
have |
a triple force to speedily change public ——NEws ¥ROM MoAB.

litte attention, and so far as the religious
sentiment is concerned it is dead as compared with that which secured

drink-traffic,” and finding it still unaccomplished, not to lose heart, but to fight on

30, 1873.

|

lowa Northern Yearly Meeting.
The sixteenth session of the Iowa North-

ern Yearly Meeting convened with the Free
Baptist church in Waterloo, June 6th, 1873.

Rev. N. W. Bixby was ‘chosen Moderator.

The attendance was small, the Root River
Quarterly Meeting not being represented.
Appropriate committees were appointed, to

whom was referred the subject of Missions,

Education, Temperance, Sabbath schools,
and various other interests represented in
eonfgrence.
’
Committee on Resolutions reported the

following, which were unanimously adopted:

IN MEMORIAM.
Whereas, God in his providence has called

two of our aged ministers, Rev. E. Harvey

from Delaware and Clayton Q. M., and
Rev. A. Loomis of the Cedar’ Valley Q. M.,
from

‘labor

to

reward

since our last ses-

sion, therefore,
f
Resolved, 1. That we meekly submit to the
divine will and receive the admonition to
be also ready when the Master shall call for
us.
‘
2. That we will cherish the memory of
those departed servants of the Lord, that
we will imitate their victues and their faith-

fulness and pray the Lord to send forth
more laborers into his harvest,

PUBLICATIONS.
Resolved, 1, That we recognize the Mornwing Star as our denominational paper, and,

as the profits ave used for the Benefits of our

|

Le

—-—

MORNING STAR. JULY 80, 1878.

THE

.

—
:

benevolent societies and in Building up our

heard the word, and
churches, we would urge: our brethren not thousand attentive listeners
tears. We
only to subscribe themselv}s, but to do what oR of them with * amens” and
2. That we

Sabbath

Chrdst in, baptism thirteen willing disciples.
Most of them were heads of families, and the

are well ples

school papers, the

ories

most respect-

:
nomination which we so nfuch love.
and
Home
on
Resolutions were adopted
Foreign Missions, Sabbath schools and
Temperance. Committee on Missions reported the following, which was adopted :

HOME MISSIONS.

approve of
Resolved, That we heartily
Meeting H. M.
the appointment of a Yearly
Board, to devise and co-operate with the

Board of the Parent H. M. Society, so that
there may be the highest harmony and wisof collecting and

in the whole work

expending the funds in aid of feeble church2s and in carrying on the whole work of the
iety.
Resolved, That we earnestly urge the

the apportionment made by
churches to
the Parent Society.
the Board
The following persons were appointed a

8.

Yearly Meeting Home Mission Board:

F. Smith, N. W. Bixby, R. Norton.
The churches reported some revivals and
a great need of more faithful laborers.
Revs. G. T. Day, of Dover, A. H. Chase,
of Hillsdale, T. P. Moulton, of Vermont,

pieces.

Bates College.

dollars

give
say,
that
giv-

will undertake

thing, are likelyto putit oft from day to day
till forgotten altogether or too late. Butif every

how soon these little rills will fill the College
treasury, or those about to send might speak to
others and unite their contributions, If every
member of the church and Sunday schools
sends a small contribution, how much more
* fervently will they pray for its success, There
is nothing so attaches us to an object as a monied
interest in it, and now is the time to take

lighted up sometimes with the joy his heart felt,
we could hardly repress the thought that he was
young ministers, ‘“ I had
Of Fairport

influence

by

write,

to

This

been powerfully experienced. But work
mains to be done, and, remembering that
said, * Whatsoever is right Twill give you,”

A

at Haverhill,

Sabbath

reHe
we

R. L. HOWARD.

address us to our toil.

chased their

on

church property

Winter

street,

costing eleven thousand dollars, for which the
gociety was mostly in debt. The society was

very small and without pecuniary ability to meet

of

its large liabilities.

ness, numerous

The war, prostration of busi-

failures

much to the utter

and

hopelessness

of our

»
i
ther riot-sum. | eled, ) and the church saved.
It oan not,no; therefore,st
95,000,”
purpose
i sho
rie
86:
now
then"and
churgh
the
between
contrast
The
i
obtain
if iu hr keto rise i tho," mult
80 mar ked we can not withhald these lines and
1s
*
|
|
friands,
d
and
the
s
from
member
chiefly
y
words,
e
h
t
o
in other
—or 18
| public thanks to God. The house of worship has

" Bo that it is $50,000, instead
and

for ‘which

the den

of half that enpminatie
on

must

*

somehow

widow and

a

his family

and

that

one has

cept a call to the church in Fairport, New York,
the busy note of preparation to leave Mt, Pleasant, Wisconsin, was speedily sounded. As

of late been much improved, and made artistical

the way, the heart, the pocket, and needed help
came. The human agency employed was not of

numerical strength or talent, but unity, concen

courage, more courageous under
work that remained to be done, it soon ftoame | tration of effort,
with persistence and consecration of all
apparent that the ordinance of baptism must be | difficulties,
the to God.“ Working together with God” explains

administered

at a point

five

miles

from

- church, where a_ precious work of grace
been enjoyed the. past winter, to some

chose not te wait for a subsequent

had’
who

fully the success.
In comparing the present with

opportunity. | writer at least, the

An appointment was made for the 8th

of

June, | terest.

the past, te the

‘occasion was of thrilling in-

Haverhill is one ot

our

most

the
the
;

thit
in

sitting

delightful

in population, intelligence
to preach on the subject ofbaptism, and admin- | cities, rapidly growing
school buildings and
_istor the ordinance. Upon assembling it was | and wealth. Its public
Its churches and
best.
the
among
are
schools
|
too
er
altogeth
was
worship
.ound our house of

ther

Jesus.

in a heavenly

in

dially received‘'and

kindly

been taken

Cor.

Messengers to Sebec
session with the church in
October 10, at 2 o’clock,P. M.

death, of

home with his divine Master and Saviour

character, and the love and devotion which he
ever manifested
for the good of his people.

PERRY

ses-

(derangements of Liver,

your Druggist for it.

Spring Cove House.
This summer resort is located in Dickinson,
Franklin Co., N. Y,, and is kept by Rev. S. D.

Smith, clerk of the Lawrence Q. M. It is 20
miles from Moira, on the Ogd. and L. C. R. R.
Stages run daily from Moira to Lincolnson, 11
miles. Private conveyance
from L. It is a
Temperance House.
Ministers need rest, and resuscitation of ex-

hausted

energies:

They

will

ordinarily

do

more work in 11 months than in 12, It is a
sacred duty to take care of the body; to live and
work with zest as long as possible.
It is for

the interest of the ehurch to give

advertised in another
for

paper, are

sale

by

Sept.

AGENTS
y

Parties

seeking

8.30 A. M. train

Trainsleave

by

and letters, and all are supplied

ig

ministers, and that while we sorrow over his
removal from earth our hearts are filled with
ervice he has
singere gratitude for the great
Quarterly Meetunder God rendered the Boston
|

5 That the denomination has lost one®
truest friends, and the cause of Christ one
v
most successful ministers.
3. That we mutually emulate his many
and sterling devotion to yrinciple in the

fast hope of a like blessed

immortality.

.
ag]

DISLODGE THE ENEMY.

R.

P.M.
_y

10.
11.10
11.15

6.45
6.50

11.33
11A4T

7.08
TIOR

11.556

ree

731

1300 . 733

Dever.
6.40

Dover,
Boston.

745

RB. M.
3.50

When strength seems to fade from the limbs,
And leaden and dull is the eye;
‘When the head with a vei tigo swims,
And the skin takes a yellowish dye,
Tis a proof that there’s bile in the blood,
That the stomach but feebly digests,

And some ailment that should be subdued,
The

‘With the

SW

4
417
4.35
4.40

10.
1 =

148

general system infests.

SELTZER APERIENTat hand,

Such symptoms no fear need excite ;
For they yield to this remedy bland,
As darkness gives way to the light.
TARRANT’S EFFERVESCENT SELTZER APERIENT.
2t30
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

3.50

648
....
7.02 © 9.50
7.20 10.10
7.25 10.15

for

Alton,

in

season to

AMSCOT

5.00
1

.

connect

MACHINE COMPANY.

Mitchell,

AMOS PAUL, AGENT,

3. by Rev. Ira. Emery,

Adda M. Ladd, both
of D.

alive, July

Louis Gatien,

of

16, by

Rev.

Biddeford,

A.

and

L.

Mr. John

Gerrish, Mr.

Miss

Alma

SOUTH NEWMARKET, N.H.,

A.

MANUFACTURERS

of £.

In Hill, N. H.,June 10, by Rev. H. A. Stratton,
and Miss

Amanda

H. Sargent,

Fire.

GRAHAM, PERRY & CO.
REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,
consumed

Insurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME TO

and the Fire

INVEST

here, and to place on loan.

Pla

and Galvanized

6.47
5.00
53.00
himself L 20.00
1.00
4.20

7.00
5,66
26.00
7.21
5.75

Ohio & Pa Y W,per S D Bates,
Mrs VM Webber, Pawnee; 111, per G P Webber,
34
Ls
Mrs MH Meader.
P B Given, Quiney, Ill, per J 8 Dinsmore,
.
Sewally
M
C
per
Ill,
Falrview,

Valves; Steam Whistles : Locomgtive, Marine, Tubu
Bleaching Kiers; Steam Boxes for Print Works; Lap
Welded

Boiler Tubes;

Quinn’s

Patent

CHICAGO

STATIONARY

Portable Steam Engines,
SHAFTING,
TURNING LATHES,
MACHINISTS’

:

No.
173
ITRFIELD ST PITTSBURGH PA.

Breech-Loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300.

Guns, $8 to 166.

TOOLS

of every description,

Single Guus, 83 to $20.

Double Shot

Rifles, $8

to $75. Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, $1 to $8. Gun
Material, Fishing Tackle, &ec.
Large discount to
dealers or olubs:
Army
Guns, Revolvers, efe.,
bought or traded for.
Goods sent by express C0.

D. tosbe examined before paid for,

Expansion

Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes; Ship Tanks;

AND

| Write for a Price List to J. A. JOHNSTON,

12.00
5.0
5.00
5.00
715 |

Iren Pipe;

lar, Flue and Oylinder Boilers; Barlow's Patent

25

2.00
500

Wrought

A

123 DEARBORN Street,
45t1

OF

teain and Gas Fittings of all kinds; Brass and'Iron

FICE AT PRESENT,
i}

¥

Morning Star ¢i, RI, per 8 B Young,
A A Eastman, Prairie City, Ul,

:

A.M.
Sih
i# an

LH fee

for

i

5

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases

2.0

4. That we extend to the wife and children of
and
our departed Bro., our warmest sympathy,
promise for them a constant remembrance at the
throne of grace.
5. That a copy of these resolutions be entered

ET

ton,

M. Hill and Miss

-

Ea Livermore, Me, per D Pease,
| 1st Mount Vernon, Me,
Li
4
virtues Phillips. Me,
Weld,
Me,
bi
stead- Farmington Q M,
hig

postage,

3m20

ie

MARRIED

-

Mrs 8 Whitcomb, Lawrence, Kas,
Boston Q M. per D R Wallace,
For

For

Bay.

9.45
wee

New Durham,
Farmington,
Rochester,
Gonie,

Mission,

Oakfield Center, Wis, per G W Towne,
Grand Prairie, Wis, per LD Felt,
»
A L Rector,
Hillsdale. Mich,
per J W Winsor,
John G Mosher,
Lowville, N X, to con.

& CO.,

t

A.M,
635
....

In Deerfield, July

Tobias M Fernald, Ossipee Center, N H.
Foreign

CLEWS

32 Wall St., New York,
sale by CALVIN HALE, DOVER NATIONAL

BANK, Dover, N. H.

Alton

in which the buildings were
EXPRESS,

orders for these bonds

for Port-

After the Chicago

Y

< B Gould, Bear Branch, Linn Co, Mo.
B
Haley, New Market, N H .

HENRY

with trains for Boston and Portland, Leave Gonic
every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford. Leave Alton daily for Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochester, with trains each wal:
JAMES
T, FURBER, Gen. Supt.

Potter—D F Park—

MAIL.

Minnesota

at 90 and interests

for Port-

920
9.25

WF

F Haley—C A

Forwarded,
BY

and

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
and
ays for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for L
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes-

M El-

Rev A Turner, Ling Ridge, Wis,

of 1s
‘0 its

iif 7

Mr. J. W, Flanders
oth of
H.

Books

Rapids

We are prepared to execyte

rains stop, but at times not precisely fixed.

r—C P Peckham—D Pease—N_Preble—J Pink-

with pastors,

}

ARON

IAP

Some revival interest was reportexcept Lynn.
ed, and some additions on the part of some, and
a general steadfastness on the part of all. But
in the midst of rejoicing, our hearts were made

ing.

$$

*¢
¢
‘“
%

Josl

preaching was good and spirited ; and the social
Several, ministers from
meetings interesting.
-abrond were present and spoke words of cheer.
The churches were all represented by delegates

is:

Lawrence and Boston,

for

Farmington,
New Dmham,

days and Fridays

day. - A good season wus enjoyed. The business
wis conducted in: a. harmonious manner; the

Burlington, Cedar

the market.

Dover for Port-

leaves Dover

Leave Alton Bay,

Mary A Knight—Mrs H A Lombara—J F
ayuard —G Morey—S N Mar- 4
tin~T F Miles -J Morse—A A Myers—B MclIntyre—J G

BosTON Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Amesbury, commencing its session
church at
July 9th and continuing through the following

the company

5.15 5.42 6.10 P. M.

Traine

Letters Received.

Piper—@G S Pearl—R J Poston—H M

1873.

*Or on arrival of Trains from Boston and Portand.

Charge, by

Meetings.

Doverfor

“
¢

Ar,

W Howe—B

of

Railway Bonds
are, for intrinsic value, or’ security
of principal and interest, inferior fo none now upon

at 3.00 P. M.

Boston

Arr. Alton Bay,

JEFFERSON Q. M. will be held at Philadelphia, N.
Y.. Sept.26—28, Churches. which have not paid their
ten cent tax on resident members will please come
prepared to do so gt this Q. M.
J.J. ALLEY, Clerk.
‘
;

Haning-O C Harrington-G

leaves

over,
@Gonie,
Rochester,

¢
¢

Clerk.

8 Eastman—J

‘The total bonded indebtedness

RAILROAD

Leave Heston,

OH10 RIVER Y. M. will be held with the Cheshire
church, Gallia Co.,0., Aug. 8, 9. A full delegation

Hill—C

Boston

Trains

The price of the S. 8. Lesson |

H Emerson—E

5

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.

ing over four ounces, one cent, or, three cents a
uarter or twelve cents a year; over four ounces and

ing =A B Drew—C_
den—I Eme!

e-

On the Minnesota Division....cceeeessnee ass
60
On the Milwaukee D1viBion....cccoeesaesnees 2,200.00
The total interest requirements on both lines
amounts to $532,000, whereas the net earnings
of the
Minnesota Division alone were $584,788.29
in 1872,
and these are estimated in 1873 as in excess of $700,000. The earnings to be derived from the Milwaukee
Division during
the short period of the present year
for which it will be open, it is believed,
will make
the total gross earnings in excess of $1,500,600, and
net earnings in excess of $800,000.

x
Trains leave for Alton Bay.
10.45 A. M., and 3.00 6.25 P. M.

Ordination services were as follows : Sermon, by

Quarterly

from

6.50 7.55 10.58 A. M.

met at Little Valley agreeable to appointment,
and found the church united and prospering.
H. N. Plumb; Prayer, by C. Dodge;

as an

secured also 1, a lien upon the Minnesota Division,
thereby rendering the securities now offered even
more desirable than those upon the Minnesota Division, by reason of their being a double security.

land at 8,10 P. M.

-

B. McKoon; Right hand of fellowship, by F.
Dart; Benediction, by the Candidate.
B. McKOoN, Clerk.

o

land at6.17 P. M.
5.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Great
Falls at 7.45 P. M.
6.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Port-

Papers will be one cent each per month, or 75 cents
per hundred.
Postage :—In packages to one address, not weigh-

The council appointed by the Cattaraugus Q.
M. for the ordination of Bro, Alonzo Markham,

AND

pendent enterprise, would render the bonds safe, are

309 Broadway,
lyeow2 1

ARRANGEMENT,

3.30 P. M. train from

Notices and Appointments.

THOMAS E. PEDEN,

=

land

Dr. Tour-

from all the Q. Ms is desired.

Company,

land at 10.45 A, M.
12.30 P. M. train from Beston leaves Dover

a vacation of at least a month, and make up, if On 50 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, payable quarterly or yearly in advance, at the office where
need be, a little purse to pay the expenses. received.
tf
From actual experiment, I am able to say that
there is no place where one will gain health and
SHIWASSEE Q. M. will hold its next session Aug.
‘IRA ALLEN, Clerk.
strength, so rapidly and cheaply, as to spend a: 9,10,
1 shall be at Bro. Smith’s, about the 25th inst.,
and would be glad to meet many of our jaded,
over-worked ministers.
For invalids, for those
seeking relaxation from
over-taxed energies,
Spring Cove House is a quiet, cheap, home-like
resort.
M. H. ABBEY.

These bonds, in
addition to
upon the Milwaukee Division, which,

7.30 A. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for S. B.
Junction at 10.15 A. M.

and

their pastors | 4not over eight ounces, double this rate, and so on.

few weeks in the woods.

AND

SUMMER

jee’'s admirable school, the New England Conservatory of Music. His interesting circular gives full
particulars respecting methods, terms, &e. ©

LESSON PAPERS.

Ask

The

of the best
of

ufacturing

BOSTON

VEGETINE .—By its use you will prevent many of
the diseases prevailing in the Spring and Summer
season.

sort, are referred to the advertisement

Bowels.

OF IMITATIONS.

everywhere to sell our new and novel
Embroidering Machine. Send for Il-

New York.

6m17

instruction

Stomach and

BEWARE

cu reviisisvisrns dddiiotisa deiinee $1,145,000.00

hat the increase thus far shown anuually
this
road is healthy and likely to continue, is demonstrated by the report of the Treasurer of the State
who shows that during the period of ten years
ast
an almost unbroken annual increase of
way
earnings has taken place throughout the State.
The above returns are from the Minnesota Division

WANTED! ustrated circular, to the McKee Man-

and retail druggist, Central street, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail will be premptly filled and faithfully

musical

great

WAGES

wholesale

executed.

the

ALL WHO age Vike
TO WORK.
person, old
er
young, o
er sex, can
make
from $10 to $50
io week, at home, day or
evening. Wanted by all. Suitable
to either City or
Country, and any season of the year, This is a rare
opportu
for those who are out of work, and out
of money, to make an independent living.
o_capital being [egiitea,
Our
pamphlet,
“HOW
TO
MAKE A LIVING,” giving
instructions, sent on
Joceips of 10 cents. Address, A. BURTON & CO.
Morrisania, Westchester Co., N. Y.
lyeow2l

of this

column

H. Vickery,

Wm.

Total for four months. ....oecsasse vee «+ $806,156.45

9%

“ yegetine,”

cold in the

Remedy,

eederrvneses 534,788.29

lyeowl3

grave.
4. That his long life and ministry have made
both the church and this whole community
his
debtors, and that though dead he yet speaketh,
and that his hold upon our hearts and the
hearts of this community, verifies the Scripture
Jcejaruyion that * Tbe memory of the just is
essed.

and shed blood from his hands now

Finnie

Ho

The earnings during the same period of
1872 amounted t0........e00veennaairnnes
, 122.25
And in 187)... .....hiadii
swsnes cine wee 110,785.23
The total earnings during the year 1872 were 915,959.68
The percentage of increase thus far, if continued, would make the earnings for the

Im-

@RY 1878.

Clerk.

Bitters,”

and

PERRY’S

Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —SANFORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all”

Children, begin now to save your pennies, that
when the long evenings come you can buy ‘ Avilude,
or game of Birds.” If your storekeeper has not got
it, send seventy-five cents to West & Lee, Worcester, Mass., and it will be sent by mail, post-paid.
« Avilude is a superior game.”’— Worcester Palla2t30
:
dium.
“ Quaker

Comedone

use

he

Interest requirements
bos
“
878,000.00
The earnings for the first four months of the present year were as follows:

skin medicine. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PKRRY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond st., N. ¥. Sold by Druggists
everywhere.
33t13

in sacred remem-

Liniment,”

and Flesh-worms,

¢

DIVISION.
Line............ $995,959.68

JANUATY ¢evvearasnie drvnasiiise seddaniivunde + $61,363.00
February .....c.... rp
Er
80,846.05
Mare cc.ooooite
ire itiinriesrersnssnsenrens 85,560.85
APF coisssnsvsnsessrssiarareses Beis spasnne 77,386.56

proved

brance his precept and example, for he has been
with us in suffering as well jis Joy, and has ever
directed us to the Lamb of God
that taketh away
the sins of the world.
He rejoiced with us when
we fully submitted to God and found Christ
recious to our souls. He led the most of us
uto the baptismal waters and gave us the hand
of fellowship when we covenanted with God
and the church
to live and die Christians.
We partook of the symbols of Jesus’ broken body

The ‘ Centaur

Earnings 1872, Minnesota

For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES
Blackheads

Meet-

church,

MILWAUKEE

* Providence, R. I.,
Manufacturers and Proprietors

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is RELIABLE and HARMLESS. Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond street, New York:

Rev’s

L. F. FARNHAM,

First Mortgage Gold Seven per Cent.
Convertible Sinking Fund Bonds,

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

Endfield,

~~

Net

of the Master more than made up the lack of
numbers on the occasion. The church in Wayne
are being very much encouraged under their
new and eflicient pastor, Rev, M. G. Pett. The’
church are stimulated to labor, and are heartily
joining their pastor in -every good word and

with the Wayne

RAILWAY

DAVIS &SON,

25

thinly attended, the spirituality and interest was
good, the willingness to do and act in the cause

Next session

Cedar Rapids and Minnesota

' The Pain-Killer is sold by all Druggists.

LAFAYETTE
Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Monticello church. The meeting was rather

5-1,

BURLINGTON,

In short, it is a PAIN-KILLER.
Directions accompany each bottle.

8. M. HAGGETT, Clerk.

WOrK.

Simplest, Strongest, Easiest Working and

For Sick Headache, Toothache, don’t fail to try it.

Lord

Q.

Diarrhea which

night, by taking it internally, and bathing with it
freely. Its action is like magic, when externally
applied to Old Sores, Burns, Scalds, and Sprains.

to Penobscot Y. M., and Rev’s O. Pitts and John
Welch

WITH COG WHEELS ON BOTH ‘ENDS OF THE ROLLS,

Bailey Washing & Wringing Machine Co.,

delegates

|1 ng.Next

IT.*

At the commencement of the

Christ

entertained.

John Welch and O. Pitts “Were chosen

TO CURE

always precedes an attack of the Cholera, take a |
Most Durable Wringer,
tabléspoonful of the Pain-Killer in sugar and Saves Time! Saves Labor! Saves Clothes !
water, (hot, if convenient,) and then bathe freely
the stomach and bowels with the Pain<Killer
IT HAS NO EQUAL!
D
clear, Should the diarrheea or eramps continue,
repeat the dose every ten or fifteen minutes until
¢ Should be in Every Household.”
TRY THE ¢ NOVELTY,”
the patient is relieved. In extreme cases, two of
And satisfy yourself that it is the BRST.
more teaspoonfuls may be given at a dose.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
The Pain-Killer, as an internal remedy has no
equal” In cases of Cholera, Summer Complaints,
Dyspepsia, Dysentery, Asthma, it cures in one Steow23] 106 Chambers 8t., New York.

shoulders.

place

C. 0. LIBBY, Troan”

HOW

Clerk,

good degree of the spirit of the

5.00

Special Notices.
"CHOLERA.

was present, especially on Saturday in our covenant meeting. There was a large attendance of
the people of the place.
The meeting was. cor-

on the morning of Wednesday, the 16th inst.
2. That we here record our grateful sevse of
bis moral worth and excellence of Christian
hold

their

2.00

5.00

Dover, N. H.

The brethren enjoyed a refreshing season, while

relatives

the

from

yd

50
L600
16.00
18.65

Bean,

E Sanborn, Fairbanks, Iowa,

sion with the Springfield and Carrol) chureh,
The churches were pretty generally represented.

Resolved, 1. That we as a church most sincerely and deeply feel the loss of our much esteemed Pastor, Rev. Daniel Williams, who left

8. That we will ever

lifted

10.00

per P W Perry,
Au
Me, per G W
per OS Brown,
per I Emery,

A friend of missions,

h
the

SPRINGFIELD, ME., Q. M.—Held its Jane

The following resolutions were adopted by the

us for a

burden was

50.00

G Wilkins, Easton, Mass,

M., were present and added to the interest of
the meeting.
Next session with the Clymer and Harmony
church, commencing Friday evening, Sept. 19,
1873.
A. LOSkE, Clerk.

+ | 1y beautiful, with a good and attentive congregaprovide. But that can he dene
tion, excellent music, a-large and deeply interest
From Wisconsin to New York.
dear brother and former
school, and an excellent pastor over a gad at the death of our Rev.
A K. Moulton, and
Q. M.,
It may not be flattéring to the general public ed Sabbath
this
in
laborer
mus*
The
people.
tic
generous and sympathe
the following resolutions - were passed to his
t 0 suppose that it will be interested in our peroak,
the
acorn
tard seed” has become a tree, the
memory :
sonal experiences, but it is to us, therefore we the * blade, the corn in the ear.” The existence
Whereas, it has pleased an ever merciful
“venture to intrude upon its notice with a few
to suddenly remove from our present
to
Providence
all,
of
first
due,
is
church
this
of
and growth
hip Rev. A. K. Moulton, therefore,
items of ndore than ordinary personal interest
companions
ruin
inevitable
built,
God. If the Lord had not
Resolved, 1. That in the death of Bro. Mouland importance.
would have been the result. His hand opened ton we lose one of our most devoted and able
to acHaving decided, about the last of May,

Lowrie Y.
MrsL
Rotts:
NY &PaY M,
Deerficld, N H,

of the

H

25.00
25

pledged at N

Dodge, Union Center, N Y,

Bro. M. W. Spencer from the Chatauque Q. M.
and Bro. W. Johnson from the Washington Q.

Chairman.

Foster (R. I.) church, in view of
their pastor, Rev. D. Williams :—

cause at

of the pa-tor, among our churches within a radius of lesk than a hundred miles, and in six
months’ time a mortgage of over $5000 was can-

aval

Gt. W. MAYHEW,

great

to God for giving us

removals added

this place. Afier many delays, disappointments
and fruitless attempts to obtain a loan of some
thousands, a personal effort was made on the part

t
puts the general question ustand Hy the true pe and po. cy.
¢ misapprehension about
be
lable
o funds a

field.

Ordination.

organized, and had just pure

had been recently

one

Center, N H,

Saccarappa, Me. per H Whitcher,

Resolved, that we sympathize with his famil

i

Isaac Hyatt,

Mass.

Nearly thirteen years have passed since we
wet from Lewiston, Me., to settle as pastor of
the F. B. church at Haverhill. The church then

under

TUR has BO.

yet

nothing

conference, and here the blessings of God have

Rl—“—".

the
forthLo

liave

we

is hallowed ground, by reason of past toil, A Here
our denominational fathers have sat down in

their own denomination,
Now, unless the church-members and Sunday
school scholars and others interested in the I.
B. principles act promptly, the opportunity nay
, be lost, and lost forever.
M.
“ w0ur corres
Yaad roi

he

sit where

rather

gave that the church seems to be hopeful,

is needed for a denominational College,~to edu-

the

of our

Said one

us.

gits than be a king,” and we said, “ Amen.”

cate men for the Ministry and Foreign Missions,
. and espeeiullyto bring the young men of the
become: accharch together where they may
quainted with the men of their times in their
own church. Those who have not thought of
this will be surprised when they consider how
much advantage it is to a young man or a young
patronage

before

to be transfigured

and especially of
go forth into all

and

his

face

eager interest in what was said, and as his

However,
placed at very great disadvantage,
the great plea for Bates, in my mind, is that it

control

half

spoke

meekly, though his kindling eye often

You may find them wherever you
the world.
£0, and having succeeded in making a 'living
among the sterile hills of Maine and New Hampshire, they not unfrequently outrival those
drought up where nature has bestowed ' her gifts
more ‘lavishly. But if uneducated they are

and

among

in

years ago, he led me down into the baptismal
wave,” &c., &c. He ‘sat among us a perfect
patriarch in appearance, bearing his honors

one will enclose his or her freewill offering
io Dr. Cheney witha word of encouragement,

woman to be educated in an institution

were

recollection

ministers.

a century’s toil. It was touching to hear the
allusions to his work in the conference meetings,
as, * The first sermon I ever heard was preached by father Hannibal, forty years ago, in a log
school-house in Clarkson,” and, ** Thirty-five

body’s business is nobody’s,” and good resolu_ tions are soon forgotten. Even those who when
the appeal is before them resolve to do some-

stock in the College.
The sons of New England,
Maine and New Hampshire,

famil-

of age, and this is the field of his more than

is-every-

ses-

fallen in good old age (near 86) with the harness
on, and passed trinmphantly away, therefore,
esolved, That this conferefice recognize his

deeds of Christian activity, and whose nume is
associated with the most honorable of Christ’s

other years, we still felt that
our * Master's brethren.”
Especially did we enjoy meeting with our
aged father in the ministry, Rev. Eli Hannibal,
and listening to his words of counsel and comfort. He is said to be the oldest living minister
in our denomination, being upwards of 90 years

another opportunity to assist

the balance.”

Byron church, and though we missed the
we

Simeon Smith, Sandwich
H
0

or no salary, in the face of many difficulties, to
establish churches and to build up the cause, has

from their circle. whose. life was radiant with

with

far faces of those by whose side we had stood

the College,in the time of its need and extremity
and thus attach themselves to the College and the
College to the church,
‘We have no bishop or pope to speak for the
church and say what it shall do. We have no
representative who can say to Dr. Cheney, “ we

What

and in the

welcomed warmly by all and particularly so by
Bro. Schoonover, the working pastor of the

and there is much truth in his remark. There will

as

3.00

00
"00

Hammitt, Boston, Mass. on
plan for 20 to pay
$100 each in four monthly installments, Where
are the other 187
8 8, Charleston, W Va,
per A H Morrell,

WALLACE, Clerk.

known

4.00

'

pioneers of the F. Buptist denomination, and
who has labored long and faithfully, with small

-our sympathy in their bereavement, and hope in
their affliction they may be comforted by God,

ly encouraged us, for we love to have our own
church remember our solemn feasts. We were

the other day, ‘ The church
Said a good brother
can not afford to let others do all this work:”
never be

2. That we extend to

good delegation present from the Fairport
church, who greeted us cordially and also great-

ing 35 cts., most wall prefer to give a dollar, and
many ten or one hundred dollars, for an object
and importance, and feel
of such magnitude
they are doing God’s service:
!

probably

nominational ranks.

Genesee
found a

our owir conveyance, and thence to the
We
Yearly Meeting, held at Byron.

been long and favorably

Resolved, 1. That we are sad to learn that Rev.

could have
could have

ing at Hillsdale, did we wish we
hastened our steps, so that we
mourned at his burial.
From Buffale we drove to Niagara Falls

this

10.00

Mass,

hE

3

J L

Afuong the resolutions the following was presented
:
Whereas, the Rev. Amos Daniels, who has

A, K. Moulton, formerly well known in this s ction of country, has been taken away so suddenly by death. for we feel that a bold leader’ and
wise counselor has beenremoved from our de-

And

on the wave.

at

5.00

10.00

per 8 D Smith,

TY

NOVEL

a

Greene, Prophetstown, Ill,

Buxton, Me,

2

15.10

Kewanee, Ili, per O D Patch,
8 Williams,
pledged
at Wis
”
IY
. Y M, perR Cooley,AS

Next session with the Windham Center church,
August 22-24,
is
;
1

his pilgrimage to heaven.

how, as we thought of our pleasant association
with him just one year before, in Trustee meet-

divided

amoug the members of the church would
to each but about 385 cts. Now, I venture to
with all other claims and calls, this is a sum
can afford. Instead of
almost any member

helplessness

spared in our

Allen
'

OWEGO Q. M,—Held its last session with
Warren
church, A
good report
from
churches was presented.

relatives our hearifelt sympathy, and
pray that
they may be comforted by the presence of the Saviour,and
the promises that cheered our brother in

day

the

been buried

D. R.

su port of W C Byer in

per 8 Griffeth,

& husband, Ra;

Clerk,

pleasant tg reflect upon.
3. Thatwe extend to his bereaved

before. He had stepped into eternity from the
midst of his family on land, while we had been

the

where

had

with the new constitution adopted

sion.

an associate laborer whose life was so.exemplary, whose counsels were so wise, whose benevolence was 80 urge whips preaching was so largely productive of good, and whose memory is to

felt like quoting to ourself the language of the
same prophet,—* Blessed are ye that sow beside
all waters.”
On Monday we learned at Cleveland, that: our

We will take this share,

thousand

2. That we feel thankful

did not jostle us out of .our Sabbath life, and we
had service on shipboard, using, * His name
shall be called wonderful.” Alter service we

afford to let others do all this good

Twenty-five

call of our Master,

sociations of the West,where all the years of our
ministerial life have been passed, Lake Huron

dear Bro. Moulton

:

J. FRANK Locke,

I Wm
West

the church for their many attentions during the
session,
. Néxt session with the church at Lawrence,
commencing Wednesday, Oct. 1st, in keeping

M., the

1

India, per Mrs B ¥ Mason,

Queso Q M. NY,

FRENCH CREEK
Q. M.—Held its last term
with the S. Harmony
F. B. church, commencing
Friday evening, June 20. This session, held in
the la t
session of the Union, P.Q., Q. M., #0 close connection with the dedication of their
a 8]
mittee was appointed to draft a set op house of worship,seemed to make the season one
resolutions on the death of Revs. Green Sawyer of especial interest. The meetings all through
largely attended, and a happy state of feeland A. K. Moulton, the same to be sent to the were
ing pervaded the hearts of the people. Having
Star for publication. They are as follows:
been long pressed down with care, anxiety, and
Resolved, 1. That in the death of Rev. Green labor in building their house of worship and
Sawyer we are reminded of the uncertainty of now it having een made free of debt by the
generosity of the people, they felt that a
life, und that we ought always to be ready for the great

for the

ended

in Wisconsin

Beede,

18

:

8 8, Gilberts Mills, N or

emorial Resolutions.

On the 19th we committed ourselves to the
billows aud breezes of the Jakes, on. our eastward journey. bidding good by to the dear as-

there should be no *‘ if ” in the matter, President Cheney’s indomitable perseverance is too
well known for any one to suppose he will ever
: relinquish so good an-undertaking.
Moreover, I believe God has a work for Bates
College to do, and that he will succeed this noble effort to increase its usefulness, The enddwment of the College may be considered a
settled faet.
s
But the question is, what part the F. Bap‘tist church will have in it, Mr. Bates most generously gives hall of the meeded sum. William B. Wood, Esq., undertakes to raise half
of what remains, that is, $50,000. The Board
of Education gives encouragement that it wil
shoulder half of what is left, viz., $25,000. This

we can not

i

Many were the tears that fell, many
present.
but God will
spoken at parting,
the regrets
speedily send a people so faithful, prompt and
true, an acceptable laborer in our stead, and we
shall try to do his bidding in our new field.

is to raise. $200,000, If this is not done, all that
has been pledged is lost to the institution, But

work ??

previous to the organization.

Burns, Ill per
J F Weage,

hi

and friends in their loss, and we pray
mantle may fall on the ministers

embalms.,
The next day the farewell sermon was preach-

work

L. M.

Dame,

soon; and it will, within six months, or as soon

it

for the people who gave it and the memories,

E.,

thereafter a8 possible, remove at least half a mile
from the Charlestown charch,this being agreed to

all

is mot

J.

“

y

vote of thanks was passed to Bro. Locke and

This church enters the denominational ranks
with a meabership of 24; more are to be added

glittering

in those

the minister's work

Truly,

ed,and our

reached a point

fulfilled

Q.

I.

of the

Mass, and R. I. Yearl

F. Locke, and Brethren,
ry and D. R, Wallace,

gust.

always rough.
not
thankless and his way
Precious gift! Not for the money it is worth, but

1 was glad to see by a letter from Dr, Cheney,
“ ina recent number of the Star, that the endowment of Bates College is progressing, The effort

denomination can say,

promises

Boston

Vol,

Siva usefulness, for so Jong a
period, feeling
bat a strong man in Israel
has
fallen, and believing
that the many who were
converte
under
his labors who have gone on before, an
the Why who are on their way, are to ehine as
stars in his crown of rejoicing.

throats. No wonder we choked, there was so
much of heart, so much of confidence, so much
of God’s

last session of the

the

requesting Rev,
second

Meeting :—Revs. W. F. Eaton,

tion, and will enter his new field of labor in Au-

Elder, to take

you,

Formed.

the

the next session of the

and un-

J. 8. B,

Mission Church

passed

prepare

Hamilton,D1, .

Terre Haude, 111,
Lid
Eustis, Me, per A Parsons,’
Mrs Eaw siker, Meredith Village,N H,per J Ers~

History of the F, Baptists, and publish the
same.
:
Bbhe following Dologutes were appointed to

Rand being present formally accepted the invita-

tea,” when a beautiful silver tea service of eight
pieces scemed to leap through our eyes into our

~ Ministers and Churches.

it vot now

I invite

friends present,

bounds of the Delaware and Clayton Q. M.
R. NortoN, Clerk.

Has

At

A Resolution was

D. Stewart to

settled pastors were appointed a council to sit
with the Charlestown Mission, and if, after due
examination it should be deemed wise and expedient, to organize the Mission into a church. The
council met Monday evening, July 21, and having
organized with the choice of J. 'Weodman, chairman, and J. Frank Locke, clerk, proceeded to
business.
After a thorough examination, the
council voted to organize the Mission into a
chnrch, which was done, the order of exercises
being as follows: Reading of Covenant, A. P.
Tracy, Haverhill ; Prayer,J. Frank Locke,Amesbury ; Hand of Fellowship,J. Woodman, Pelham,
The church unanimously voted to take the
name of the Charlestown Freewill Baptist Mis
gion Church, Also to invite Rev. J. Rand, of
Franklin, N. H., to the pastoral charge. Bro

the
piece,” closing by saying, as he removed
behalf of these ladies and your
spread, “In

and T. H. Drake, from Ohio, were with us
and added much to the interest of the meeting.
The next session is to be held within the

leaves only $25,000.*

on

linger

must

but

present,

of many

through coming years a powerful witness to the
truth,
Following the above was an invitation to attend at an evening visit the Tuesday after, at
which we had the pleasure of greeting the happy
ones of Sunday previous and their. friends, and
receiving from their hands a farewell gift of
forty-five dollars. He gives twice who gives
timely, and as Paul desired for the Philippians,
“ may their fruit abound to their account.”
On the next Saturday evening we were invited
as a natural part of our farewell visitato tea
tions, at the house of one of our brethren, near
the church. After the evening meal had been
discussed and as the twilight began to deepen
others dropped in, apparently without design,
till at 1ast it became a rush, proving concerted
action and therefore surprising none but us.
But our surprise was Incomplete till three
young ladies—choice, moving spirits they are,
wiseto plan and skillful to execute—began to
assume control by ordering us to vacaté the
largest room, Upon returning we found a table
blazing with hight and presided over by our radiant fair ones, linked arm in arm like an angel
trio, whose faces fairly shone upon the snowwhite cloth which hid * the surprise” from our
gaze. But an instant were we kept in suspense,
for at a signal from headquarters, Capt. Weissert
came to the board and gracefully * spoke his

‘tablish a Book room in Chicago; and also
to publish the Morning Star in the cities of’
Boston and Chicago, to meet the wants of
the West and aid us in building up the de-,

dom

elannish, genuinely Christian,

impressive, that it can never fade from the mem-

ask the Printing Estabfishment to es-

fully

when the proper time cometh, unselfish

scene in every respect was so deeply solemn and

' tle Star, and would recommen
schoolswto patronize them, a
of our publications,
‘
BOOK
M.
Resolved, That we would

tar for publication.

catholic and enterprising, The place is full of
Indian legends and historic remembrances. May
our brethren hold firmly together andto God,
with an open eye and hand for another church

rephired to. the water and buried with

‘

ation.

they can to extend its cirer

upon our records, and forwarded to the Morning

ministry of various denominations are efficient,

full

a

where

small, so we adjourned to a grove

245

2teowld”

Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
Circular and Upright,) Iron and Brass Castings,Gas
ometers and Gas Works.
t146

a

ha

§
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Hoctry,

a

Ww

fd

* Hurrah!
little white trumpets, with | noon when one of them began to wriggle
lines as fine as hair drawn around thems | and jerk, and presently the skin burst open
and here are the little fellows that live in’ | on the back, near the head, and a singular

“=

Jooking object, of a pale green color, pushes
them popping their heads in and out.”
¢¢ Oh, ed itself out. It had neither head nor fdet,
“Do let me look,” cried Mary,
yes, there they are, with horns on their but it moved rapidly, and soon threw off
| queer little heads, which keep nodding all the caterpillar’s. skin. Then it attached
about as if they were trying to see where
itself. by a little shining point to. a knot of
they are. And the shells, how "pretty they silk, which the caterpillar had spun and
are, go thin, and clear, and delicately tint- suspended from the stem of the asclepias.
ed!”
This was a very interesting time for the
The grandmother looked at them with children. The other caterpillars were pass-

The Friend's Burial,
ns

—

TH

"Hil

My thoughtsiare all in order town,
Where, Wept hy

many tears,

:

To-day my Mother's friend lays down’
The burden of her years.

wonder and delight.

.

ing

“Truly,” she said, ** the Lord has

a beautiful house. for this little creature;

Oh, not for her the florist’s art,
The

strange that I never noticed it before.”

mocking weeds of woe,

But blessings of the voiceless heart,

“ What

The love that passeth show!
Of new-born sweetness tells,
And the ungathered May-flowers wesr
The tints of ocean shells.

The old, assuring miracle
Is fresh as heretofore;
And earth takes up its parable
Here, organ swell and church bell toll

Methinks but discord were,

*¢ this fellow

The prayerful silence of the soul
Is best befitting her.

can

keep

it,

and

get

It
a

can
bird,

Notice the

fine lines whieh eurve round the whorls.
No human skill could have made them so
perfect. Look carefully and tell me if you
can see its eyes.”
“ It
¢ It hasn’t any eyes,” said Ralph.
is too little to have eyes.”
~

She can not fail of peace who bore

Such peace with her away.
O sweet, calm face that seemed to wear
The look of sins forgiven!
O voice of prayer that seemed to hear

Our own needs up to heaven!

“You are.quite mistaken.

reverent in our midst she stood,

It has eyes

as perfect and as'wonderful a8.

Or knelt in grateful praise!

your

own.

1t has a mouth, and tongue, and teeth,

What grace of Christian womanhood
Was in her household ways!

and

lungs by which it breathes the air; and

so

had the little ones you just examined.
Look
again for the eyes.”
“ There are four horns on its head,—two
long ones and two short ones. In the tops
of the long horns there are glittering
specks.”
.
*“ Those are the eyes, my dear; and’ you

For still her holy living meant
No duty left undone;
, The heavenly and the human blent
Their kindred loves in one.
And if her life small leisure found

For feasting ear and eye,
And pleasure, on her daily round,
She passed unpausing by;

see the wisdom and

goodness of this

ar-

rangement, which enables it to see equally
well in every direction.”
8
‘But I should think they would get
hurt, raounted up so high,” said Ralph.

Yet with her went a secret sense
Of all things sweet and fair,
And beauty’s gracious providence
Refreshed ber unaware.

“1 will touch one of these

She kept her line of rectitude
With love’s uneonseioas ease;
Her kindly instincts understood

tentacles,

or

horns, as you call them, and you will see
what protection the Creator has given
them.” . She touched one, and in went the

=o

eyes, and down went

An inborn charm of graciousness

tentacles

in

a

twinkling.

Made sweet her smile and tone,

The children shouted,

dress

said,

reverently,

and

grandmother

‘* Wonderful

are

the

works of the Lord.”
“ And what is still more wonderful,” con| tinued Mrs. Cramer, ‘if these tentacles
should be broken off, the animal woald not

The dear Lord’s best interpreters
Are humble human souls;

The Gospel
of a life like hers"
Is more than books or scrolls.

be always blind, for new ones would grow
out in a few days. This little ‘snail bears
in every part of its’ wonderful organization
the impress of ‘infinite goodness and wisdom. It tells us that He who guides the
stars: in their course, and controls
the
mighty forces of nature, does not for-

From scheme and ereed
the light goes out,
The: saintly fact survives;
The blessed Master none can doubt
Revealed in holy lives.
— Atlantic

The | Fu

the

Monthly.

Circle.

get the humblest of his works.
Now,
Mary, if you will bring the jar, we will see

if anything has happened to the butterfly’s
eggs.”
’
The jar was brought, and they looked
in.
* O mamma !” said Ralph, ‘ the eggs
are gone, and there are three little worms
on the leaf.”

"Amusements in the Country.
G. RAMSEY.

—

II.

*¢ Yes, my child, the eggs have hatched,
and these little caterpillars have come from
them.”
.

ied grandmamma,
s ‘which she

was

“We have found some shells, and I
want, the ehildrepto observe the little, ani-

mals which live if them”! said Mes, | Cramer.

inl

~

“Shells ? 4 never khew there Were shells
about here. 1 never saw any, and

lived here forty years.

J.

I have

LUC

+ *4'Yes, mother, we have found four kinds

¢ Ah, then
eggs

they

were

*¢ Yes, they were, and

not
these

butterfly’s
caterpillars

will be changed to beautiful butterflies
of these days.”

one

# Oh, how can it ever be?”

‘“ As I told you, you

must

watch,

mother,”

change

said

of winged beauties.

*“ This yellow brown shell, with a white
lip and six whorls, is Helix Albolabris.
The little creature is coming out of its
house again, and now we will look at it

Unto the perfect day ;

same

and

wait,.and you. will see. but.meanwhile..y ou

must bring a few stalks of th
sclepias
every day, and put. them in tHe
jar, for
these little ereatures are: great ‘eaters, and

they will grow fast.”

and

Mrs.

** These dainty caskets hold

ed.”
‘ What is the name of this one,mamma ?”

through the magnifying glass.

the

We

Cramer.

the embryoes

will

put

the jar

away now, and wait, while the unseen and
marvelous agencies which God has set ‘in
motion will work a transformation which
buman ingenuity and wisdom can never
imitate or even comprehend.”
In the next chapter I will tell you what
came of the chrysalides,

“Just Going

To.”

“Now, mother, isn't Hal too provoking ?

He promised to take me strawberrying with
him, and now he’s gone and left me,” cried
Jessie, winking back her tears.

:

“Our Hal broken his promise? Her
mother looked as if she could hardly believe it.
“Why no, mother, I suppose not exactly.
You see, he said 1 might go, if [ would be

ready at two o'clock, and 1 was just going
to put on my things,

when

just as hard as he could

he

run.

started off
There

he

is

now, a lone way down the-other side of the
common,” she added, with a little sob.
‘And it is quarter past two. Why didn’t
you get ready in time?”
“I didn’t think it was so late; besides, I
was just going to as soon as I finished dol-

ly’s apron.
But
waiting, and be
minute.”
“And you don’t
had no right to

else to do, there

'is always

stockings to mend.”
*“ You have worked
i

If there is nothing yellow,
a basket

with God,

of

mother.

¢ our lagor had fed the hungry, clothedthe

destitute, and comforted the sick; perhaps
tha

is a higher mission
works.” -,

than

studying
Lo

his

“Let the children learn all they ( can,”
said the

old lady, smiling.

*‘ The more

they understand of the work of God, the
“better and the easier will they do their own,

if they work with him.”

-

black, and 'whitd, | Their heads

were covered with horny plates, and

strong jaws moved from side to ‘side.

their

In

watching them, Ralph and Mary had quite
oyercyme the repugnance which most people feel for *¢ crawling worms,”
0

© On the twentieth day, they noticed that
the caterpillars did not eat,

and the

morning they were surprised to

suspended

from

the

stalks

tind

next
them

of asclepias,

hanging by their last pairs of legs, with
their heads down and eurled under. They

»

1s

Roberts

depart?

She sank on her knees and prayed

waiting, any more

him.

than

you

had

to

1am sorry you have lost your

noon's pleasure just because you

hind the time, but you ean do nething

now

but make the best of it, and learn that while

you are ‘just going, your chance may be
just gone.”
Jessie drew a deep sigh, and sat down to
console herself with a book.

By-and-by

her mother

put

down

her

work-basket, and went up to her room, saying, “Jessie, dear, look to the sbaby, and
“Yes,

mother,

I'll

watch

him.

Here,

Birdie, come and see what Jessie has got.”
Baby took the china doll she gave him,
sees

“its head, pounded the floor with it,

shook
crept
ently
made

it as a cat would a mouse, and then
off on an exploring expedition. PresJessie heard a crash and a cry that
her heart beat fast. She rushed into

the next room, and there sat baby Dick. on
the floor, covered with bits of broken glass,
and a little stream of blood running down
his white forehead, He had pulled over

and broken a vase on his own

head.

His

screams soon brought their mother, and
while she was bathing the wound, Jessie
stood by, saying, *‘I was

him, when
Dick I”

1 beard

him
:

just

going

after

cry.
;

Poor

little
of

‘No, mother, it has heen the

of a day.

In the first place

worst ‘kind

I' was late at

Jessie unlaced her boots in silence.

At

last she said, *‘But'I never mean to be late.”
“Of course you don’t. But the mischief
is, my dear child, that you feekas if it were

all.well enough so long as you were just
goingto do your duty. That is a great
mistake ; “ust going to,” amounts to nothing. Do it; don’t stop to do 1t;” and Mrs.
Richmond spoke so earnestly that Jessie
looked up in her face and said,
“Why, mother, what makes you care so
much about it?

Dp you think I am

so very

Pamphlets, Magazines,

many

Tug ATLANTIC MONTHLY makes «

¢

ery early

to.’

Dear Heavenly Father, take my.

heart

Amen.”

run

truth or a principle of the widest application, cuts

temporary

ting to the very core of life,embodying the results

Youth; Mss Hele
# ns
Modern Diabolism™; The -

hy & sharp

Literature; Axt; Music; Politics.

analysis tlie permanent and essential

long been busy ‘and baffled, Her Insight seems
to uct like a flash of lightning; her analysis seems
trustworthy ‘and fitial; many ‘of her aphorisms
appear to be the very quintessence of philosophic
wisdom embodied in language that shows us the
climax of literary art.

She so abotinds in Single

sentences or brief paragraphs which set forth her
marvelous Wit or her rare wisdom, that no vol-

ume of the size of this could contain more than a
small part of the admirable things hut are scattered over the pages of her works, and almost
every

careful

and

appreciative

reader

will

be

sure to miss many marked passages, and wotider
how'they could have been overlooked. Dut the

fact is, ome is forced to tuke up with a part ofher
choice things instead of appropriating the whole.

Aud

the

eelections

and jodgment.

have

been made

with care

There isnot one but deserves

its plitce in this exquisite

little volume, and fhe

book, taken as a whole, 1s a choice casket crowd.

ed with the rarest treasures. The arrangement
of the material is very admirable, and the index-

ing all that could be desired.
We mre impressed
anew by the wondrous mental wealth of the

woman, and have abundant reason to thank both
the compiler and the publishers for “having exhibited it in so admirable a way.
Messrs. Holt

& Williams, New

York, send us

still another of their Leisure Hour
umes, which wears the same unique,
fol aspect as its predecessors of the
and offers equally pleasant reading

Series of "vol
cool and taste.
same family,
for the heated

summer days. Itfis Ivan Turgenieff who comes
forward this time in a’ tale called DiMrrrr RouDINE, reprinted from Every Saturday, for
whose pages it was especially translated. The

it with safety, for they were so light, and author always writes with a brain and a purpose,
and he does mot put his reputation in jeopardy in
the old hen he would keep in the coop.
“Jack got up very early the next morn- this new volume. It iseasy reading,a little sensaing, and ran out to see his trap, and there, tional indeed, plot and incident being so manag.
ed as to keep the interest up to almost the point
diving aroundin the water, nearly drown- of intensity
from the first. The series is gaining
ed, was a sly fox.
popularity, which is no matter of surprise.
“*I am very sorry for you, old foxy,’
A Sollécti of New
said Jack ; ‘but you will have to die, if you THEA PXGAR A Rc:
:
Staudan
usic,
the
best composers,
will be so wicked as to eat my chicks.’
For Reed Organs end Mello:
Boston&
New
York:
Dytson & Co. quarto. pp. 180,
“Jack ran for his father, and he soon
came out and made an end of old Reynard ; , To say that this fs by far the most extensive,
and Jack did not lose any more of his yellow the most varied, the completest ‘and the best col
lection of music for the use of ordinary musichicks ; they all grew into speckled hens, clims who use the
‘organ or the melodeon at
and afterward had many yellow chicks run- home, is to speak in very moderate, not to say
ning after them.”
very inadequate terms. Nothing previously issued
“That isa splendid story!” said Eddy. has approached it in excellence and adaptation:
“I wish I had been there with my gun! Most of the airs, sacred and secular, military and
operatic, which haye gained an almost universal
Wouldn’s I have shot that old fox dead!” popalarity, are here
so arranged as to be espes
—Interior.
cially fitted for the organ, and yet many
Oh

“1

Dare

are-almost

Not.”

Ned! we wont tell.
“I can’t.”

“Run,

them to the

“No,

I can’t run!”

run?

enough

sical type is both bold and

open.

That must

be

be gratified at
these composiv
customer who
obtaining so
outlay.

books,in several departments of Natural Science,

I guess he

have been proved beyond question by a wide and
careful use in the school-room.
His chemistry
has been generally and strongly commended by
teachers, as being clear in statement, philogophical in plan, and illustrating the happy me-

Well, I've done all

dium between the mere outline and the exhaust-

‘| ive treatise.

A

revised

edition, now

before us,

with what is largely a new nomenclature that
will be recognized as a real improvement, will
present fresh elaims to confidence and commendation.

The trembling, shrinking boy drew near;
the little, delicate-looking culprit faced the
angry man and in tones of truth replied,
“ Ldid it, sir.”
‘“ And you dare to tell me of it ?”
dare

are here as-

everywhere the

FOURTEEN WEBKS IN CHEMISTRY.
By J. Dorman Steele... New York &
Chicago: A. 8,
Barnes & Co. 1873. 12mo. pp. 301.
The value and adaptation of Prof. Steele’s text

from the owner's
lips. “Who did this, I
say? ihe shouted as no one answered.

“I

work shows

a ‘peculiar tuste which fails to
feast by a considerable fraction of
tious,and he must be an audacious
fails to congratulate
liimself on
much material for so moderate an

Cow-

I can for him,” muttered the older boy.
The door opened ; an aagry face appeared.
¢ Who did this?” came in fierce tones

The

results of skillful pruning and effective condensa~

he faltered.

to run away!

the piano.

tion, so that about 200 pieces are crowded within
less than that number of pages; and yet the mu-

He gasped.

ard! Why
don't you
wouldn’t catch me!”

of them

well adapted to

places of honor which

signed them.

Run quick I”

I tell you! he's coming!

equally

Besides 1hese, there are a goodly number of
more recent. compositions whose merits entitle

fellow who now stood pale and trembling,
with startled eyes gazing at the mischief
he had wrought.
;
“Won't old Kendrick be mad ? Run,

NEw ENGLAND: A Hund-Book for Trayelers. A

Guide to the chief cities and popular resorts of
New England, and its: scenery and historie ats

tractions ; with the western and northern bor»
ders, trom New York to
Quebec, With six
Maps and eleven Plans,
Boston: James K.

Oszood &

Co.

1873;

BJ. Lane & Coy : |

not deny it, sir: T dard not tell

16mo. pp.

400.

“Sold

by

‘We have nothing bu! commendation for this
volume, whether considered in respect to its obs
ject, its general plan, or the method in which the

a lie.”
The reply was unexpected. The stern man
paused ; he saw the pale cheek,the frighten- "plan has been worked out in its details.
Very
ed eyes wherein the soul of truth and true likely some things huve received a larger rela

copgpge shove, and his heart was touched,
+ Edward Howe, sir.

Oh!

tive attention than they are entitled to, while
others drop into a place which unduly subordi-

“Will you shovel
next snow. falls P"

my

:

walk when

the

winter,

sir, I'll

do it

every

time,

¢¢ Well, that’s enough; and do you know
why I let vou off so easy ? Well, it’s because
you are not afraid to tell the truth. I like
a boy’ that tells ‘the truth always, When
the next swow falls, be sure you come to
me.”
3!
Se
/
Moltke’s history of the late war in Europe shows that even iu 1869 every prepa-

had

been

made

for = war,

The

routes for the different troops and their
placesof assemblagehad all been planned

out, the foree of the enemy had been calcu:
lated, and the very orders calling out the
men had been drawn up and signed, only
the date being left out.

The Saturday Review

reckons the art of

writing prayers among the lost arts, It
says that this art existed only for a few
years in the middle of the sixteenth century

in England.. Since then it has beenon the
decline. It is true thal no
framed of _late years, and

equal ‘to
church.

those

ancient

Here

there another

supplications
in print, are

prayers

of

the

a

commending

too tame and

will be complained

paragraph

brief, while

of for its ex

cess of panegyric, and a query be raised, wheth~
er the compiler did not get some sort of a fee for

his highly-wrought

and movretoo, sir. I'll do anything.”

ration

them.

will be pronounced

don't

Ned's face was radiant as he answered—
“ All

nates

what can I do

Without

carry an immense amoant of meaning,—stating a

to solve problems with which strong thinkers have

oyer

The Art of being President;

Reward; Honest Joh Vane; On an Intaglio

Irom the temporary and contingent, and seeming

hole with stickgfand at last put over all a
great many leaves, so that no one could se
there was nny hole there.
“Now this was quite a nice trap for such
a little boy as Jack to invent.
He knew
that any animal as heavy asa cat, or a fox,
who might be eating up his chicks, would
break through the sticks, and fall into the
but the little chicks could

than’ when standing

otlong and patient processes of study, separating

ed it with water, and then covered over the

water;

mors strongly

Isolated as they are forced to do in this yolume.
But every reader discovers that She is now and
then’ giving eéxpression to single ‘thoughts that

cofapliment, and did not in-

dulge his spite, and 80 “damn with faint praise,”

because the expected fuvors were not firthcoms
ing. All that is to be expected, ang no book
could be written that satisfied all the Lunest but
varied estimatés,—much less one that pleased

every envious or exacting or interested critic.
But, in the main, we are hoth surprised and
pleased at the thoroughness, the justice, the aps’
preciative discrimination, and the good judge
ment and

skill with

which the work of furnishé

Summer's Journey of a Naturalist; Question;

Roman Rides;

Poor Marie; A Glimpse of Con-

Art in

Europes The

Social Experiment
number

for

at, New

the

hot

“Fountain

Hurmony:

of

Reeent

It is a godd

weather,~not

vitho

strength, and yet mainly offering that which can
be read ensily and with exhilaration. Mi. Par~
tow’s installment of the Life of Jefferson is dovot-

edto the Art of being President,as that art is

happily illustrated in Mr. Jefferson's career
while ju the White House, and the. ease.is very
adwirably and instructiyely set forth spiced with
anecdotes, keen

in

its

allusions,

and.

at

times

pungent. with quiet sareasm. Boyeson’s Norse
Romance and Shaler’s Journeyof a Naturalist
go on very pleasantly, Henry Jarhes disonsses
in a very suggestive way Modern Diabolism, in
a review; of Williamson's: recent volume: snd
Robert Dale Owen, in spite of verbiage and epi-

sodes that sometimes tire, has given us one of
the most welcome of his autobiographical chip-

ters, in his description of the Social Experiment
at New Harmony. ‘There is but a single topic
discussed under the head of Politics, and that is

General Butler's Designs and Prospects, as a
candidate for the office of Governor of Mass.
This is outspoken, severe, excoriating even,
but it seems to us just and timely. The Atlantic
properly regards itself as having somethingto
do with the honor and geod name of the Old Bay

State, and its statements, its protest and its ples

deserve attention.
and will get. it. _The briefer
and lighter papers are commendable. —Boston :
| James R. Osgood & Co.
—

SCRIBNER'S

MONTHLY

has

gained a

hold of

the best class of the reading public, and the attachments it has inspired and the topics It has

awakened redound greatly to its credit’ Tt lacks

no element adapted

to mgke

it in the Dest sense

popular. _Tts illustrations are often exquisite,
and their quantity fs scarcely less noticeable than
their quality, while the subjects of them are gen

erally chosen with the true taste which seems to
be all-pervading. Bret Harte begins, and in a

very promising way, a serfal called
of Fiddletown ; Dr. Holland's story
be one of exceptional interest and
the old writers and the new unite
monthly a real feast of fat things.

An Episode
is proving to
power, and
to make this
¢ contents

of the August number are thus given: Numtuck-

et; Normandy Picturesque ; The Canopus Stone ;
The Blue Bird; Modern Skepticism; An Episode

of Fiddlétown ; The Law of Death ; Mount Shasta; Enough; Arthur Bonnicastie; Beyond the

Portals; Pandits; My Day in the Wilderness:
My Knee Buckles; Fred. Trovers Little Iron.
Clad; Modern Hotels; Topics of the Time; The
[Old Cabinet; A Spiritual Song; Culture and

Progress ; Etehings.—New York: Scribner & Co.
TE

GALAXY i¢ planned and served

read.

Tts managers study the temper, the tastes.

dp to be

the circumstances and even the whims of the
reading public. They ‘take careful noté of what
is offered by other

literary

caterers, and

eatel

the criticisms and comments of the grest compa.
ny gathered about the board. They study facts
while conducting logical processes. And hence
they are not likely to go very far. astray when
they &pread the monthly table. The bill of fare
generally looks attractive, and it is 3 rare thing
that one is unable to select an appetizing dish, or
finds the furnished viands stale or unwelcome
The number for August is quite up to the highe:
levels which this
to Vienna will be

magazine reaches.
The vist
just now especially welcome:

Japanning the English Language, and Linguistic
and Literary Notes and Queries will prove :ttractive to no small class of readers; Hungin
Armor, The Parkman Murder,
and the Revdution of 1848 in Berlin will appeal with suffici:nt
effect to those who look

dles the blood

for something sthat cur-

or sets the pulses leaping;

while

the briefer articles and the editorial work proper
willbe justly pronounced a little more
than usual.
Contents: Visit to Vienna;

tubing
Wetk-

erel Affair; Apple Blossoms; Life on the Plains;
Japanning the . English Language: Dreaming

Eyes; Casual Cogitations;

Linguistic

and Liter-

ary Notes and Queries; Pear) and Princess; The

Martyr of Balaklava; Sub Silentio; Hung in Ar-

mor; Parkman Murder; Deves of St. Mark:
A Brace of Woodcock; Revolution of 1848 in
Berlin; Louisiana Creoles; Drift-wood; Seientific Miscellany; Current Literature; Galaxy
Club-room; Nebule,~New York: Sheldon &
Co,

THE

SANITARIAN

was cordially commended

at its advent,as a magazine which discussed with

unusual ability and freshness practical and vital
questions in Physiology, Uygiene and Human
Medication. Its successive issues have seemed
fuirly to justify the estimate, The table of contents will indicate the class of topics that are

dealt with, and the treatment awarded

to them,

though sometimes positive ‘and almost dogmatic,
is sincere and thoughtful;
The number for August finds its themes as follows: School Poison-

ing in New York; Cholera stamped out; Animal
Refuse of Large Cities; Defective Drainage; On
‘the Action

‘of Tea on tlie Human System j -Chol-

ern; Morbid Effects of Alcohol;

Public Health;

Editor's Table; “Book Notices.~New York:
8. Barnes & Co.

{

A.

Frits

h———

"Our YOUNG FOLKS{5 one of those things that
everybody is sure will be good as often is they
shiow themselves, and

over

seem almost impertinent,

which

compliments

‘It went up at once on

despair of not a few other juveniles that: ventur-ed upon competition, aud rivalry, ' Quite a por-

ing a cheap, handy and well-nigh exhaustive tion of ‘these wisely left the field to the chief ocGuide {0 tourists in New England Las been done, | cupdnt, which grey ‘Wliolesomely ‘ambitious inIt can have mo rival, and it will need no very (stead of presuming, as it; saw, itself master of the
important supplement or reyision for some time situation, Its storids, ‘its ‘essays, its articles
to come, Tourists will find it almost a vade me- which pin at, giving solid information, its poetry,
cum,—a thing to be studied before. the trunk or
its illustrations,—all these are prepared by those

valise is packed that,it may aid in fixing upon
the tour, and to be, constantly referred to afterwards, as an interpreterof whatever needs to he
[earned of the country that is traversed,

its place as & popular and wholesome juvenile,

than now. The number for August will meet a

—

Another thing in the same line, though having.
more local bearings, appears in FAXoN’S ILLUSTRATED HAND-BOOK OF TRAVEL, by the Fitch-

burg,

Rutland

and

Saratoga

who understand ‘their uiitaet and know what
will please and serve. the ‘foutig people, It was
never manggzed better,
hor more firmly seated in

Railway

line,

to

Saratoga, Lakes George und Champlain, the Ad--

irondacks, Niagara Falls, Montreal,

Quebec; the

White Mountains, ‘and Lakes Me mphramagog
and Winnepiseogee.
Its’ 200 pages abound in
information for the tourist, in maps, illustrations,
statistics, all of which are offered in a convenient form and at a small cost. C. A. Faxon,Boston, is the Publisher, and his work will gain for
him both patronage and thanks,

Men are too prone to view their own erFrom the Lutheran Publication Society, ,Phila.,
rors und failings with indulgence, whilst
we have received a box of books for the little
they visit those ofothers with unsparipg, t people, done up in 24mo. size, having 64 pages
apprehension.
each, and well filled with stories, hymns, pict-

glad welcome,
and few readers will find anything
to skip.

The

contents

his Best; Bones;

are as

Water-Lily;

follows:

‘Doing

Prospecting with

Spofty; Aunt Patty’s Bead Bag; The Brooklet;
About Cork ; Did the Cat count Four? Accidental Discoveries; The Krmine; Ride on the En-

gine; Paul and the Potter;

Our Young

Contrib-

utors; The Evening Lamp; Our Letter
Boston : James R. Osgood & Co,

THE

BAPTIST

QUARTERLY.

Box ,—

July, 1873. Con-

tents: Saint Ambrose and his Time; The Pilgrims and thé Puritans; The True Grounds of

Christian
Apostle

Union;
Peter;

Jon

and

the Three;

The

A Partial View ‘of the Modern

Theories of Consciousness; The Natural'and the
Supernatural ; Book Nofices,—Phila.: Bible &
Publication Society.

\

in

do,

Head of Minerva; Guonar; The Pimpernel ; The

meaning to go,” was the sober answer, ‘‘he | to pay you? I'll ‘do anything,—only
:
would have been saved this sad wound.” make my mother pay it, sir!”
When Jessie’s mother. went up to bed with
her that night, she asked, ‘‘Has this been a
pleasaunt.day to my little girl?”

so

.

~~

vid the¢’Shepherd.

minute, without waiting to be, ‘just going

impress one

‘* Come here, sir; what’s your name ??

*If you had only gone, Jessie, instead

Sold

y

Appearance, and offers us a table of contents as
considered in their connections, the
of ‘course
y
follows:

*« Little fool! he'll be caught! Not spunk

don’t let him go out of your sight.”

y
from whom

gems of thought and speech ean be s#fely quoted
in brief paragraphs as from George Eliot, When

earnest

fied them all, but none so much as the little

be-

Boston:

Brothers. 1873. 16mo. pp. 260.

Humming Bird; Remember the Poor; Moth-

er's Song; 8pring Flowers; Come wilh Us; Di-

ly, +O Lord Jesus, please curé mie of my
naughty faults. Make me do right the first

after-

were

The

gate

by E. J. Lune & Co,
There are few ‘authors

The last words sank . toa whisper, and
Jessie felt hot tears dropping on her head.

keep

blame him, Jessie ? He
keep the other children

mother, crying, “ Come and bad ?”
Mrs.
Cramer had placed- the snails,
our caterpillars,” She looked
Her mother took her in her arms, and
which she had brought home in her handsaid, ‘* Their caterpiilar life answered,
.*‘I am sick at heart, Jessie, bekerchief, in the wash bowl. One kind was
now you will see a wonder- Feause I am afraid ‘just going’ will spoil
very small, and Ralph, looking at them ful change in a few hours. Put them away
your whole life. It cheats you of your
carefully, said, ** I don’t believe there is now, but this afternoon we will “watch
| pleasures, and hinders you from your duanything alive in these little specks.” She. them.”
2%
¢
ties; and soidtimes, Jessie, I am fearfully
laid several of them on a green leaf, and
The children watched them | retty closely afraid when my darling comes to heaven's
placed tne magnifying glass over them,
all day,’ but there they hung as if they were gate at last, and her Father asks, ‘M y child,
* Look at them now,’ she said,
dead, till about five o'clock io the after- did you give yqur heart to me down on the
SE
w
i

ran for their
see what ails
at them and
is ended, and

i»

A group of boys stood on the walk before a fine large drug store pelting each other with snow-balls. In an unlucky moment,
the youngest sent his spinning through the
frosty air against the large plate glass of
the druggist’s window.
The crash terri-

Hal said the rest were
could not stop another

The children were pleased with their humo for the whole forenoon j then I could:
“ Yondo beat all for finding things,” task, and every day, for iwenty days, they n't go with Hal; and; worst of all, poor
caterpillars.food,.and.
the
watched baby got hurt. Hasn't il been a day of missaid the grandmother, placing the pie in~ brought
the oven, and putting on her glasses to their,growth. At the end ofjthat time they fortunes P”
y
two inches | long. | Their
Jook“at the shells. ** They are very curi- had becowhghbant
“And every one of them has bappened
ous, and I suppose: God likes to have us bodies were divided into twelve rings or because you were ‘just goingto do,’ instead
get acquainted with his works; but then, segments, each ring marked with stripes of of doing it,”¥"
"aR

I never have any time.

. i+

now, for Christ's sake.

(hey

8chod] this morning, and that put me out of

of shells, and they are all very pretty.”

ye did itnot

erp

ures, '&ei
They ard known
as the HERALD
PICTURE BOOKS, and their titles are as
follows;

1

WIT AND WISDOM OF GEORGE KLIOT,

watched them with delight and astonishment,
Benny's Story.
* The caterpillars,” said Mrs. Cramer,
“There was once a little boy named Jack.
“are called the larvae of the butterfly, this
His father kept
isthe chrysalis,
You see now it has at- He lived in the country.
tached itself to the silk, which was prepar- horses, and cows, and pigs, and ducks, and
ed for this very purpose, it looks something chickens, Jack liked to feed the hens and
like a worm.
The upper portion of it is ducks, and ha could ride on a horse without
ringed, and you observe the segments be- ‘any saddle. He had some little rabbits,
gin t0 contract,
We must watch closely and his father gave him a speckled hen for
his own, and Jack used to take good care of
foran hour or two,”
They did watch, for every mionte made her. One day he went out, and six pretty
an interesting change ; and at the end of two yellow chicks were running after the old
hours, three of the most beautiful caskets speckled hen. Jack was proud emongh
hung from the stems. They were of x deli- then ; and he made a coop for his chickens,
cate green color, with bands of black and and he took good care to feed them.
‘One morning he could find only five .of
gold near the upper end, and dots of gold,
his yellow chicks and the 61d hen clucked,and
which glittered like jewels, all over them.
The grandmother came to look at them. made a great fuss at the loss of her chicky.
The next morning there were only four
She hadn't been able to overcome her aversion to the caterpillars, and she looked ‘at chicks, and the poor old hen was almost
this sudden and beautiful transformation wild with grief. Then Jack knew that
some animal must be eating up his chicks;
| with wonder.
“I have seen those nasty
| striped caterpillars very often,” she said, and he thought he would make a trap, and
see if he could not catch the thief.
| * but Inever saw one get into such a pretty
**Se he dug 'a desp hole in front of the
shape before.”
** They are going to be something still hen-coop, and put in the hole a tub, and fillprettier,

‘| but it has strong muscles by which'it pulls
itself back into its shell when it is alarm-

Her path shall brighten more and more

EE

We

tection even to this little creature.
| not run like a mouse, nor fly like

Make room, O mourning ones, for me,
‘Where, like the friends of Paul,
That you no more her face shall see
You sorrow most of all,

CHAPTER

Las

seems

in an instant, it disappeared in its shell.
“ You see, my dear, the good Maker has
not forgotten to provide the means of pro-

her loved place of prayer I see
plain-robed mourners pass,
slow feet treading reverently
graveyard’s springing grass:

i

back.

and let him go back to the woods

* As meadow streamlets flow,
Where fresher green reveals alone
The noiseless ways they go,

V.

He

and

| another.”
“ Touch it, and see what it will do.”
Mary touched its head with a stick, and

F or all her quiet life flowed on

MRS,

asked

is inclined to travel,

he can never get

And thou, not distant sea,
Lapse lightly as if Jesus spake,
And thou wert Galilee!

BY

mamma?’

to be considering what he shall do next.”
“He is getting out of his shell,” said
¢ He is so far out that I am sure
| Mary.

Sing softly, spring-bird, for her, sake,

And glorified her farm-wife
With beauty not its own.

mame,

crawled to the rim of the bowl,

No sound should break the quietude
Alike of earth and sky—
O wandering wind in Seabrook wood.
Breathe but a half-heard sigh!

All gentle courtesies.

its

ground, in cool, damp places.”
“ Look
here,
mamma,”
cried Ralph,
calling her attention to the wash bowl,

Of life from death once more.

How

is

Mary.
:
¢ This ig'the Helix Pulchella; «Pulehella
means prétty, and Helix, that ‘the shell is
coiled. These shells are very common,
and any one may find them who will take
the trouble to turn over the bits of<wood
or bark which lie half embedded in the

Yet all about the softening air

From
The
With
The

made

through

Witerary Bevi

earth r* my poor child will have to: say, ‘O
Lord, I always meant it: T was just going
to when the angel of death took me away.”
Then he would have to, say, ‘Inasmuch as

er

‘

Owen says. The principle is well

Ah Wodete] is ‘wrong..
i of theirJoceand
i
death, | 1p in
a few days
ERI
Eliot,” and filled
Im portint 0 a
frieds
jisdifis
up-.
down,
looked
sch
is
practice
selected from her various works, we take | but this
JenchL.o ed
parties th§ dlatm’ OC
of the
a proof
considered
is
and
Few ' | on,
almost. at J random.
the following am
so that,at the foreord
being sunk in the Jowest depths. of. penury
:
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of .George
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“The

itled

WEL
relations within

brief paragra
withBo ol

writers exhibit: a «deeper insight, a more

lay.
the bed, and. Rossiter:

‘art of
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of

Pro ossors

No

remarkable power.of analysis;or a fiver

average specimens;
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al the moment

hills are the most
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le,dusted
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which Piper
the.bedstead,
the town
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He'|

resided:
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‘which

‘and cou
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fences, in that flat country outclose tous, and was the divinest thing God | dwarfthemud
of Pekin.’ And to the west
walls
1 side
had given us to know.
gives out

~ he

~~ ing

fondness w

maternal tenderness;

Of

of proteet.

n those beams

him as

on

h were shed

graves ave as thick as

Jay on his mother's knee.
There are few of us who are not rather
ashamed of our sins and follies as we “look
out on the blessed morning sunlight, which
he

behind | the rebels held

see

we

life rush p past us, \ and

vacant

country,

do

fruits and flowers,

while

the

The

pavement

with

of

Dr. Cumming,

elt

That

work.

of

out

whose

church

is

within

a

“Any coward can fight a battle when
he’s sure of winning ; but give me the man
who bas pluck to fight when he’s sure of
losing.”
he
Do we not all agree to call rapid thought
and noble impulse by the name:of inspirvation? After our subtlest analysis®of the

the immense pears at ‘‘two guineas each.”
And admiring the bevy at a respectful dis-

mental process, we must still say

that

our

attitude,

are of the Hebrew persuasion.
ish features, the loud attire, the

stands

Christian

stronger,

her faith grew

Jesus and

expressed it, she ¢ saw

it to her

be a-

piteously inefficacions

tinnation of it,

the

taste of bitter tood—it seems for a moment
satisfy our'litmger,

we

take

another

to

bite

and find it possible to go on.
Nature

has her language,

and

?

unveracious; ‘but we don’t
intricacies of her syntax just

she

is

not

know all the
yet, and in a

hasty reading we may happen to extract
the very opposite of her real meaning.
“ve seen pretty. clear as religion's
something else besides doctrines
and notions, I lopk at it »s if the doctrines was
+ like finding names for your feelings, 8o as

vou oah
nowa

when he

fatk of ‘em when

yow've never

‘8m, just as a man may talk o' tools
knows their

names,

though

he’s

neverso much as seen ‘em still less handled em.”
«I found ivbettér for my soul to he hum-

ble before the inysteries 0’ God's dealings

and not be making a clatter about what I
could never understand.”
.
:
+ think, sir, when God makes

his

prés-

ence felt through us we are like the burn- ing bush; Moses never took any heed ‘what
sort of bush it was—he only saw the bright'
i
nass of the Lord.”

We are over hasty to speak+as

God

did

not manifest himself by our silent’ feeling,
and make his love felt through ours.
‘The true cross of the Redeemer

was

the

sin and sorrow of this world—that was
what:lay heavy on his heart—and that is
the cross we Shall Share

‘with him,

that

is

the cup we must. drink of with him, if we
would have -any part in that Divine Love
which is one with his sorrow.

*‘I¢’sicasy finding reasons why other folks

should be

patient.”

It’s a vain thought to.flee from the work

that God appoints us, for the sake ol finding a greater blessing to our souls, as if we

could choose for.ourselves

where we

shall

find the fullness of the Divine Presence,

in-

stead of seeking it where

be

found, in loving obedience.

alume

it isto

. Chinese Coffins and Graves,

Pr

——

If the family be settled in any part away
from the neighborhood of their ancestral
it

burying-place,

necessary

becomes

for

them to seek.out a lucky spot for the burial
of their deceased relatives. In many cases
the coffin is kept. for several years in the
room where the ancestral

‘tablets

are,

and

sometimes it is temporarily laid in a sort
of a dead-house, hired or constructed for
the occasion, until it ean be transported to
the original sepulcher of the family, or

until a lucky spot can be discovered. The
‘©hinese are very superstitious on this
. point, and even

often insist

on

intimes «of

retaining

epidemic

souks1v33

mail

WARREN

ere,

Vv

LAPHAM

Old Established

will

coffins.in their

houses, As far as we are aware.there is no
anitary or other authority to interfere and

are

a

number

of

religion severul

probable

became

most

part

by

Irishwomen.

for

those

of

cater

ranted

‘until, as

Large

Illustrated

tors and the small fry of literature.
meet

a

considerable

erformers'

otir.

We

here,

if

number

you

On any

of

London

right

have selected the right hour.

That tall, gaunt man with the heavy black
mustache is a_‘‘celebrated tragedian whom
no one ever goes to sec.” He has his lit
tle peculiarities, like the ' best of us, his
most engaging characteristic being his
sublime conceit, His adventures and the

conspicuous
the
'torm

merit of

the

impersonations

everybody.on the

Catalogues

°

Broadway

known.

WILLIAM L. SHEDD died in Otisfield, Maine,
He was the last
May 11th, 1873, aged 29 years.
At his remember of a family of five ebildren.

He

came

$90,

and

to

Christ, was

and united

Genesee

in Jan.,

baptized

with

N.

Y., in

Elder

Rufus

Co,,

1830,
by

obtained

editor of a moribund magazine ; he promis-

gation

the

of Thespians,

other:

however,

The

is

the

converseldom

yery exhilarating, and, indeed, to the un:
initiated is gunerilly uanintelligible.—0Our
London

Scrap-Book.
.

| SHINE,

year

of

church

E.

in

HILDRETH,

60th

the

of

year

early life, and for'more than forty years, :mainHer end was
tained a religious -deportment.
p eaceful. Sustained by an unfaltering trust A to

church, Jenuer,

Call for Mrs.

Fue

WHITESTOWN

Gighteen
the salvation of her kind husband. filled
with
months before doc ase, her heart was
the
yv us the husband cousecrated himself to
The language of her soul was, ‘“ Now
I have
Lord, let thy servant depart in peace, for
sud-

Tord.

Her death

"The proof that we believe in ‘the reality
power

spear,

when unbelief trembles at the: shaking of a
J
a
leaf.

servant reud
Bro
L. with

Five

afflicted,

his only gon feels greatly

quite

wis

sisters

died

in

New

Hampton,

warter W. Fisk
He experienced religion
July 1, nzed Bd years.
1
about 30 pars ago in a revival uader the labors

of Rav. I. Fisk, with whom he was then

| Neglecting to uate

bis

terest

fully

living.

with

the

EI

Now
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struction
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A special effort will
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Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins

TUITION:
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a
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.

Instruction-en Guitar,

.

-

.

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

famihes;

in

clubs

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

ment,

building,

ample

in

ly.

the

activities

DOVER

Lyndonville.

Cement STONE Pipe,

Lyndon

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &o.

ranted.

SANBORN,

Secretary,

will
:

3, and

rent, per term, from

$2.00

Board, per week, in private families,
“

“

“

clubs,

This little volume should be in every Freewill Bap-

tist home, and would not fail to have a good influence

apon the readers of our

More

close

Forthe

4

Librares.

Books

New

Sabbath School.

4.00

3.00

Price.

$1.85
1.56

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
. Lute Falconer

2

The J qdge’s Son

Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10.00
Use of Instrument for practice,
1.00
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
1.50
ad
he,
Ladies,
1.00
Penmanship, fifteen lessons
1.50
Rooms for seif-boarding may be had at reasonables
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.

School

Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H

EXTRA CHARGES.

N. H,

Sabbath

A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.

$7.00
to

.

that sum.

at

COLLEGE.
June

Price 15 cents; Postage (extra),

Life 0 of Wm. 1. Burr

31

open

pas-

of press,

EXPENSES.
Room

on Cocheco Street or by
to. Box 597, Dover, N. H,
wair-

TErM

a

DENNIS SHEA & CO.

Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and

W.

“ition and incidentals, in advance,

For House Oraing, Town and City Sewers, &c.,
Railroad Culverts, Well Curbing, and Chimueys,
they are better and cheaper than wood or brick, as
they will not ‘decay, but continually grow harder
and smoother. They have a joint which gives no
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement
Pipe ean be cut »t any time. and branch in two.manu.
tir. SHEA has had ten years experience in
fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

at No. 18 Daniel St., Portsmouth,

I.

Center. Vit.. 1873.

The SUMMER
Aug. 22, 1873.

THE BEST ARTICLE YET INTRODUCED.

Algo

or

RIDGEVILLE

Manufactured of Hydraulic Cement, for

All orders at Factory
Mail promptly attended

Center,

to

A vew edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
‘The price has been reduced from $100 to
7b cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of

and

temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon

recommended

4 cents.

its ar-

ten minutes walk from the Institution. Tt is thus
easily accessible from all pats of the country, and
from

is

time and they will be filled immediate-

versally admired lull scenery of Vermont:
The Lyndonville 3 tion, on the Passumpsic railroad, is Dut
removed

and

at

rangements, recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the uni-

time

The’ volumes begin with Jan-

tors, superintendents and teachers as
being in every way worthy of their
patronage. Orders may be sent at any

LOCATION:

at the same

cts.

20 cts.

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Isnow complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have
just completed “The Story of Jesus.’
This book, *« Wonderful Works of
Jesus,” received the prize offered mot
long since by the Printing Establish-

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
i,
#%-Clergymen’s children®and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.

The new, commodious

+
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'-

Use of Piano or Organ (exira),

SHINE.

-

address,

New Question Book,

December 2, 1873.

Instruction on Piano or Organ,

SUN-

-

H.

a

VT.

Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.

SUNSHINE

year,

N.

ATTN)

INSTITUTION.

CENTER,

E. MOREY, Music.

.

per

Dover,

No percentage. is allowed, on money
sent us for either of these papers.
' Sample copies will be sent free on
application.
‘

30tf

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.

Sent by mail on raceipt of 30 cents by the Publishers.
& CO.
JOHN CHURCH
CINCINNATI, OHIO,

THE

R. Burlingame,

Postage 3
The , postage on a single copy of the
or Myrtle, under the
Little Star
and
new law, is 24 cents a year;
no more on 10 copies or any number
between one and 10, when sent to one
address, than on a single one. The
ostage is payable at the office of de-

in the State, is ro-

Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

:
Primary Studies,
bi hg En et
er Eng
Latin and Greek,
French (extra), -

?

ar

N

each,—payable in all cases in advance.

“Faculty :

Miss MARY

Myrtle bl)

Little Star,” or ** The

4
All orders and remittances for either
of the papers should be addressed to

Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Associate.

PER DOZEN, $3.60.

1745

Dov.

J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
Miss LizziE CALLEY, Précepiress.

* A single specimen copy of
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Pp The

Ten copies, sent to one

LITERARY

:

commyuitatiogs intended: or

All

be made, by the Principal, to |
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of their

paper

other

;

Single copy,

Center, Vermont.

LYNDON

Suitable Jor Saturday afternoon and concert occa-

Deep Feeling,
Intense Melodies.

class,

repare those students who may have the
Gospel |
{inistry in view, by furnishing them every assistance mn his power towards the prosecution of theological studies.
For farther particnlars, address the Principal at

Months!

Contains
Great Variety,

any

that of

|

m

mantically situated amidst the highest
and grandest scenery of Vermont.
Theology.

men o1

A novelty for every Christian worker. Hymns and
tunes that never ‘wear out,” for the family worship
and prayer meeting: A few pages of practice and pieces
]

their mechanical excellence is equal
y to

|

1.00
2.00

published

are

semi=monthlies

These

by the FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTESTABLISHMENT re Priintedoy on
ING sii
paper of a very superior quality, and

£5.50
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Papers,
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Little Star,”

“The
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Time to Subscribe

Sabbath

Our

Flowers, &c., each extra.

NEW

PRICE, SINGLE, 35 CENTS.

;

is the

Terms :—

By P. P. BLISS—for 1873—Now Ready.

T.

and one brother survive,

J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.
10
Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.

Use of Piano and Organ

SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,

SHINE.

and the facilities of a first class
y|or of overuN: $30,000;
moderate
ished to both sexe
exes, At Mod
stitution are furnished lo

25, 1874.

Opens Feb.

French, eXtra. ..ieesseess
Instrumental Music, ....

SHINE.

100,000 Copies Sold ‘in Two

SEMINARY.

| Ohen A August 25th.
| The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense
in-

FLocation.,

and

:

The 32nd Academical year of this institution will

Collier

.

Latin and Greek, eXtra. .oeeeureessss

The Building, one of the

for business

class, elegant
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12 weeks.

English, A

Common

SUNSHINE!
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enter.

Tuition:

Price

G. A. MOFFAT.

years, did the Caristian wife

seen thy salvation”?

House

and Religious needs
of the Sunday
gchool.

Cheney,

ber age, died af puetiinonu, at Dalton, N. H.,
April 20th, 1873, She became a Christian’ in

den, but the summons found the
to dep wt and dwell with Jesus.

Wi

of religion is, ‘hat we walk ‘in the
of it.
Faith langhs at the shaking of the

Rent,

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:
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The
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MRS. SARAH A., wife of William Leach, died
When
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n
comedy
geventee
small
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premier
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herself before tne
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theaters. lle is a great admirer of the voice
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cross, and giving ull for: Christ,
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fuany bard, and whenever
of 1842, Sister Ln, received baptism and united
a
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ject of his admiration oo the brink
with the Freewill Baptist ctiurch in K., then
P. J. Wetherby.
joke he says to those nearest him, *'Hugh ! under the pastorate careandof Rev.
earnest. Faithful to
was deep
piety
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original.”
something
say
to
going
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her ¢ov snant oblizations, and manifesting much
Oue likes to witness, such tender evidence interest in the prosperity of the charch, she wi §
gentleman
more
small
ol hero-worship. = The
not wuntinz in evjoymént. An invalid for were
with the eyeglass is the most famous low than seven years, her sufferings ab timessubmischeerful
comedian in the coantry—ihe life and soul great , yet she ever manifested Jor
nineteen long
of a company in the Strand during one sion to! he will of the Master. devoutly pray for
provinces during.

Washing,

FALL TERM,13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.
WINTER TERM,12 weeks. Opens bee.2, 187.

YORK.

families, being first

to
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year of 40 weeks
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The FALL TERM will commence Tuesday, Aug.
26, and continue eleven weeks, under the continued
charge
of J. LINSCOTT, Principal, Mrs. Exa Barker,
Teasher of Music, with such other assistance as may
be needed.
i
For further information address DR. MOSES D.

and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results already achieved.
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A
day.

The treaty

MISCELL ANEOUS.
Ex-Governor Anthony Colby, of New Hampshire, died on Sunday evening, at New Lon-

don,
The last remnant of the Apaches

in

northern

Arizona has beén captured.
A duel with rapfers was fought by two Frenchmen near Wilkesbarre, Pa., Tuesday, One was
wounded, but the duel is to be renewed as soon

as he recovers,
A murder in a bay field at Linden, Union
eounty, N. J., was committed Monday, one man
killing another with a pitchfork.
The

villains

who

wrecked

explosion in a Belgian coal

and

robbed

the

between

Russia

mine

and

Khiva

has

been signed.
Khiva pays two million roubles
and abolishes capital punishment, and Russia
guarantees the independence of the Khaunate,

Itis

reported

from

Carlist

sources

that the

ture of the insurgent mansof-war Vigilante by
a German frigate, and the offer of the German
the

govern-

ty in

Montevideo, dated May 10, confirm previous reports of a civil war along the Parana and Paraguay rivers, and recommend that naval vessels
be detailed to cruise in the vicinity to protect
American citizens and property.
Up to June 14
there had been no severe fighting.

and

heavy

offered.
Forty-tive of the one’ hundred

rewards

and

locomotives ordered for the Grand

are

ity new

Trunk

Rail-

way Cemrpany are building at Baltimore.
The opinion of Attorney-General Williams

in

‘ the Vogt case, which was sent to the State department Tuesday,is that the German government can not rightfully demand the surrender of
Vogt ander the treaty of June 16, 1852,
The wheat harvest of Minnesota has begun,
and it is estimated that if circumstances favor,
the State can export 30,000,000 bushels,
President: Grant and family go
down
to

Augusta, Me., to visit Speaker

Blaine

on

the

fifth of August, and remain there several
The visit is to Lie altogether of an informal
acter.

days.
char-

Three men were killed and four or five
persons injured by a boiler explosion
Rushville, Ind., Wednesday.

other
near

The Attorney-General has refused te recommend a pardon in the case of James Pickett of
Idaho, sentenced to be hung in that Territory on

Thursday for killing an Indian woman.
A great scheme to secure uniformity of time
throughout the country has been undertaken by
the officers of the national observatory, at Washington, in conjunction with the Western Union
Telegraph Company.
The cholera has caused a panic in Louisiana, a
place in_ northern Missouri, and
hundreds of
citizens were preparing to leave.
The belief Is very general that a disturbance
of some k.nd has occurred on the Texas frontier,
but Mackenzie is reported to be sate.
United States Land Commissioner Drummond
has nearly completed an article disproving the
- statement recently published, claiming that the
grants of lands already made will wholly absorb
the entire arable portion of lands yet undisposed
of and that, as a matter of fact, the public domain of the United States has been exhausted.
:
The oldest man in Illinois, Mr. Purling Plane
of Belvidere, died the other day.
His age was
107.
He was an Englishman, and came to this
country in 1836. His wife, who survives him, is
97 years old. They have had 23 children, have

never

quarreled,

and

always

been

hale

and

hearty.
Very extensive preparations are being made
in Elmira, N. Y., for the meeting of the National Educational Association, to be held there on
the 5th, 6th and 7th of August.
From communications received from nearly every State, it
would appear there will bé a great crowd.
An attempt was made to throw a passenger
train from the track of the Ohio and Mississippi
Railroad, near North Vernon, Indiand, Thurs-

day night, but it failed and the
captured.

perpefrator

He proved to be a farmer

was

who

took

Despatches from the United States

legation

A Brooklyn

woman

advertises to

the heavi-

~ Information of a terrible
through the Creek agency

tragedy
of

is received

Indian

territory.

A prominent and wealthy man named Barrett
hunted down an Indian named Josiah Gray,
with whom

ously

be had

quarreled,

and first

danger-

wounded him, and afterwards with others

made an attack upon him, killed him, and also
wounded
his
brother. Thereupon
Barrett's
place was attacked by about a hundred of the

murdered man’s friends, two of his men were
killed, and he was tried, condemned, and shot
dead.
An application has been made for
of young Walworth.

the

pardon

Catherine Schuyler was killed by her husband
in a New York tenement house during a quarrel
on Saturday evening. The murderer was arrested.

The steamer Jennie Howell sunk in the Ohio
River at Curlew Point, Saturday, and
sons were drowned.

Tour

per-

Heavy and destructive storms are reported in
varous places. ‘The most serious occurred on
Saturday
evening in Penobscot county, Me.,

where a tornado ¢auséd much damage and a terrible accident, blowing a gap in a bridge at Old
Town through which a locomotive with five men’
plunged into a river. ‘One of the men, the engineer, was killed, but the others escaped almost
unbarmed. At Macon City, Mo., on Friday,
several buildings, the Masonic Temple among
them, were blown down and three lives lost.

FOREIGN.

dered to Marshal Bazaine evidence in his favor
on his trial

for

the

surrender

of Metz.

marshal however declined.

The

>

It is officially announced that the

insurgents

in the State of Jalisco, Mexico, have been completely defeated, and that their leader, Losada,
is captured.
Advices from Montevideo state that the reporied capture of Parana proves false.
A cable despatch says that M. de Lesseps, who

built the Suez Canal, as the agent of the Khedive,
now proposes to build a railway from Russia to
British India, as the agent of Russia.
The Emperor of Austria will go to St. Petersburg in the aatumn. The visit is regarded by
the press as of deep political significance.

In the French Assembly,Wednesday,an

excit-

ed debate took place on a bill which was finally
adopted, empowering the permanent

committee

which sits during the recess to prosecute * insulters” of the Assembly. The Germans evacuated Mezieres Wednesday, and will soon leave

Naney, When Verdun will be the only occupied

district.

-

The American department of the Vienna ex“hibition was visited Tuesday by the emperor of
“Austria,~and His Imperial Majesty was pleased
to say that for improvements in’ inventions and
new inventions since the last exposition, Ameri-

' ca is without comparison in the entire
ing.
A

build-

sought

for by

have

at the wedding.

with to-day even

among

of a wedding

at the

both interesting and curious.
tom of pouring rice over the

present

River

Last year the forests of Wisconsin, Michigan
and Minnesota produced over eight hundred million feet of lumber, which was sent to the Mis-;
sissippi or the lakes. This large produect,if shipped by railway, would require fifty thousand
trains, of at least fifteen cars each, so that raft
=
ing has to be continued to the exclusion of railway transportation.
The pcrtion
sent to the
Mississippi River floats down that stream, which
is intersected by various railways, which bring
grain and live stock from the interior, and carry
back lumber.
It costs about twenty-five cents
a thousand feet for each hundred miles to float
the rafts down the river, and logs in the rafts
vary in value from ten to fifteen dollars per
thousand.
On the railways the average freight
is four dollars a thousand for
each hundred
miles.

island

near the

the Isle of Woman.

+Auistralia is rising out of

the sea at the rate of

sixteen feet in one hundred years.
President MacMahon
cigars 4 day.

smokes

upw ard of thirty

Verdi is composing a requiem to be played upon the first anniversary of Manzoni’s death.

The Emperor of China in two official edicts announces the degradation snd punishment of the
chief of the eunuchs
for “ handling the dishes
carelessly,” and of the chief of the stables for
*‘ not being punctual, and having his beasts in

bad condition.”

much

uicer

than

small “find

states that he was
since, in England
were prosperous
poured
over the

lettep-boxes

recently ordered

to be placed in all

the insane asylums of the country, public or pri~
vate, in positions where they will be easily accessible to all the inmates. They are designed
to allow complaints and suggestions to be made
to the authorities in a way independent of any of

the officers or attendants.

The complaints made

the

flinty cakes.

To

rectangular,

and

were" furnish-

ed not only by the family of the bride, but
by the guests, who arrive with packets of them
lin their hands.
Some of these cakes
were
thrown over the bride’s head as she re-crossed
the threshold of the house where the feast was
to be on her return from the marriage ceremony. Ou the festivity that followed an old-time
wedding, an¢ which lasted a week or ten days,
it was considered the proper thing to do to offer

pieces of the cakes that had been se tossed to
the bride that she might squeeze them through
her ring, which bits of cake were carefully preserved to be dreamed
over.
Poor folk, who
thronged the house begging for money, were
certain to receive their portion of the cakes. The
rest were built into a huge pile, and set before

the groom

and

his

brille

at the

bridal-feast.

Some one has
told the story of a wedding
wherein the new husband and wife kissed one
another over the mound of cakes before them
at the close of the repast.
During the period
of the Commonwealth, the large plate of square

biocks of cakes was everywhere
placed before the bride.
After
covered
comfits.
closing a
plished;

in

England

a few years the wedding-cakes were
with
almond-paste
or coated
with
The mext great advance, the art of innumber of these was at last accomthe pile of solid squares Was covered

with frosting, and adorned

on

its top with toys

and devices figurative of the

occasion for which

it had been made. This massive cake was held
over the bride’s head. The frosting was easily
broken,
and the eakes

The Belgian government has

securely-locked

were

and ears.

In some

tumbled

about

instances,

two

her

cakes

head

were

prepared, one for the due observance of the oldtime custom, the other to be put upon the table
at the wedding-banquet.
Smollett, in his * Expedition of Humphrey Clinker,” déscribed how

Mrs. Tabitha Lismahago’s

wedding-cuke

was

broken over her head and its pieces given to her

friends, who

imagined

that to eat one

of the

are investigated, and if auy one asserts that he fragments would surely, if the eater were unis sane, he is ordered to be examined by medical y ' married, bring in thé vision of a dream the face
experts.
of the destined wife, or husband.
It is said that eyen yet in a north country yeoAccording to the Melbourne Age, a bushran-

costly

‘éake

over

the!

bride’s

head;

Yorkshire it is still the fashion, at the moment

when the bride is returned to hec father’s house,

The poet Manzoni left a great mass of notes
for a projected history of the French revolution,
which he intended to draw inte parallel with

for a kinsman to throw from an upper window
over her head a plate contdininga few square
pieces of cake,
for the purpose of learning
whether her future life will be wretched or hap-

the Italian revolution of 1848. Manzoni was very
fastidious about his style, and would pass whole

py.

other communication from
the Assyrian explorer, who

has received an-

Mr. George Smith,
on the morning of

* you

may see

portions of it every

day loaded on donkeys and brought into the

town of Hillah ; but if issuch a vast aren that it
will take centuries to remove the remains.”
Itis stated in the London Daily News, that
the experiment of light cables to the United

Emigrants’ Home.
Nebraskians
talk about

the

Emigrants’ Home

Missouri

station, 1m Lincoln, as a new
sun, Yet
[Solomon was right

is no such\ new

thing.

ments abound
abroad, and
a thousund yeurs.
In Hamburg, traveling

River

Railroad

thing under the
in saying there

Analagous
may

establish-

be traced back

workmen

live

in

lodging houses, called ** Herbergen,” or har:
yoruges, belonging to their various trades,—and
Te farnistied with the loan of such tools as they

States will shortly be practically tested, arrangeBut they pay the cost of whatever is
ments to enable Mr. H. Highton to lay a cable Ar
across the Atlantic being in active progress. Mr, furniled them; while, in Lincoln, shelter and
Hightow’s cable is not to cost above £400,000, and’ ‘lodgirg-rooms are free,~answering to the nefor
if it be successfully laid, «despatches between Eu- gro’s definition of grace, as ‘‘ something
rope and this country nay in
|
future cost less in nothing.”
Herbergen ,~or industrial caravansaries, each
pence than they now do'in shillings.
serving as a house of call or labor mart,—still
In a paper on “ Tea considered as a Cause of survive in Prussia also. But the best counterNational Demoralization,” Matthew Browne inparts of the Nebraska Emigrants’ home are in
vites the attention of pathologists, psychologists, WSwitzerland.
At
Olton,
Stunz,
Berne,
and
reformers and legislators 1 this great question : throughout the
canton of Neuchatel, itiner“ While we have been turning our eyes,” he ant workmen find b:ds or othér accommodasays, * upon the more obvious and vulgar evils tions, free of charge.
attendant upon the free use of alcohol, we have
Moreover, the *‘ Hospices ¥ soattered over

heen overlgoking the insidious action of a bland

and peaceful liquid

which has been supping the

foundations of manhood and honesty.

Alcohol

sends a few to the jail or to the mad-house.
tea acts through the nervous system, upon

But
the

conscience,and turns us into a nation of sneaks.”
When the Shah of Persia arrived’ at Moscow
he wore a gala ‘dress estimated at two millions,
consisting of dark coat and pants, with the fumiliar Persian head dress, profusely ornamented

with diamonds.

The coat did not show the gold

embroideries®™f his suite, but was covered with
unusually large diamonds and rubies; 3 the bouil-

lions of the epaulettes were ulso entirely composFive men were killed and several injured ly a ed of diamonds,

the passes

of ‘the

Alps, open

fables to all comers.

The

their

writer

the

York thus scents

States.

Timber

is rap-

attention of all public au-

Stock Raising

in Nebraska.

ro

|.

¥

About the 20th of Mareh, I took the train from
here for Chicago, 542 miles.
Leaving this city at
two on one, afternoon, I should ordinarily have

reached that Queen of~the

Great Lakes at three

o’clock on the next afternoon.
But on arriving
at the Missouri I found it fmpossible to cross, for
according to the local phrase it was * gorged
with ice.” Tt was as if a glucier bad rushed
down from an Alpine ravine and blocked up the
track along a Swiss valley.
Such an iceberg had
not been seen there before during this season,
and it was next day swept down the river.
Meantime, however, severul cars, filled with
cattle and hogs for Chicago, were sent back 23
miles to Ashland to spend the night in the yard
where they had been kept through the winter.

I went with them in order to inspect the Nebraska style of stock fattening.
One yard I visited is on a neck of land between
tworivers, one fresh and one salt, so that. no
salt is needed for the stock.
The only shelter
was a close fence four feet high on one side, and
bay cribs on another, which broke the force of
the wind. Though the winter had been the severest ever known, the cattle ‘were in good con-

dition, and none of them

had died. - They

The corn was partly raised

close at hand,

ty bushels and upward on a single
partly bought at 15 cents a bushel.

The cattle were

Texas,~had

nine-

acre,—~and

been driven last

year 1,200 miles from the far south-west.
The
first cost was $12 per head,—and $6 more for
driving to the yard. Five
dollars more will
pay passage to Chicago.
The last lot of a hundred sent from this yard sold for four and a half
cents, or more than fifty dollars for each beef.
No business is growing faster in Nebraska
than stock-raising. None will pay better.
Indian corn is too bulky for distant transport.
It

needs a eondenser.

What

it needs

it finds

twenty-five miles

principal is payable

Rulés for Bathing.
bathe

soon

eating,

2. Never

take a full bath nor go into the surf less than
three hours after a full meal. 3. The best time
for bathingis an

hour or two

or as long before dinner.

before

breakfast,

Never eat soon after

bathing. 6. Those who bathe in the evening
should not remain long in the water. 6. Be sure

doors

has

and

himself

bathe when the respiraare disturbed in conse-

quence of violent exercise
9.

Perspiration

is no

or any

objection

other eause.
to going

into

cold water, provided the action of the heurt and

immigrants

till they

could

command

higher

will hold, thus distending

Tilled and Untilled Lands.
;

——

A lady baving two lovers, accepted the one
who was poor but smart, rather than the other

who was rich but an imbecile. When asked
the reason of her choice she said: “ A man who
is poor may get over it; but if one is a natural.
born fool he never can get-over it.”
She is ungood model for a farmer. Let him
prefer a Nebraska
farm, for its capabilities
though unimproved, rather than improved but
infertile land further East.
Nebraska land has
no defects which it can not soon get over. But

this is more
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Rheumatism, so that I walked with great difficulty,
and that is entirely cured. May God spare you a
long life to remain a blessing to mankind. With untold gratitude,
089
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At New Hampton, N. H., the
premises of the subscriber, consisting of House,
Barn, and four acres of
land, with a choice variety of fruitit trees. Said house
is within easy walk of the Institution buildings,
consists of eleven rooms, and is well ada
or
purposes of boarding or letting to students. Lease
may be made for a term of years, and at reasonable
rates. Apply to
0. R. BACHELE
4129
New Hampton
+H.

3 1

Mess ¥ bbl.. 18 00 @19 00

West ordinary 16 e. .18 {Hams smok’d 16 00 Fir 00
CHEESE,
° ' POTATOES,
Factory,ex. Bb $2. Ti Mercers...... 275 @ 3 00

Miss LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French.
Miss
ELLA C. HURD, Teacher of Music.
Te Susmanship will be taught by an experienced
eac
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
e price of board, in ¢lubs, varies trom $1.60 to
00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentleen’s are formed.
pooms and board in private families at reasonable

LET,

a 830
.

BUTTER.
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hieSaher pariculan, address the Secretary,

es
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|
BAR seseses 00
ExMess¥bb 10 00 @15 00 |gponndts:ees
tosh™
Country do..1400 g14 00
PORK.

Furnishes Coll
Pheparatory, Normal, Academjcal ang Ladies’ Full ns of’ study. Terms, 10
weeks.
Fall term Soumenees Aug , 21, 1873.
Winter term commences y Noy. 's, Ss.
Spring term
TT GomEntey s Ail
mmer term commence:
KIRGSLURY BATCHE
R, 2 0 Brine al.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associa te Principa v

TO

YORK

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
JuLy 26, 1873.

Rex ‘month can easily be made by energetic persons of either sex by securing an
of us.
Business honorable and pleasant.

MAINE

60
00
50
50

Laths, pine.. 225 g 2 75
Do. Spruce
2 00 @ 2 50
8.box shooks3 00 @ 4 00

commodious ; Course of Studies extensive. Thorough Instruction in Civil and Mechanical Engineering, the Classics, and English; careful oversight
of
the morals and manners of Cadets. For cireulars
apply to
4631
Cor. THEO. HYATT, President.
00
$200
gency

@..
830
@ 6
@ 8

Jury 23, 1873.
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than cun be said of the sterile re-

making

a silk purse

OA
rer dey! Arents wanted! All o'arens of working peos
$H to
a0
of elthor sox, young or old, make more money ut
work for usJin thelr spare moments or all the time than at anything
elue, Particulars free, Address@, Stinson
& Co, , Portland, Maine,

out of a sow’s

railroad lund of the Burlington and Migsouri
River Railroad. Many, of them, have little or
no capitil,~but they pay nothing but six per
cent. interest for two or four years,—and then
the_principal in seven installments.

Hurvesting has commenced in the West, and
the wheat-crops is said to be yielding well, Corn
is also in good condition.

1

Currants.......
38
pi Cranberries.
MarTow...... bus2H50 @2 100
Lliron sesnnseee
1@..

either by beating up the ground, fresh berries’
with the white of an egg, adding boiling water

my

dried ®

Butier

Soft Shell

tion of theine and the astringent matters with
which it is combined.
Such tea is.intoxicating,
produces.nervousness and fretful temper, and,
as the author remarks, often underlies mueh
domestic unhappiness.
Coffee may be prepared

scribed

16 e.

bra

Almonds—,.

be pre-

remains a concentrated

Applet

FRUIT .

pared by placing the leaves in a well warmed
(scalded out) tea pot, pouring fiercely boiling
water directly upon them, and drinking
the
fresh infusion almost immediately.
If left stewing on a fire, the aromatic qualities are boiled

away, and

Flour....5 00 @ 5 50

Corn Meal....3 30 g 3 33

pends on the amount taken and the times when
taken.
They enliven and inspirit the wearied
body, and supplement, as it ‘were, nutritious
food.
There is nothing simpler than to make good
tea and coffee, but nine persons
out of ten
are unable to do it. Neither should, under-any

be boiled.

Pickled.
...

yo ich.legit
and
Ohio, 00810 00 trace dressed .. 7 @.. 7
chojce extra, 8 503 9 50
PRODUCE.

nutritive, they sustain nutrition by limiting the
body’s waste and by promoting the absorption of animal food. Their. healthfulness de-

circumstances,
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which one may sow
a bushel and reap only a
No

00
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Mackerel, bbl. 9 00@1v 50

Iy fail to work mischief,

gions, where the characteristics are stumps,
stones, stecps amd swamps, as well as soil on

peck.

eqt.5

Moditm

tic tube and washing the obstructed food into
the stomach. All this is unnatural and can bhard-

1y41

FRENCH'S NEW HOTEL,
Cor. Cortlandt & New

Church Sts,

NEW YORK,
N THE BUROPEAN PLAN.
7 RICHARD P. FRENCH,

Son of the late Cor. RICHARD FRENCH,
of
French’s Hotel, has taken this Hotel, new ly fitted u
and entirvelwv renovated

the

same.

Centr

ly looat

inthe BUSINESS PART of the City.
Lous’ & GENTLEMEN’S DINING ROOMS ATTACHED.
1:
Low)

Bitton

Cod—la

the elas-

the breathing are not disturbed, and the system se
Squivalent to SEVENTY FIV: LHS:
Jn addi
aad dition Je ishout extra charge, at tle NEW
not in a state of fatigue. 1). After bathing keep |
ERVATORY
OF jays1O,
the body comfortably warm by fire or exercise, BNalan
Music School
Lee,
3 for Toni riepu he
and do not expose to draught
of cold air.—~ World. bi
Term Opens
September 15. Send for circuSctence of Health.
lar to B. TO
RIB, Director.
6t30al

been entertained in more than one of them,
ear.
on the 8t. Bernards [Great and Little), 8t, GothBetter a fortune in than with a man or farm,
ard, &:. No payment is expected
from the
The one must grow, the other may dwindle.
poor, but otiier people are led careiully to the
So think 5,000 farm hunters: who have bought
contribution box in the chapel,
;
‘
All these European homes of hospitality deserve the highest praise. The
difference between them and that in Lincoln is this :—that
they all send forth their guests to toil on the
same low level as betore, while the Lincoln
house 18 a stepping-stone to a higher plane.
It
was, last yeur, a refuge for hundreds of new

only one piece at a ime. This ‘embarrassment is
overcome by taking at one gulp as much fluid
48 the mouth

48

Gin, vy
veed0 @.. 00
Mous.deLaines 00 @.. ..
Carpetings—
Lowell sup. 3-ply @ 1 60
Extra Superiive. 818
PETROL LUM,
Superfine....cooee @ 120 |Crndes,susssnss
FISH,
Refiied Terres . 17
sn

er effect of eating in this way is that the masses
of food, imperfectly mixed with saliva, become
impacted in the csophagus, checking its muscular action, which is obviously! intended to propel

Miss

after

Markets.

Bo i AR

Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and

S———

1. Never

The

Dr. Derby states that the average time occuBOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES
pied in the process of taking food in MassachuFor the week ending JuLy 27, 1878,
setts does not exceed from twelve to fifteen min. |
CAN DLES .
MOLASSES.
utes for each meal. Such haste is injuriousto
Molds....c... 12 @. 134 Cuba Clayed.. 25 @.. 28
health for many reasons. The process of diges- Sperm..........36
@.. 36 | do.Sweet.... ..
@., ..
tion begins in the mouth with the action of the
teeth, and through excitement of the salivary Cannel..... 26.00 4u8 00
Sassss
OIL.
Sands by the presence of food, Unlers saliva Pictou........0 00 @ 0 00
sal
120913
is abundantly mingled with the latter, the first Anthracite... 7009 800 Olive
"COFFEE.
Linseed—Eng. Bao
act of digestion is obstructed and Nature’s plan
Java ¥ B..... 2 @.. 27 ie
w.
85
is changed. This fluid not only lubricates but St. Domingo... 19 8.. 20 Do.
.
63
@..68
@.. 7
acts chemically in the mouth, if a reasonable Ri0 seensiiinnas 20 @.. 24 Refined d0.... 70
+ COTTON.
Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20.@
1
time begiven it, upon, all the starchy elements '
Ordinary...
hazy hig. 4
PAINTS.
which make up the bulk of what we eat. Eating
| Sood
G
0
238. ayy nd RedAm.... 0) .
in haste, a great deal of air is swallowed. Air
ml me » Ground, fre 11 1
isto a certain extent always entangled in the MIE
DOMESTICS.
ze, ;FRR pb,
saliva and assists digestion,but when ** wads * of
Sheetin
u4 Suiriiugyl Bile,
Ne. fs
food succeed each other very rapidly, they seem Heavy Wiehig)13@.. 18}
RI
Medium
4-4.....118..
12
to act like pistons in the tube leading from the
Drills,pRrawn, is 8.. of [Yoni
back of the throat, and drive before and between Print Cloths... 6} @..
H
them to the stomach such amounts of airas to dis- Cotton Flannel. as Qe we
PPR a.
i [o
tend that organ and impede its functions. Anoth- rate.
C.
seesanes
WG

west of Plattsmouth.

In that land-district over 25,000 home-steaders
and pre-emptors have filed claims at the United
States office in Lincoln, and ubout 3,000 have
bought B. & M. Raliroad land on ten years’ credit and 6 per cent. interest.
On land contracts

since 1872, nothing of the
till the end of four years.

for Meals.

——

in

cattle and hogs. Hog-3kin and cow-hide make
the best rbags,—~bags that hold ten times more
than canvass bags of the same size.
Ashland is a new town on the * Burlington
Route ” from the Mississippi River to Fi. Kear-

ney and

ll

had

no covering whatever overhead.
The food of the stock was mainly Indian corn,
each ear cut into three
pieces, “ind shoveled
from a wagon into huge troughs scattered here
and there inthe yard.
Wild hay in the side
cribs was always within reach, and some of the
corn, cobs and all, was ground in a horse mill
into coarse meal.
The hay cost only the cutting, being free on
what in England would be called ‘‘ commons.”

of fatigue. 8. Never
tion and ‘circulation

a
at the Burlington and

New

that the body is uniformly warm at the time
of bathing. 7. Never go into the water in a state

|.

days in seeking for a word or form of expression
which would best render his meaning.

The London Daily Telegraph

Th

torrent.

subject demands

white. in

although he went by the name of Cosgrove.

destruction

thorities having jurisdiction of it.— Ledger.

ger,who was killed some years ago in an attempt man’s: parlor, on’ occasion of the martiage of a
to escape arrest, is asserted by another bushran- daughter, it is not unusual to break a monstrous,
ger, Power, who is now in prison, to have been
no less notorious a person than Arthur Orton,

their

idly becoming scarce aud dear, but still the devastation goes on. And increasing scarcity with
enhanced cost are not the only bad results,as
the foregoing observations
point out. Mill
streams, dry up; springs fail; local climes become changed, and the character of the vegetation in some instances is revolutionized.
The

In-

this day, in Scotland, an oatmeal-cake is broken
by the first bridesmaid and the groom’s best
man.-éver the head of “the bride at the door of
the first house she enters upon her return from
the celebration of her marriage.
The next substitute for the flinty biscuit was
nicely made of sugar, eggs, milk, spices, and currants. These cakes
were
called buns, were

If

of nature
to the United

J bride’s head.

add greatly to the attractions of the city, and that ||
the zo-ological department mny be made a meuns
of preserving many specimens of aninrals, birds
and reptiles from the west, which are fast becoming extine t, as population extends in that direction.

preserved.

prospective peril of commerce from afar. These
dangers are, of course, remote, but they are
not so much exaggerated
as they seem.
All
over the country our people, in their restless ac
tivity in * clearing away the forest,” have been
most reckless and wasteful of the rich bounty

The Chinese cushead of a bride is

In time, some daring innovator, whose name
is lost in the greatness of his achievement, proposed that the uncooked wheat and corn should
When Jeflerson Davis was in St. Louis, re- go out of fashion, and that large, thin, dry biscently, he was sere naded by a number of his cuit should be svbstituted, These biscuits were
broken over the bride’s head, and the fragments
former slaves.
were gathered from the ground and distributed
Cincinnati is debating the question of the esGreat opposition was
tablishment of a zoological and botanical garden, among the bystanders.
for the instruction and amusement of its citizens. made by eonservative souls to” the new fashion.
kernels
The project is urged on the ground that it will || They declared” that the unprepared

to*be

into
a shallow

is

Six Japanese students, including H. Okemoto
of Bridgeport, Conn.,have been recalied by their
government, for what reason they do not know.

to call alittle

0

about the destruction ot
enhances the price of the
of the effect it has on navforests of the Adirondack
pointed out as woods that

goes on, it.is. anticipated
: that the. result will be
the drying up of the lakes aud springs of that
region, and thé .convefsion of the Hudson river

hill

time

deed, Mr. Moncure (Conway
present at a marriage, not long
where the bride and groom
Londoners, when
rice was

Itis proposed

In New York some of the newspapers are ex-

her

the

of Timber.

——

bride offers to
shares it with
a similar ctisthe wedding-

1t is said that Padl Morphy is going to the Vienna Exposition to play chess.
A daring boy swam across the Niagara
at he foot of the falls last week.

Destruction

ceremony

but another working out of the same idea.

Mr. Bmith;
has ten-

eagerly

cast ii bronze, and set up in Washington.

the 16th of March rode into the ruins of Babylon. “ Babylon is slowly disappearing,” writes
Prince Frederick Charles of Germany

ticipation

Launt Thompson
has completed the model of
his colossal statue of General Scott.
It will be

Isle of Man

One of the outlaws bglenging to the Modoe
gang fatally shot a deputy sheriff in Texas on
Thursday night.
The court has adjourned, and
mounted men are pursuing the party.

were

the end

of the fourth year.

tribes of Tndia.
The progress of the wedding-cake from the
simple grains of corn to the elaborate loaves
that are prepared in the simplest homein an~

for twice as much

bounded by Howard, Lexington,” Liberty
Mulberry streets. The Marylznd Academy

of the buildings destroyed were of an inferior
‘class and the loss is comparatively small, being
set at half a million dollars.

an!

cake is met

write letters

Karl Blind is writing a history of the republcan party in England, which is published hebdomadally in Die Gegenwart.

other handsome edifices were burned, but most

date, paying nothing of the principal till

a cake of ** sagamite,” which the
ber husband.
He receives it and
her. Even the Fiji islanders have
tom; and, in one form or another,

twenty-six

this means to revénge himself for the 10ss of a
fence set on fire by a locomotive spark.
A great conflagratiod occurred at Baltimore,
Friday, extending over about thirteen acres,
and
and

years English
girls appeared at the .churchporch, followed by a train of damsels each car-,

sun

Helped on their way by the sister Reception
Houses in Burlington and Lincoln, 4.525 farmhunters had bought 478,988 acres of railroad land
before New Year's, 1873, ou ten years’ eredit. six
per cent. in‘erest, and contracts made since that

hibiting much solitude
timber, not because it
article, but on account
igable streams. The
region are especially

Take Time

earned, and for bun-

save; but, in spite of astronomy,
the grand
is setting in the East and rising in the West.

The Iroquois

in eight different hands.
A ton of hay sells in Buffalo
as a ton of corn.

water, in

friends or were distributed amoung the uninvited
spectators.
Now and then a custom that we have assotiated only with the civilized world appears to us
with odd significance
when practiced among
the ¢ savages.”

sheep in Michigan.
The hay crop in Oregon this year is
est ever known here.

of ancient Rome

of flour, salt, and

ever

the presence of the Hight Priest and at least ten
witnesses. At this ceremony the Roman bride
held in her left hand three wheat-ears, The
cake referred to was made of corn flour, and
was sometimes broken over the head of the
bride. Corn, the symbol of plentifulness, has had
along reign at marriage festivals, For many

ground,

About fifty picnics a week go out of Chicago.

killed

made

had

souri is still in its cradle, but ip yearly doubling
lits development.
All of them are as Suns to guide, gladden and

|

It was the custom to drop the corn upon the
head of the bride upon her return from church.
As a matter of course, the kernels
fell to the

Florida has just sent out fifty tons of sponges.

of lightning

We

and bridegroom

than they

obsolescent ands peady to vanish away, as having
outlived their usefulness; that, beyond the Mis-

rying
‘corn in some form,—coronaly of eorn-.|.
ears, whole grains, or small fragments of
broken biscuit or cake made from it.

at

Paragraphs.

A single flash

bride

tasted a cake

to secede

ment,

direction

—

The

and establish a separate government at Cartagena.
A Madrid despatch. announces the cap-

ambassador to restore the vessel. to

wages

30, 1873.

dreds more till they secured homesteads, whick
raised them into the rank of landlords and lords
of the land, The Alpine establishménts are

Fashions of Wedding Cake,

The Spanish rebels at Cartagena threaten to
retaliate on the German shipping and consul at
that port for the capture of the Vigilante,
General Contreras, the commander at Cartagena,
declares himself president of Murcia,

minority of the Spanish Cortes intend

G STAR, J OLY

Rural and Domestic

Fri-

train on the Rock Island Railroad bave not: been
detected, though parties aré scouring the vicinievery

MORNIN

The Household Panacea and Family LiniMENT ig the best remedy in the world for the follow
I complaints,viz.:
Cramp in the Limbs and StomPain in-the Stomach, Bowels or Side, Rheumatism in all its forms, Bilious Colic, Neuralgia, Cholera, Dysentery, Colds, Fresh Wounds, Burns, Sore
7 hioal, Spina
Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,
Chille and Fever.
urely Vege ble and All-healing.
For Internal md tore
use. Prepared by CURTIS

& BROWN,

No. 215 Fulton street,

sale by all druggists,

A :

—Address

New York, and for
18t27edthw

COWAN & CO., 8th 8t.,

GENTS. New York, for best selling bool published, $30 a week and expenses, Salary or Com
mission.
12620

